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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

In positive characteristic there are several interesting stratifications on moduli spaces of

abelian varieties, for instance:

• the Ekedahl-Oort stratification,

• the Newton polygon stratification, and

• the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification.

In this thesis we investigate the interplay between these three stratifications. In this introduc-

tion we first explain their definitions and then can announce the relations we found.

1.1. Moduli spaces and stratifications

Many algebraic geometers dream of classifying all algebraic varieties. David Mumford,

one of the most important algebraic geometers of the twentieth century, explained his fasci-

nation for this problem as follows:

The point is, I love maps, that is ‘maps’ in the sense of ‘maps of the world’,

‘charts of the ocean’, ‘atlases of the sky’! I think one of the key things that

attracted me to this group of problems was the hope of making a map of some

parts of the world of algebraic varieties. An algebraic variety felt like a tangible

thing in the lectures of Oscar Zariski, so why shouldn’t you venture out, like

Magellan, and uncover their geography?1

I first got interested in this problem when I read Mumford’s lectures on ‘Curves and their

Jacobians’ [55]. Although I had just followed a course on curves (algebraic varieties of

(complex) dimension 1), they were still elusive to me. But when Mumford started to chart

the simplest classes of curves, they became tangible.

The classification of algebraic varieties breaks down into a discrete part and a continuous

part. In the discrete part we try to make a tree that divides varieties into finer and finer

categories. If we try to classify organisms in biology we make a tree that first branches

1From the preface of Mumford’s Selected Papers [56].
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out into plants, animals, bacteria and fungi, and continues branching until we get to species

like humans, gorillas and chimpanzees. If we try to classify algebraic varieties, the tree first

branches out according to the dimension: we have curves, surfaces, threefolds etc. Then the

branch of curves splits up according to the genus, the number of holes in the topological

surface underlying the curve. For curves the branching stops here. The differences between

curves of the same genus are like differences between animals of the same species, such as

weight, height, or fur-color, in that they can vary continuously. The continuous part of the

classification consists of finding enough of such differences to distinguish individual curves

of the same genus.

Mumford compared the discrete part to finding the continents and the continuous part to

making a map of a continent. Such a map is called a moduli space. A moduli space is a

variety that parametrizes other algebraic varieties. For instance, in the moduli space of genus

g curves Mg every point represents a whole curve, like a dot on the map can represent a city.

From the moduli space we can read off how big the continent of genus g curves is: if g is

larger than 1, then Mg has dimension 3g− 3, so a genus g curve is determined by 3g− 3

parameters.

In this thesis we look at moduli spaces for abelian varieties. An abelian variety is a

projective variety that is also a group, in such a way that the group law is given by polynomial

functions. Abelian varieties play a central role in algebraic geometry. The only discrete

invariant of an abelian variety is its dimension. So we would expect that there exists a moduli

space for g-dimensional abelian varieties. But if we try to construct such a moduli space

we run into technical difficulties. These can be solved by looking at abelian varieties with

some extra structure (to be specific: a polarization and a level structure). When we take this

extra structure into account, we do get a good moduli space Ag, called the moduli space of

principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension g. It is a variety of dimension 1
2 g(g+1)

and every point of Ag represents a g-dimensional abelian variety (with some additional data).

1.1.1. Stratifications. According to Mumford’s analogy, studying a moduli space is like

exploring a continent. When you explore a continent, you first try to divide it into recogniz-

able parts: planes, forests, mountain ranges and rivers. Similarly, when you study a moduli

space you can try to decompose it into smaller subvarieties. We are especially interested in

decompositions for which the boundary of each subvariety is a union of other subvarieties.

We call such a decomposition a stratification and we call the subvarieties in such a decompo-

sition strata. The strata provide landmarks that help us navigate the moduli space. Especially

the smallest strata are interesting. Usually they consist of very special objects that are easy to
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describe. So they provide a starting point of our study. It is like starting the exploration of a

continent from a river you know and then working your way inwards.

To define a stratification on a moduli space, we try to divide the objects it parametrizes

into classes according to some intrinsic property, which should be somewhere between a

discrete and a continuous invariant. On the one hand we want it to be able to change in

continuous families. Otherwise it could not take different values for different points in the

moduli space. On the other we want it to take only take finitely many values. Otherwise we

would get infinitely many strata. For abelian varieties in positive characteristic p we can get

such properties by looking at the pr-kernels.

1.2. pr-Kernels in characteristic p

Suppose that A is an abelian variety over a field k. Because any abelian variety is com-

mutative, an integer N gives a multiplication homomorphism NA : A→ A. The N-kernel A[N]

is the kernel of this homomorphism.

If k is algebraically closed and has characteristic 0, then A[N] is isomorphic to (Z/NZ)2g,

where g is the dimension of A (see [54] §6, Application 3). So it is the same for all abelian

varieties of dimension g, and it is a rather dull thing to study. It gets interesting when k is not

algebraically closed, when the N-kernel gives interesting Galois representations, but this is

not what this thesis is about.

Instead we assume that k is algebraically closed, but has positive characteristic p. Then

something strange happens when p divides N: the N-kernel seems to be missing points.

For instance, A[pr](k) is isomorphic to (Z/prZ) f for some number f between 0 and the

dimension of A. The number f does not depend on r and is an interesting invariant of A,

called the p-rank. At best the p-rank equals the dimension, and the exponent of Z/prZ is

half of what we expect. At worst the p-rank is 0 and A[pr](k) is the trivial group.

To see the missing part, we need schemes. Scheme theory allows us to attach a geo-

metric object Spec(R) to any commutative ring R, even if R has nilpotent elements. The

space Spec(R) can have only one point, yet still be non-trivial. It turns out that this is

exactly what is going on with the p-kernel. Suppose for instance that the p-rank equals

the dimension. Then as a group scheme the pr-kernel is isomorphic to (Z/prZ)g × µ
g
pr ,

where µpr = Spec(k[x]/(xpr − 1)) is the group scheme of p-th roots of unity. Because

xpr − 1 = (x− 1)pr
in characteristic p, this group scheme has only one closed point, the

identity. But as a scheme µpr is non-trivial. With the right definitions it has order pr and so

A[pr] has order (pr)2g, as in characteristic 0.
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1.2.1. Dieudonné modules. How can we describe A[pr] when the p-rank is not maxi-

mal, for instance when the p-rank is 0 and A[pr] has only one closed point? The answer to

this question is given by Dieudonné theory, which translates problems about group schemes

into semi-linear algebra. It attaches to the pr-kernel a Dieudonné module, a triple (M,F,V )

consisting of a module M with two maps from M to itself M, the Frobenius F and the Ver-

schiebung V . The Dieudonné module not only determines A[pr] up to isomorphism, but even

gives us all possible homomorphisms from and to A[pr]. Moreover, we know exactly which

Dieudonné modules come from group schemes (technically speaking we have an equiva-

lence between certain categories, see appendix A for details). So we can forget about the

group schemes and only work with these relatively simple semi-linear algebra objects.

Although we could take the Dieudonné module of A[pr] for any r, we are mostly interested

in two cases, each with its own flavor of Dieudonné theory:

1. The Dieudonné module of the p-kernel A[p]. In this case M is a finite dimensional

vector space over k. Let σ : λ 7→ λ p be the Frobenius of k. Then F and V are maps

M→ M that are semi-linear in the sense that F(λm) = σ(λ )F(m) and F(m+m′) =

F(m)+F(m′), and V (σ(λ )m) = λV (m) and V (m+m′) =V (m)+V (m′) for all λ in k

and m,m′ in M. They satisfy FV = 0 and V F = 0. We call a triple (M,F,V ) satisfying

these conditions a level 1 Dieudonné module.

2. The Dieudonné module of the p-divisible group A[p∞], the (direct) limit of A[pr] over

r. In this case M is a free module over the Witt-vectors. A free module is roughly the

equivalent of a vector space over a ring that is not a field. The Witt-vectors O of k are

a generalization of the p-adic integers. They are a complete discrete valuation ring of

characteristic 0 with uniformizer p and such that O/pO = k. This means that one can

see an element in the Witt vectors as a ‘power series’ ∑
∞
i=0 ai pi with coefficients ai in k,

but with multiplication and addition given by some non-obvious formula. The Frobe-

nius of k lifts canonically to a ring homomorphism σ : O → O . The Frobenius F and

Verschiebung V are still semi-linear maps M→M as above, but now the compositions

FV and V F should be equal to multiplication by p (which is non-zero in O).

For all three stratifications mentioned at the beginning of this introduction we use prop-

erties of the pr-kernels to divide the moduli space into strata. First we use Dieudonné theory

to extract from the p-kernel a semi-linear algebra object. Then we use techniques from linear

algebra to attach to this object a combinatorial invariant. Finally we use this invariant to de-

fine the strata. However, the details of the construction differ for each stratification. We will

explain them now.
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1.3. The Ekedahl-Oort stratification

The Ekedahl-Oort stratification looks at the p-kernel. The Dieudonné module of the p-

kernel is simply a vector space with two semi-linear maps. Let us see how we can describe

it.

1.3.1. Kraft diagrams. One method to get a level 1 Dieudonné module is to simply

draw the action of F and V on basis elements by arrows. For instance, the discrete group

Z/pZ corresponds to the triple with M = k and F and V determined by F(1) = 1 and

V (1) = 0. The p-th roots of unity µp correspond to the triple with M = k and F and V

determined by F(1) = 0 and V (1) = 1. We can draw these modules respectively as

In both diagrams the dot represents the basis element 1 of k. On the left the arrow labeled F

means that F(1) = 1, while the lack of an arrow labeled V means that V (1) = 0. Similarly, the

V -arrow on the right means that V (1) = 1, while the lack of an F-arrow means that F(1) = 0.

To formalize what we mean by ‘drawing the Dieudonné module’, define a Kraft diagram

to be a diagram consisting of a finite number of points connected by arrows marked by either

F or V such that:

• from each point leaves no more than one F-arrow and no more than one V -arrow,

• the end point of an F-arrow is not the starting point of a V -arrow and the end point of

a V -arrow is not the starting point of an F-arrow.

A Kraft diagram Γ gives a Dieudonné module (MΓ,FΓ,VΓ) such that the basis of MΓ is the set

of points of Γ and such that FΓ and VΓ are given by the arrows. For instance, if there is an F-

arrow starting at a and ending at b, then FΓ(a) = b. If there is no F-arrow starting from a, then

FΓ(a) = 0. The first condition shows that the maps are well-defined. The second condition

ensures that FV = 0 and V F = 0. The miracle is that this simple construction actually gives

all level 1 Dieudonné modules by the following theorem.

Theorem 1.3.1 (Kraft). Every level 1 Dieudonné module is isomorphic to (MΓ,FΓ,VΓ) for

some Kraft diagram Γ.

Kraft first proved this theorem in 1975. Unfortunately, he did not publish his preprint

[46]. So for years it went unnoticed, until Oort rediscovered it independently. Together with
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Ekedahl he realized that it gives a stratification of moduli spaces of abelian varieties (see

[61]). Indeed, the theorem allows us to attach to an abelian variety a combinatorial invariant:

the unique Kraft diagram such that the Dieudonné module of its p-kernel is isomorphic to

(MΓ,FΓ,VΓ). So we get a stratification with strata consisting of all abelian varieties with a

fixed Kraft diagram. We now call this stratification the Ekedahl-Oort stratification.

To understand this stratification we first want a list of all the strata. So we want to know

under which conditions a Kraft diagrams occurs for some abelian variety. It turns out that

there are two such conditions:

1. A a is the end point of an F-arrow if and only if it is not the starting point of a V -arrow.

(This ensures that the kernel F is the image of V .)

2. If we switch the labels (so we replace all F’s by V ’s and all V ’s by F’s) then we get the

same diagram. (This ensures that the p-kernel is isomorphic to its own Cartier dual.)

If Γ has n points, then the corresponding group scheme has order pn. So the diagram of the

p-kernel of a g-dimensional abelian variety has 2g points. It turns out that there are 2g Kraft

diagrams with 2g points satisfying the above conditions. So we there are 2g Ekedahl-Oort

strata in dimension g.

For abelian varieties of small dimensions we can simply write down all possible diagrams.

An elliptic curve (i.e., a one dimensional abelian variety) can have two diagrams:

If the p-kernel of an elliptic curve E has the diagram on the left, then E is called ordinary

and the p-kernel is isomorphic to µp×Z/pZ. If it has the diagram on the right it is called

supersingular. Supersingular elliptic curves are very special: there are at most [p/12]+2 of

them, and each one is defined over Fp2 j, and its endomorphism ring is an order in a quaternion

algebra (see [67] chapter V §3).

In dimension 2 there are 4 possible diagrams:
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Abelian varieties with left diagram are called ordinary. They have p-rank 2 and form an open

stratum in A2, which is 3-dimensional. Abelian varieties with the second diagram from the

left have p-rank 1 and form a 2-dimensional stratum. Those with the third diagram have

p-rank 0 and form a 1-dimensional stratum. Abelian varieties with the right diagram are

called superspecial. If we fix one supersingular elliptic curve E, then all superspecial abelian

surfaces over k are isomorphic to E2 (but they can have different polarizations).

1.3.2. The canonical flag and the final type. Kraft diagrams allow us to visualize p-

kernels, but they are impractical to study the Ekedahl-Oort stratification for general g. We do

not want to draw the whole list of 2g diagrams as g gets larger. Given a p-kernel it is also not

obvious how we can compute the corresponding Kraft diagrams. Ekedahl and van der Geer

discovered that we can solve these problems by using the Weyl group of the symplectic group

(see [19] and [16]).

Let (M,F,V ) be the Dieudonné module of a p-kernel. The canonical flag is the smallest

flag of k-linear subspaces

0⊂Mi1 ( Mi2 ( · · ·( Mir = F(M) = ker(V )( · · ·( M, i j = dim(Mi j).

that is stable under taking images under F and inverse images under V . By this we mean that

for all Mi j in the flag F(Mi j) and V−1(Mi j) are also in the flag. We can construct the canonical

filtration by starting with the flag 0 ⊂M and adding the images under F and inverse images

under V until the sequence stabilizes.

Besides the canonical flag (Mi j) we have another flag consisting of just the kernel of

F . It turns out that we can always find a basis e1, . . . ,e2g of M in which both flags have the

following simple form: the kernel of F is spanned by e1, . . . ,eg, while Mi j is spanned by ew(m)

for m≤ i j for some permutation w of {1, . . . ,2g}. If we require that w−1(i)< w−1(i+1) for

all i 6= g, then w is uniquely determined. It measures the relative position of the kernel of F

to the canonical flag and we call it the final type. One can get the Kraft diagram of (M,F,V )

from its final type by an explicit formula (see for instance [50] 4.9).

The final type w of a principally polarized abelian variety satisfies w(2g+1− i) = 2g+
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1−w(i). This means that w is in the Weyl group W of the symplectic group Sp2g. The

condition w−1(i)< w−1(i+1) for all i 6= g determines a subset IW̃ , the set of final types. We

can now reformulate Kraft’s theorem as follows: there is a bijection{
Isomorphisms classes of p-kernels

of g-dimensional abelian varieties

}
→ IW, (1.3.2)

that sends a p-kernel to its final type.

1.3.3. The stratification. Every final type w gives a stratum Ag{w} consisting of all

abelian varieties with that final type. In this way we get the Ekedahl-Oort stratification:

Ag =
⊔

w∈IW

Ag{w}.

Most properties of this stratification were determined in [61]. The dimension of Ag{w} for

instance is equal to the length of w in the Weyl group (also see [16] or [51]). There is a

unique longest element w0 in W , which gives the only open stratum Ag{w0}. It consists of

all ordinary abelian varieties, abelian varieties for which the p-rank equals the dimension.

There is also a unique 0-dimensional stratum: Ag{1}. It consists of all superspecial abelian

varieties, abelian varieties that over an algebraically closed field are isomorphic to a product

of g supersingular elliptic curves.

Remark 1.3.3. The indexation of the strata plays an important role in the Ekedahl-Oort

stratification. How you index the strata determines how you view the stratification. Origi-

nally Oort indexed the strata by combinatorial objects, called final sequences, because these

objects naturally index the isomorphism classes of the p-kernel. Ekedahl and van der Geer

started indexing the strata by Weyl group elements, because they wanted to see the strata as

degeneration loci, and calculate their cycle classes (see [19] and [16]). The indexation by

Weyl group elements also opens the road to generalizing the stratification to PEL Shimura

varieties (see [50], [72] and [51]). In part III we will index the strata in the same way as

Kottwitz-Rapoport strata, namely by elements in the affine Weyl group, because we want

to generalize the stratification to moduli spaces with parahoric level structure. So changing

the notation is not simply a matter of doing the combinatorics differently. It gives a new

perspective on the stratification.
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1.4. The Newton polygon stratification

While the Ekedahl-Oort stratification is based on the classification of p-kernels up to

isomorphism, the Newton polygon stratification is based on the classification of p-divisible

groups up to isogeny. An isogeny between two p-divisible groups is a surjective homomor-

phism with a finite kernel. Two such groups are isogenous if there is an isogeny from one to

the other. One can show that ‘being isogenous’ is an equivalence relation.

If we want to classify p-divisible groups up to isogeny, we should not look at Dieudonné

modules, but at the isocrystals. Remember that the Dieudonné module of A[p∞] is a module

M over the Witt vectors O with two maps F and V . If we invert p by tensoring M with the

field of fractions L of O , then we get a vector space V over L with two invertible semi-linear

maps F and V . Because FV = p, we have V = pF−1 on V, and we may forget V . The

pair (V,F) is called the isocrystal of A[p∞]. An isogeny between p-divisible group gives an

isomorphism between their isocrystals. So to classify p-divisible groups up to isogeny, we

should classify isocrystals up to isomorphism.

Every isocrystal decomposes into a direct sum of a number of standard building blocks.

One can keep track of which building blocks make up (V,F) by a combinatorial device

called the Newton polygon. If we separate abelian varieties by the Newton polygon of

their p-divisible group, we get a stratification of Ag, called the Newton polygon stratification

(see [60] for its properties). As for the Ekedahl-Oort stratification, the unique open stratum

consists of all ordinary abelian varieties. There is also a unique smallest stratum. It consists

of all abelian varieties that over an algebraically closed field become isogenous to a product

of g supersingular elliptic curves. (As for p-divisible groups, an isogeny is a surjective ho-

momorphism with finite kernel.) We call such abelian varieties supersingular and we call

the smallest stratum the supersingular locus. Unlike the superspecial locus, the supersingular

locus is not 0-dimensional. Li and Oort proved that it has dimension [g2/4] (see [48]; this

was already conjecture in [58]; see [60] theorem 4.1 for a generalization).

1.5. The Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification

While the Ekedahl-Oort and Newton polygon stratification look at one abelian variety, the

Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification looks at chains of abelian varieties. Let us consider a simple

example.

1.5.1. The curve X0(p). In the study of modular forms it is common to work with the

modular curve X0(N). Over the complex numbers this is the moduli space for pairs (E,H)
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Figure 1.1: The modular curve X0(p) in characteristic p. The gray and black line give the
two open strata, while the dots give the closed stratum.

with E an elliptic curve and H a cyclic subgroup of the N-kernel E[N]. Again we are inter-

ested in what happens over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0. We focus

on X0(p). As any subgroup of order p is automatically cyclic, over the complex numbers

X0(p) is the moduli space for pairs (E,H) with E an elliptic curve and H ⊂ E any subgroup

of order p. This definition generalizes to k, if we replace groups by group schemes.

Note that as H is killed by p, it is contained in E[p]. Now E is either supersingular

or ordinary. If E is supersingular, then E[p] has only one non-trivial subgroup scheme: the

kernel of the Frobenius. If E is ordinary, the p-kernel is isomorphic to the product µp×Z/pZ
and H can either be µp or Z/pZ. So there are three possibilities:

1. E is ordinary and H ∼= µp;

2. E is ordinary and H ∼= Z/pZ;

3. E is supersingular and H is the kernel of the Frobenius.

If we group the points of X0(p) according to these possibilities, we get a stratification of

X0(p) in three strata, see figure 1.5.1. The first two strata are open. Their closures intersect in

the third stratum, which is closed and has dimension 0. The Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification

generalizes this stratification to higher dimensional abelian varieties.

1.5.2. Parahoric level structures. There are two morphisms from X0(p) to the mod-

uli space A1 of elliptic curves: one sending (E,H) to E and the other sending it to E/H.

Although these morphisms are essentially the same, they look different in this definition of

X0(p). If we want to prove something about them, we need to consider two cases. Con-

sidering different cases will become unwieldy when we start looking at higher dimensional

abelian varieties. So we want a definition of X0(p) that treats the two maps to A1 uniformly.

Giving a pair (E,H) is equivalent to giving the isogeny φ : E1→ E/H = E0. This isogeny

is part of an infinite chain of isogenies

· · · → E−2← E−1← E0← E1← E2← E3← . . .
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defined follows: E2i+1 = E1 and E2i = E2 for all i, the isogeny E2i−1 → E2i is equal to φ ,

and E2i→ E2i+1 is equal to the dual of φ . This chain has two important properties: first it is

self-dual and second the homomorphism E j → E j+2 is multiplication by p for all j. We can

see X0(p) as the moduli space for infinite sequences of isogenies with these two properties.

Now the first map sends the chain to E0 and the second sends it to E1. We will generalize this

definition to higher dimensions.

Again we work over an algebraically closed field k of positive characteristic p. For a

fixed dimension g let A /0 be the moduli space for infinite self-dual chains isogenies between

g-dimensional abelian varieties

. . .A−1← A0← A1← A2← . . .

such that the kernel of Ai → Ai−1 has order p and the kernel of Ai → Ai−2g is the p-kernel

Ai[p]. (Again we ignore here the polarizations and level structures; see 11.1 for the exact

definition). The second condition implies that Ai−2g is isomorphic to Ai in such a way that

Ai → Ai−2g is multiplication by p. We call A /0 the moduli space of abelian varieties with

Iwahori level structure.

We can make variants of A /0 by leaving out some of the Ai. If we leave out Ai, we should

also should leave out Ai−2g j for all j (as this is essentially the same abelian variety) and A−i

(to keep the chain self-dual). So every I ( {0, . . . ,g} gives a moduli space AI for chains that

are missing Ai whenever the image of i or −i modulo 2g is in I. (This intuitive definition

translates into a number of technical conditions; see section 11.1.) We call AI the moduli

space of abelian varieties with parahoric level structures. The space A{0,...,g−1} is simply the

moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties. The space A /0 is the moduli space of

principally polarized abelian varieties with Γ0(p)-structure studied by de Jong in [42]. This

space is related to the flag space studied by Ekedahl and van der Geer in [16] (see [25] section

9 for the exact relation).

1.5.3. Relative position and the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification. Suppose that (Ai)

is a k-valued point of A /0. We want to attach a combinatorial invariant to it. Again we first

extract a semi-linear algebra object using Dieudonné theory. We could use the Dieudonné

modules of the p-kernels, but it is easier to take the Dieudonné modules Mi of the p-divisible

groups Ai[p∞]. They form a chain

. . .M−1 ⊂M0 ⊂M1 ⊂M2 ⊂ . . .
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of free modules over the Witt vectors. As all Ai are isogenous, they have a common isocrystal

(V,F). We can see each Mi as a O-lattice in V (that is, a free O-submodule generating V).

In this way we get two chains of lattices in V: the Mi themselves and their images F(Mi)

under the Frobenius F . Remember how in section 1.3.2 we measured the relative position of

two vector spaces by a permutation of {1, . . . ,2g}. We can measure the relative position of

the two lattice chains by a permutation of Z. Again there is a basis ei such that the chains

have the following simple form. Extend the basis to an infinite set eii∈Z by demanding that

ei−2g = pei for all i. Then Mi is generated by all e j for j ≤ i, while F(Mi) is generated by all

ew( j) for j ≤ i, for a unique permutation w of Z satisfying w(i+2g) = w(i)+2g. This w then

gives the relative position of (Mi) to (F(Mi)).

The permutation w is an invariant of the chain (Ai). Let A /0(w) be the locus of all chains

with invariant w. It is non-empty if and only if w is what is called the admissible set Adm(µ)

(see section 7.1.3). The loci A /0(w) give a stratification

A /0 =
⊔

w∈Adm(µ)

A /0(w),

the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification.

There is a variant of this stratification for moduli spaces AI with parahoric level structures.

Again a chain of abelian varieties gives a chain of Dieudonné modules and one can measure

its relative position of the image under F by a permutation w of Z. But now w is only uniquely

determined if we require that w(i)< w(i+1) and w−1(i)< w−1(i+1) for all i in I. As I gets

larger the stratification gets coarser. Until, on A{0,...,g−1} (the moduli space of principally

polarized abelian varieties) the only stratum is the whole space.

1.6. Overview of this thesis

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter this thesis investigates the relations between

the three stratifications described above. Now that we have defined them, we can explain

which relations we have obtained.

1.6.1. Ekedahl-Oort strata in the supersingular locus. In the first part of this thesis

we look at the relation of the Ekedahl-Oort stratification to the Newton polygon stratification,

in particular to the supersingular locus. Already in [61] Oort asked when the intersection of

a Newton polygon stratum with an Ekedahl-Oort stratum is non-empty. Since then Harashita

has published several articles ( [30], [29] and [31]) on this question.
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In [29] Harashita observed that supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata (those completely con-

tained in the supersingular locus) are related to Deligne-Lusztig varieties. An Ekedahl-Oort

stratum Ag{w} is supersingular if and only if there is a c ≤ g/2 such that w(i) = i for

i = 1, . . . ,g−c (see [29] , remark 2.5.7). We denote the smallest such c with c(w). Each com-

ponent of a supersingular stratum is contained in a very simple family of abelian varieties,

parametrized by a certain flag variety X . This flag variety can be stratified by Deligne-Lusztig

varieties X(u), defined by looking at the relative position of a flag with its image under the

Frobenius. Harashita already suspected that the pull-back of an Ekedahl-Oort stratum was a

kind of Deligne-Lusztig variety.

But one essential part was still missing to complete the description of supersingular

Ekedahl-Oort strata. The heart of the Ekedahl-Oort stratification is the construction of the

canonical filtration (see section 1.3.2), and it was not clear what this process looked like on

the side of Deligne-Lusztig varieties. In part I we show that on that side we get a refine-

ment process that leads to fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties X{u}, originally defined by Lusztig

and Bédard (see [1] and [49]). Using fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties, we can now completely

describe supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata (see theorem 2.0.2).

Theorem 1.6.1. Fix a supersingular elliptic curve E and let Λg,c be the set of polarizations

µ on Eg such that ker(µ) ∼= α2c
p . Then for any supersingular stratum Ag{w} we have an

isomorphism

Ag{w} ∼=
⊔

µ∈Λg,c(w)

[Xc(w){w}/Aut(Eg,µ)].

As a corollary we get that the number of components of a supersingular Ekedahl-Oort

stratum equals the cardinality of Λg,c. So they are usually reducible. Ekedahl and van der

Geer already showed in [16] that non-supersingular strata are irreducible.

1.6.2. Ekedahl-Oort strata and Kottwitz-Rapoport strata. Five days before I put the

first version of part I on the arXiv, Görtz and Yu uploaded their paper [24] on supersingular

Kottwitz-Rapoport strata and Deligne-Lusztig varieties. Just looking at the titles its was clear

that my paper was related to theirs. But on closer inspection it was less clear how exactly

they were related. So I was very happy when Görtz invited me to Bonn to discuss this with

him. In a short visit we were able to clarify the relation between the two papers. The result

of this visit is part II of this thesis. Together we proved the following.

Theorem 1.6.2 (joint with U. Görtz). The Ekedahl-Oort stratification and the Kottwitz-

Rapoport stratification are related as follows:
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1. If I is the type of the canonical filtration, then the morphism that sends a chain (Ai) to

Ag induces an isomorphism AI(wτ)
∼→Ag{w} (see theorem 3.1.2).

2. The descriptions of supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport strata in [25] and supersingular

Ekedahl-Oort strata in theorem 1.6.1 in terms of Deligne-Lusztig varieties are compat-

ible with this isomorphism (theorem 3.2.10).

In part II we also generalize the description of supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport strata by

Görtz and Yu (see [24] and [25]) from A /0 to any AI .

1.6.3. Morphisms between moduli spaces with parahoric level structures. When

Shushi Harashita visited Amsterdam in October 2008, we talked about extending the re-

sults on supersingular strata in [29] and in part I to other Newton polygon strata. I realized

that I could describe some strata as Deligne-Lusztig varieties. But by explicit calculations

Harashita also got (parts of) strata that look like A1\{0} and such parts can not be realized as

Deligne-Lusztig varieties. So clearly we could not use Deligne-Lusztig varieties to describe

all strata. Only when I visited Bonn last November, I realized how to explain this A1\{0}.
The final results are in part III.

The moduli spaces AI come with many natural morphisms between them: for any I ⊂ J

there is a forgetful morphism αI,J : AI →AJ that leaves out (Ai) for each i ∈ J\I. The aim of

the third part of this thesis is to determine the fiber of αI,J over every geometric point of AJ .

As mentioned before, the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification on AI becomes coarser as I

gets larger. But we can define a finer stratification

AI =
⊔

w∈IW̃∩Adm(µ)

AI{w},

which we call the Ekedahl-Oort stratification. A Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum AI(w) is stable if

it does not decompose under this stratification, or equivalently if I = wI. On the moduli space

of principally polarized abelian varieties this stratification is the same as the one defined in

section 1.3. On the moduli space with Iwahori level structure it is the same as the Kottwitz-

Rapoport stratification defined in section 1.5. For other moduli spaces we get a kind of

intermediate between these two stratifications. For us the most important property of the

Ekedahl-Oort stratification is that the fibers of αJ,I are constant over an Ekedahl-Oort strata

AI{w}.
In particular, the image of any Kottwitz-Rapoport or Ekedahl-Oort stratum is a union of

Ekedahl-Oort strata. We will give an algorithm to compute which strata are in the union.

Then we restrict both the source and target of the forgetful morphism to one stratum. The
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algorithm also factors this restriction into the three special types of morphisms, whose fibers

are described by the following theorem.

Theorem 1.6.3. For AI{w′} in α /0,I(A /0(w)) the restriction α /0,I : A /0(w)∩α
−1
/0,I (AI{w′})→

AI{w′} factors into morphisms of three special types:

1. First a finite sequence of shuffling morphisms. There are two types of shuffling mor-

phisms: length preserving ones, whose image is one stratum and which are purely

inseparable, and length changing ones, whose image consists of two strata and whose

fibers are A1 over one stratum and A1\{0} over the other.

2. Then one morphism to a stable stratum. Such morphism are surjective and their fibers

are Deligne-Lusztig varieties for an explicitly determined group.

3. And finally one morphism from that same stable stratum. Such morphisms are isomor-

phisms.

The results of this algorithm for abelian varieties of dimension 2 are in figure 1.6.3. The

white boxes are the Kottwitz-Rapoport strata in the moduli space with Iwahori level structure

A /0. If we start with such a stratum and follow the arrows down, then we get its image as a

union of Ekedahl-Oort strata in Ag (the light gray boxes) and a factorization of the forgetful

morphisms to Ag in the three special morphisms. At the top are shuffling morphisms, which

are all length preserving, except for the one starting from A /0(s0s2τ). The si gives the simple

reflection with which we shuffle. In the middle are morphisms to stable strata. Sometimes

these are the identity, but in other cases their fibers are the Deligne-Lusztig varieties to the

right of the arrows. At the bottom are morphisms to stable strata, which are all isomorphisms.
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Figure 1.2: Images and fibers of strata for abelian varieties of dimension 2.
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CHAPTER 2

Ekedahl-Oort strata in the supersingular locus

In positive characteristic, say over an algebraic closure k of Fp, the moduli stack of g-

dimensional principally polarized abelian varieties Ag carries the Ekedahl-Oort stratification,

see [61]. Harashita showed in [29] that certain unions of supersingular strata are isomorphic

to Deligne-Lusztig varieties. In this paper we show that an individual supersingular stratum

is isomorphic to a finer kind of Deligne-Lusztig variety.

Let us first describe which Ekedahl-Oort strata are supersingular, i.e., completely con-

tained in the supersingular locus. Following van der Geer and Moonen, we index Ekedahl-

Oort strata using the Weyl group Wg of the symplectic group Sp2g. We can realize elements

of Wg as permutations w of {1, . . . ,2g} satisfying w(i)+w(2g+ 1− i) = 2g+ 1 and index

Ekedahl-Oort strata Ag{w} by those permutations with w−1(1) < · · · < w−1(g) (see [50]).

Call this index set IWg. Permutations with w(i) = i for i = 1, . . . ,g− c form a subgroup W [c]
g

of Wg, isomorphic to Wc via

r : W [c]
g
∼→Wc, r(w)(i) = w(g− c+ i)− (g− c).

If c(w) is the minimal c for which w is in W [c]
g , then Ag{w} is supersingular if and only if

c(w)≤ g/2 (see [29] , remark 2.5.7).

We can handle supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata, because their components live in the

following easy families of isogenies. Start with a supersingular elliptic curve E over Fp2 and

a polarization µ of Eg whose kernel is isomorphic to α2c
p (then necessarily c ≤ g/2). We

get a moduli space Xc parameterizing isogenies from (Eg,µ) to principally polarized abelian

varieties and a morphism iµ : Xc→Ag sending an isogeny to its target. The group Aut(Eg,µ)

acts on Xc by precomposition and iµ factors through the quotient stack [X/Aut(Eg,µ)]. Call

the set of isomorphism classes of polarizations as above Λg,c. Then every component of a

supersingular Ekedahl-Oort stratum Ag{w} is contained in the image of iµ for some µ in

Λg,c(w).

What do we get when we pull back Ag{w} by iµ ? The space Xc is isomorphic over Fp2 to

the Grassmanian of isotropic subspaces in a 2c-dimensional symplectic vector space (see sec-
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tion 2.2). Natural subvarieties are the Deligne-Lusztig varieties Xc(α) for α ∈Wc,I\Wc/Wc,I

defined by comparing the relative position of a subspace U and its Frobenius image U (p2).

Here Wc,I is the subgroup of all permutations in Wc preserving {1, . . . ,c}. Harashita proved

that the pull-backs of certain unions of strata by iµ are equal to Deligne-Lusztig varieties and

used this to prove the following.

Theorem 2.0.1 (( [29], main theorem)). For c≤ g/2 and α in Wc,I\Wc/Wc,I the morphism

⊔
iµ :

⊔
µ∈Λg,c

[Xc(α)/Aut(Eg,µ)]→
⋃

w∈IWg∩W [c]
g s.t. r(w)∈α

Ag{w},

is finite and a bijection on geometric points.

We will show that pull-back of an individual stratum Ag{w} is equal to what we will call

a fine Deligne-Lusztig variety Xc(w){r(w)}. It is defined by first ‘refining’ U by U (p2) until we

can refine no more and then comparing the relative position of the refinements. This implies

the following.

Theorem 2.0.2. For a supersingular stratum Ag{w} the morphism

⊔
iµ :

⊔
µ∈Λg,c(w)

[Xc(w){r(w)}/Aut(Eg,µ)]→Ag{w},

is an isomorphism of stacks over k = Fp.

This theorem allows us to count the irreducible components of an Ekedahl-Oort stratum.

In section 2.6 we show that each Xc(w){r(w)} is irreducible. Combined with the theorem this

implies the following.

Corollary 2.0.3. A supersingular stratum Ag{w} has #Λg,c(w) irreducible components.

The number #Λg,c is a class number, see [29] section 3.2 and 3.5. Harashita already prove

that a supersingular stratum is reducible for p large enough, as conjectured by Oort ( [29]

corollary 3.5.5). If a stratum is not supersingular, then it is irreducible by [16] theorem 11.5.

This paper is motivated by the expectation that the cohomology of the supersingular locus

realizes a correspondence of Jacquet-Langlands type. To study the cohomology of this locus

it is interesting to try to determine the cohomology of supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata,

which by this theorem is related to that of Deligne-Lusztig varieties (see the introduction

of [24] for more details in the related case of Kottwitz-Rapoport strata). The cohomology
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of these varieties was investigated by Deligne and Lusztig to study the representations of

finite groups of Lie type (see [13]). So hopefully this theorem can contribute to a better

understanding of the cohomology of the supersingular locus.

This description of supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata resembles that of supersingular

Kottwitz-Rapoport strata by Görtz and Yu in [24]. Görtz and the author investigated this

in [23].

2.1. Deligne-Lusztig varieties

Deligne-Lusztig varieties were originally defined in [13] for Borel subgroups. Their def-

inition easily generalizes to parabolic subgroups. But for parabolic subgroups we can use an

operation called refinement to get a finer decomposition. This approach was pioneered by

Lusztig ( [49] 1.2) and Bédard ( [1]). In this section we gather some definitions and results

on Deligne-Lusztig varieties. Although we only need them for the symplectic group, we give

them for more general groups.

2.1.1. Deligne-Lusztig varieties. Let k be an algebraic closure of the finite field Fq. Fix

a group scheme G0 over Fq, and let G be its extension of scalars to k. We assume that G is a

reductive and connected algebraic group and write F : G→ G for its Frobenius morphism.

Like in [13] 1.1, we define the Weyl group W of G and the set of reflections in simple

roots S ⊂W as projective limits. Then the Frobenius F acts on W and S. For any I ⊂ S we

write WI for the subgroup of W generated by I, and X I for the variety over k that parametrizes

parabolic subgroups of type I.

The group G acts on X I by conjugation. So it also acts on X I×XJ for all I,J ⊂ S, and its

orbits are in bijection with WI\W/WJ (see [1] II lemma 7). The quotient map

inv(−,−) : X I×XJ → G\(X I×XJ)∼=WI\W/WJ ,

measures the relative position of two parabolics. Every double coset in WI\W/WJ contains

a unique element of minimal length (see e.g. [39] section 1.10). Let IW J ⊂W be the set of

such elements. Then IW J →WI\W/WJ is a bijection, which we regard as an identification.

In particular, we see inv(P,Q) as an element of IW J . We set IW = IW /0.

Example 2.1.1. Suppose that G = GL(V) for an n-dimensional vector space V over Fq.

Then W is the symmetric group Sn and S consists of the transpositions si = (i, i+ 1) for
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i = 1, . . . ,n−1. We can identify X I with the variety of flags

0⊂C j0 ⊂C j1 ⊂ ·· · ⊂C js ⊂ V, dim(C jm) = jm

by sending a flag to its stabilizer in G. Here the jm are such that S\I = {s j0 , . . . ,s jr}. For

instance, XS\{si} is the Grassmanian of i-dimensional subspaces of V, and X /0 is the variety

of full flags in V.

Two flags (Ci) and (Di), of type I and J respectively, are in relative position w in IW J

if there is a basis e1, . . . ,en of V such that Ci is spanned by e1, . . . ,ei, and Di is spanned

by ew(1), . . . ,ew(i). Clearly w then determines the dimension of all the sums Ci + D j and

intersections Ci∩D j. Conversely, if we know all these dimensions, we can determine w.

Definition 2.1.2. The Deligne-Lusztig variety X I(w) attached to w ∈ IW F(I) is the locally

closed subscheme of X I of all parabolic subgroups P such that P and F(P) are in relative

position w.

The Frobenius maps X I(w) to XF(I)(F(w)). So X I(w) is defined over the finite extension

of Fq corresponding to the subgroup of Gal(k/Fq) of all elements that fix both I and w. Write

l(WJ) = max{l(w′) |w′ ∈WJ}.

Lemma 2.1.3. The variety X I(w) is smooth of dimension l(w)+ l(WF(I))− l(WI∩wF(I)).

Proof. Fix a Borel subgroup B defined over Fq (such a group exists by Lang’s theorem, [47]

theorem 2), and let PI be the unique parabolic of type I containing B. As PI is its own

normalizer (see [9] theorem 11.16), we have an isomorphism G/PI
∼→ X I sending gPI to

gPI = gPIg−1.

To study X I(w) we use the local model diagram from [24] section 5.2:

G
π

����������
L

!!BBBBBBBB

X I XF(I)

Here π is the projection G→ G/PI , and L is the Lang map, which sends g to g−1F(g)PF(I).

Both morphisms are smooth of relative dimension dim(PI) = dim(PF(I)). Moreover, in this

diagram Deligne-Lusztig varieties correspond to Schubert cells:

π
−1(X I(w)) = {g ∈ G |g−1F(g) ∈ PIwPF(I)}= L−1(PIwPF(I)/PF(I)).
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So X I(w) is smooth and has the same dimension as the Schubert cell attached to w.

To calculate the dimension of this cell, we us the projection pr : G/B → G/PI . This

projection is smooth of relative dimension l(WI) and the pull-back of PIwPF(I)/PF(I) by pr is

the union of the Schubert cells Bw′B/B for w′ in WIwWF(I). As Bw′B/B has dimension l(w)

(see [9] theorem 14.11), we get

dim(PIwPF(I)/PF(I)) = l(WIwWF(I))− l(WI)

= l(w)+ l(WF(I))− l(WI∩wF(I)).

(where for the last equality we use the Mackey decomposition, see proposition 5.1.18 and the

proof of lemma 11.2.2).

Digne and Michel (in [15] proposition 8.4), and Bonnafé and Rouquier (in [7] theorem 2)

proved that X I(w) is reducible if and only if WIw is contained in WJ for some F-stable proper

subset J ( S (also see [22] corollary 1.2). Görtz and Yu used this criterion to calculate the

number of components of any Deligne-Lusztig variety in [24] section 5.3.

2.1.2. Fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties. Keep the notation from the previous section. To

get finer varieties, we look not just at the relative position of P and F(P), but also of their

refinements. Given two parabolic subgroups P and Q in G, the refinement of P by Q is

RefQ(P) = (P∩Q)UP =UP(P∩Q),

where UP is the unipotent radical of P. This is again a parabolic subgroup and it is contained

in P. If P has type I and Q type J, and they are in relative position w, then RefQ(P) has type

I∩wJ (see for instance [9] proposition 14.22 and [52] (2.7)).

Lemma 2.1.4. The refinement RefQ(P) is the unique parabolic subgroup of type I∩wJ con-

tained in P such that

inv(RefQ(P),Q) = inv(P,Q).

Proof. This is a simpler version of theorem 5.0.2. Let OI,J(w) ⊂ X I ×XJ be the G-orbit

attached to w. The natural morphism X I∩wJ → X I induces a morphism

OI∩wJ,J(w)→OI,J(w), (2.1.5)

of which (P,Q) 7→ (RefQ(P),Q) is a section. To prove the lemma we must show that (2.1.5) is

an isomorphism. Because it is G-equivariant, it suffices to show that (P,Q) and (RefQ(P),Q)
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have the same stabilizer in G. But the stabilizer of (P,Q) is P∩Q and that of (RefQ(P),Q)

is RefQ(P)∩Q = ((P∩Q)UP)∩Q. It is easy to see that these two groups are equal (see the

proof of proposition 2.1.9 below).

Given a parabolic P define a sequence of parabolics by

P0 = P and Pn+1 = RefF(Pn)(Pn).

Then we can refine the decomposition of X I in Deligne-Lusztig varieties by looking at the

relative position of Pn to F(Pn) for all n. To handle the combinatorics of the process, we need

the following device. For I ⊂ S let T (I) be the set of sequences (u0,u1, . . .) in W such that

with I0 = I and In+1 = In∩ unF(In) we have

un ∈ InW F(In) and un+1 ∈WIn+1unWF(In).

Definition 2.1.6. The fine Deligne-Lusztig variety X I{u0,u1, . . .} attached to (u0,u1, . . .) in

T (I) is the locally closed subscheme of X I of all parabolic subgroups P such that Pn and

F(Pn) are in relative position un.

By proposition 9 in [1] each sequence in T (I) stabilizes to some u∞ (that is, satisfies

un = un+1 = · · ·= u∞ for n large enough), and we get a bijection from T (I) to IW by sending

(u0,u1, . . .) to u∞. We usually see this bijection as an identification and speak of X I{w} for

w in IW .

We can reduce questions about fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties to questions about ordinary

ones using the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1.7. The decomposition into fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties

X I =
⊔

w∈IW

X I{w},

satisfies the following properties and is uniquely determined by them:

1. If wF(I) = I, then X I{w}= X I(w).

2. If I ⊂ J and w is in JW ⊂ IW, then the natural morphism αI,J : X I → XJ gives a finite

étale surjective morphism X I{w}→ XJ{w}.
3. If w is in JW and I = J∩w′σ(J), where w′ is the representative in IW σ(I) of WIwWσ(I),

then the map X I{w}→ XJ{w} from 2 is an isomorphism with inverse P 7→ RefF(P)(P).
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Proof. If I = wF(I), then the sequence in T (I) corresponding with w is the constant sequence

(I,w). So clearly X I{w}= X I(w). Point 2 is proved in the same way as corollary 8.3.4. For

point 3 see [1] proposition 12.

When wF(I) = I, as in 1, we say that I is w-stable. In that case any P in X I(w) is in good

position with F(P), which means that P and F(P) contain a common Levi subgroup (see [49]

section 3).

Let (In,un) be in T (I). Iterating the isomorphism in point 3 of theorem 2.1.7 we get

isomorphisms

X I{u∞}= X I1{u∞}
∼← X I2{u∞}

∼← X I2{u∞}
∼← ··· ∼← X I∞{u∞}

But by point 1 of theorem 2.1.7 we have X I∞{u∞} = X I∞(u∞). If we combine this isomor-

phism with lemma 2.1.3, we can conclude the following.

Corollary 2.1.8. The fine Deligne-Lusztig variety X I{w} is smooth of dimension l(w). If

X /0(w) is affine, then so is X I{w}. It is reducible if and only if WI∞w is contained in WJ for

some F-stable proper subset J ( S.

Proof. By points 1 and 2 in theorem 2.1.7 the natural map X /0→ X I induces a finite étale map

X /0(w)→ X I{w}. As X /0(w) is smooth of dimension l(w) by lemma 2.1.3, so is X I{w}.
Suppose that X /0(w) is affine. Pick a finite étale cover S→ X /0(w) such that X I{w} is the

quotient of S by a finite group G. Because S finite over X /0(w), it is affine, say S = Spec(R).

Then X I{w}= Spec(RG) is also affine.

The statement about reducibility follows form the criterion after lemma 2.1.3.

There are several criteria for when Deligne-Lusztig variety is affine. For instance X /0(w)

is affine if q is larger than the Coxeter number of G by [13] theorem 9.7, or when w is minimal

in its F-conjugacy class, see [62], [36] and [8].

The finite group G0(Fq) acts on X I by conjugation and preserves (fine) Deligne-Lusztig

varieties. Indeed, any g ∈ G0(Fq) satisfies F(g) = g. So, F(gPg−1) = gF(P)g−1 and the

relative position of two parabolic subgroups does not change if you conjugate them both by

the same element.

To compare fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties to Ekedahl-Oort strata, we use the following

proposition.
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Proposition 2.1.9. For P in X I define P′n recursively by P′0 = P and P′n+1 = RefF(P′n)(P). This

sequence of parabolic subgroups stabilizes to a parabolic P′∞, and X I{w} consists of all P

such that P and F(P′∞) are in relative position w.

Proof. This description differs in two ways from the definition of X I{w}. First, it uses P′n
instead of Pn. However, we claim that Pn = P′n. For any parabolic subgroups Q′ ⊂ Q and P

RefQ′(RefQ(P)) = RefQ′(P). (2.1.10)

Indeed, since the left hand side is UP((UP(P∩Q)∩Q′), it suffices to show that (UP(P∩Q))∩
Q′ = P∩Q′. On the one hand, UP(P∩Q) ⊇ P∩Q, gives (UP(P∩Q))∩Q′ ⊇ P∩Q∩Q′ =

P∩Q′. On the other hand, UP(P∩Q) ⊆ P gives (UP(P∩Q))∩Q′ ⊆ P∩Q′. If we apply

(2.1.10) to P=P, Q′=F(P′n) and Q=F(P′n−1) and use induction, then it follows that Pn =P′n.

Second, in the definition we look at the relative position of P∞ and F(P∞), while here we

look at that of P and F(P′∞). However, these relative positions are the same, as

relpos(P,F(P∞)) = relpos(RefF(P∞)(P),F(P∞))

by lemma 3.2(c) in [49] (with Z = P and P′ = F(P∞)) and RefF(P∞)(P) = P′∞ = P∞.

2.1.3. The symplectic group. Let L0 be a 2c-dimensional Fq-vector space with a sym-

plectic form. In the next sections we work with the symplectic group G0 = Sp(L0). For

this group we can relate parabolic subgroups to linear algebra. A partial isotropic flag in

L := k⊗L0 is a collection of isotropic subspaces C that is totally ordered by inclusion. We

get a bijection between such flags and parabolics in G by sending C to its stabilizer stab(C ).

The Weyl group Wc of G is the group of permutations w of {1, . . . ,2c} that satisfy w(i)+

w(2c+1− i) = 2c+1 ( [16] section 2.1). The set of simple reflections Sc consists of

si = (i, i+1)(2c− i,2c+1− i) for i = 1, . . . ,c−1 and sc = (c,c+1).

If I = Sc\{sc}, then Wc,I is the set of permutations that preserve {1, . . . ,c}. The set IWc of

minimal length representatives of Wc,I\Wc consists of all w satisfying w−1(1) < .. .w−1(c)

by [16] lemma 2.1 (as in the introduction).

For w in Wc we define

rw(i, j) = #{a ∈ {1, . . . , i}|w(a)≤ j}.
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Suppose C = {0 = C0 ⊂ C1 ⊂ ·· · ⊂ Cr = L} and D = {0 = D0 ⊂ D1 ⊂ ·· · ⊂ Ds = L} are

two flags with stabilizers P of type I and Q of type J respectively. Using elementary linear

algebra one can show that P and Q are in relative position w in IW J if and only if

dim(Ci∩D j) = rw(dim(Ci),dim(D j)) for i = 0, . . . ,r and j = 0, . . . ,s

Also, RefQ(P) is the stabilizer of the flag RefD (C ) consisting of

(Ci+1∩D j)+Ci for i = 0, . . . ,r and j = 0, . . . ,s

(see [52] (2.13)). If P is the stabilizer of C , then F(P) is the stabilizer of C (q) = {C(q)
i },

where C(q)
i = (k,Frob)⊗k Ci, and Frob: k→ k is the absolute Frobenius x 7→ xq.

2.2. A moduli space of isogenies

Every component of a supersingular Ekedahl-Oort stratum lives in a family of easy iso-

genies, starting from a fixed superspecial abelian variety and having a small kernel. In this

section we construct an isomorphism from such a family to the Grassmanian that parametrizes

maximal isotropic subspaces in a symplectic vector space. This generalizes the construction

of families of abelian surfaces by Oort in [59] and Moret-Bailly in [53].

2.2.1. Dieudonné modules. Let ˆCW be the formal group of Witt-covectors over Z, see

[17], chapter II 1.5. For a formal p-group scheme G over an Fp-scheme S let

M(G) = H om(G, ˆCWS),

be the sheaf on S whose sections over U ⊂ S are the homomorphisms G|U → ˆCWU . The ring

scheme W of the Witt-vectors acts on ˆCW. This action makes M(G) an W (OS)-module. The

Frobenius of G gives a homomorphism F : M(G)(p)→M(G), and the Verschiebung gives a

homomorphism V : M(G)→M(G)(p) (where M(G)(p) =W (OS)⊗W (OS),Frob M(G) and Frob

is the absolute Frobenius). By abuse of notation we write M(G) for the triple (M(G),F,V ).

Over the spectrum of a perfect field M(G) is the classical contravariant Dieudonné module

of G as defined by Fontaine in [17]. The functor G M(G) is exact and gives an equivalence

from the category of formal p-groups to the category of modules over a certain ring, see loc.

cit. theorems 1 and 2 in the introduction. Over other schemes S, this is generally no longer

true, but we still call M(G) the Dieudonné module of G.
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If G is annihilated by p, multiplication by p is zero on M(G). Hence, M(G) is actually

an OS-module. If G is annihilated by V , then M(G) = H om(G,Ĝa) by proposition III, 3.2

in [17]. It follows from [41] proposition 2.2 that for any S the functor M is an equivalence

from the categories of group schemes that are annihilated by V to that of OS-modules M with

a homomorphism F : M(p)→M.

If π : A→ S is an abelian scheme over S, then by [2] theorem 4.2.14 there is an isomor-

phism

M(A[p])(p) ∼= H1
dR(A/S) def

= R1
π∗(Ω

∗
A/S).

This was first proved by Oda in [57] (note however that Oda defines the Dieudonné module

of A[p] as M(A[p])(p), because he twists the Witt-covectors in [57] definition 3.3).

2.2.2. The moduli space. Like in [48] section 1.2, we fix a supersingular elliptic curve

E over Fp2 such that the Frobenius satisfies F2 + p = 0. For g ≥ 1 and c ≤ g/2, let Λg,c be

the set of isomorphism classes of polarizations µ on Eg whose kernel is isomorphic to α2c
p .

Since Eg is isomorphic to its own dual, a polarization can be seen as an endomorphism. All

endomorphisms of E are defined over Fp2 , hence so are all polarizations. This is why we pick

E over Fp2 , not over Fp.

Fix a polarization µ ∈ Λg,c. Write M0 = M(Eg[p]) for the Dieudonné module of the p-

kernel. Then µ induces a morphism µ∗ : Mt
0→M0 , where −t denotes the dual Dieudonné

module. Let L0 be the cokernel of µ∗, i.e., the Dieudonné module of the kernel of µ . Since

ker(µ)∼= α2c
p ,we have L0 ∼= F2c

p2 with F and V both the zero map. The polarization µ induces

a pairing eµ on its kernel and this gives a symplectic form on L0.

Proposition 2.2.1. The variety Xc,0 over Fp2 that parameterizes isotropic subspaces of rank

c in L0 is a fine moduli space for isogenies from (Eg,µ) to principally polarized abelian

varieties.

Proof. For any scheme S over Fp2 let I(S) be the set of isomorphism classes of isogenies

ρ : (Eg
S ,µS)→ (A,λ ), where ES = S×Fp2 E and A is an abelian scheme over S with a principal

polarization λ . Such a ρ induces a morphism

ρ
∗ : M(A[p])→M(Eg

S [p]) = OS⊗Fp2 M0

of Dieudonné modules on S. Composing with M0 → L0, we get a morphism M(A[p])→
OS ⊗Fp2 L0. We will show that the map that sends ρ to the image of this morphism, is a

bijection from I(S) to Xc(S), the set of isotropic rank c subbundles in OS⊗Fp2 L0.
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Up to isomorphism an isogeny ρ in I(S) is determined by its kernel. Because µS = ρ∗λ ,

this kernel sits in ker(µS) ∼= α2c
p . So V annihilates both kernels and the inclusion ker(ρ) ⊂

ker(µS) is determined by the induced morphism

OS⊗Fp2 L0 = M(ker(µS))→M(ker(ρ∗)) = coker(ρ∗).

This morphism of Dieudonné modules is again determined by its kernel, which is exactly the

image of the composition of ρ∗ and M0→ L0.

Let us determine which subbundles of OS⊗Fp2 L0 arise in this way. Any subbundle of

OS ⊗Fp2 L0 gives by Dieudonné theory a subgroup scheme G ⊂ ker(µS), since ker(µS) is

killed by F and V . The polarization µ descends to the quotient Eg
S/G if and only if G is

isotropic with respect to eµ and if it descends, say to λ , then the kernel of λ is G⊥/G.

Therefore, one gets all maximal isotropic subspaces of OS⊗Fp2 L0.

Let k be an algebraic closure of Fp. Write Xc for the base change of Xc,0 to k. The

proposition gives a natural morphism

iµ : Xc→Ag,

sending an isogeny to its target. While Xc depends only on c, the morphism iµ also depends

on µ . Via the bijection between flags in L0 and parabolics in G0 = Sp(L0) from section

2.1.3, Xc isomorphic to XSc\{c}. In particular we get for every w ∈ IWc a fine Deligne-Lusztig

variety Xc{w} in Xc (with respect to Frobenius over Fp2 , not over Fp).

The automorphism group Γµ = Aut(Eg,µ) acts on the moduli space Xc by precomposi-

tion, a γ ∈ Γµ sends an isogeny ρ : (Eg
S ,µS)→ (A,λ ) to ρ ◦ γS. We can equivalently define

this action as follows. Because µ∗ : M0 →Mt
0 is equivariant for the natural Γµ -actions, we

get a Γµ -action on its cokernel L0 respecting the symplectic pairing, i.e., a homomorphism

Γµ → Sp(L0)(Fp2). The action of the symplectic group on Xc then gives a Γµ -action on Xc.

Because the Deligne-Lusztig varieties are Sp(L0)(Fp2)-stable, they are also Γµ -stable.

2.3. The Ekedahl-Oort stratification on Xc

In this section we determine the pull-back of Ekedahl-Oort strata by iµ . We prove the

following.

Proposition 2.3.1. Suppose we have µ in Λg,c, a k-valued point x of Xc and w in W [c]
g . Then

iµ(x) is in Ag{w} if and only if x is in Xc{r(w)}.
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Both Ekedahl-Oort strata and fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties are defined by a refinement

process. The hard part is to show that these processes are compatible. Surprisingly it takes

two steps in the Ekedahl-Oort process to get one step in the fine Deligne-Lusztig process.

2.3.1. A filtration of the Dieudonné modules. Keep the notation from the previous

section. Suppose x is a k-valued point of Xc, corresponding to an isogeny ρ : (Eg
k ,λk)→

(A,λ ) or a subspace U ⊂ L := k⊗L0. We want to determine just using U in which Ekedahl-

Oort stratum iµ(x) is. We could try to express the Dieudonné module N of A[p] as a direct

sum with terms involving U and L, but this is hard. It is more natural to construct a filtration

of N whose graded modules can be expressed in U .

It is convenient to work with the Dieudonné modules of the p-divisible groups. Let M0

be the Dieudonné module of Eg[p∞] and let N be that of A[p∞]. These are modules over the

Witt vectors W (Fp2) and W (k) respectively. Because the Dieudonné functor is exact over a

perfect field, we have M0 = M0/pM0 and N = N/pN.

Put M =W (k)⊗W (Fp2 ) M0. Then µ and ρ induce injective morphisms

µ
∗ : Mt

0 ↪→M0 and ρ
∗ : N ↪→M.

Define a descending filtration Fil∗ on M0 by

Fili(M0) =



M0 for i≤ 0,

im(µ∗) for i = 1,

F((Fili−2)(p)) for i = 2,3,

pFili−4 for i≥ 4.

Consider the graded modules gri(M0) = (Fili/Fili+1)(M0). Since L0 is the Dieudonné module

of ker(µ), we have gr0(M0) = M0/im(µ∗) = L0. Because of periodicity of the filtration, the

other graded modules are

gri+4 j(M0)∼=



L0 for i = 0,

gr1(M0) for i = 1,

L(p)
0 for i = 2,

gr1(M0)
(p) for i = 3,

(2.3.2)

for every j≥ 0. The isomorphisms in (2.3.2) are induced by multiplication by−p j for i= 0,1
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and by applying −p jF for i = 2,3.

Since F2 + p = 0 for our choice of E, we have F =−V on M0 and V 2 =−FV =−p. So

by construction V (FiliM0) = Fili+2(M0)
(p). The isomorphisms in (2.3.2) are chosen so that

the graded maps gri(M0)→ gri+2(M(p)
0 ) induced by V are the identity. Note that L(p2)

0 = L0,

since it is a vector space over Fp2 .

The filtration Fil∗(M0) induces filtrations on other spaces, which we denote with Fil∗(. . .)

with the space in brackets. For instance, if we pull back Fil∗(M0) by ρ∗ and take it modulo

p, then we get a filtration Fil∗(N) of N. We can express the graded modules of this filtration

in L and U .

Lemma 2.3.3. The graded modules of N are

gri(N) =



U for i = 0,

k⊗gri(M0) for i = 1,2,3,

L/U for i = 4,

0 otherwise,

where U ⊂ L is the subspace corresponding to x.

Proof. We see µ∗ and ρ∗ as inclusions: Mt ⊂N ⊂M. Then gr0(N) = N/Mt and this quotient

is U by the construction in the proof of proposition 2.2.1. Also,

gr4(N) = pM/pN ∼= M/N = L/U.

Because pN ⊂ pM = Fil4 the graded modules for i = 1,2,3 are the same as those of M0

(except for the extension of scalars to k).

Again V (Fili(N))⊂ Fili+2(N)(p). So V induces maps

gri(V ) : gri(N)→ gri+2(N)(p).

On M0 the graded maps induced by V are the identity. So on N they are as follows: gr0(V ) is

the inclusion U ⊂ L, gr1(V ) is the identity on k⊗gr1(M0), gr2(V ) is the canonical surjection

L→ L/U and gri(V ) is 0 for all other i.

Because Frobenius and Verschiebung respect Fil∗(N), the canonical filtration is a refine-

ment of Fil∗(N). Such a refinement is the pull-back of a filtration of gr∗(N) by the projections
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pri : Fili→ gri. Pulling-back by the Frobenius or Verschiebung commutes with these projec-

tion as follows.

Lemma 2.3.4. For every i and H ⊂ gri+2(N) we have

V−1(pr−1
i+2(H)(p)) = pr−1

i (gri(V )−1(H(p))),

F−1(pr−1
i+2(H)) = pr−1

i (gri(F)−1(H)).

In particular, on N, we have ker(F) = pr−1
2 (U) and ker(V ) = pr−1

2 (U (p)).

Proof. The first part follows from the relation gri−2(V )◦pri−2 = pri ◦V defining gri(V ) and

the same relation for F . To get the second part, we apply this to the subspace U/U = 0 of

gr4(N) = L/U .

2.3.2. Calculating the Ekedahl-Oort type. To test whether iµ(x) is in Ag{w} we look

at flags in N, while to test whether x is in Xc{r(w)} we look at flags in L. We need a book-

keeping device to relate flags in these two spaces. Given symplectic flags D and D ′ in L that

contain U , define a flag E (D ,D ′) in N as follows. On gr0(N) = U take all subspaces in D

contained in U , on gr4 = L/U take those containing U and on gr2 = L(p) take the flag (D ′)(p).

Finally pull everything back by the projections pri : Fili → gri. Using lemma 2.3.4 we can

now compare the refinement process for Ekedahl-Oort strata to that for fine Deligne-Lusztig

varieties.

Remember the refinement process for an Ekedahl-Oort stratum as defined in [61] section

5 (in particular lemma 5.2, 4). We start with the flag C0 = {ker(V )} and create Ci+1 from

Ci by adding V−1(C(p)) and V−1(C(p))⊥ for C ∈ Ci. The flag C∞ to which this sequence

stabilizes, is called the canonical flag.

Let P be the stabilizer of U . The refinement process for fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties in

section 2.1.6 gives parabolic subgroups Pi, which stabilize to P∞. Let Di (resp. D∞) be the

flag corresponding to subgroup Pi (resp. P∞).

Proposition 2.3.5. For all i

C2i = E (Di,Di) and C2i+1 = E (Di+1,Di).

Hence the canonical flag is E (D∞,D∞).

Proof. Use induction on i. The case i = 0 follows from lemma 2.3.4. Suppose now that

C2i = E (Di,Di). To calculate C2i+1, we need to pull back C
(p)
2i by V : N→ N(p). By lemma

2.3.4, we can do this on the graded modules. Only in three cases is gri(V ) non-zero:
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1. gr0(V ) : U → L = L(p2) is the inclusion. The restriction of C
(p)
2i to (gr2)(p) = L(p2) is

D
(p2)
i . So the pull-back by gr0(V ) consists of U ∩D(p2) for D ∈Di, i.e., the subspaces

of Ref
D

(p2)
i

D0 = Di+1 contained in U .

2. gr1(V ) is the identity on k⊗gr1(M0). The restriction of C
(p)
2i to gr3(N)(p) = k⊗gr1(M0)

is empty. Hence, so is its pull-back.

3. gr2(V ) : L(p) → L(p)/U (p) is the quotient map. The restriction of C
(p)
2i to (gr4)(p) =

L(p)/U (p) consists of the subspaces in D
(p)
i that contain U (p). The pull-back to L(p)

consists of the same subspaces.

After adding the orthogonal complements, we get E (Di+1,Di). The other case is similar and

we omit the details

We can now prove proposition 2.3.1. Note that iµ(x) is in Ag{w} if and only if ker(F)∩
C(p) has dimension rw(g,dim(C)) for all C in the canonical filtration ( [16] section 4.1).

A subspace D in D∞ can give 3 different subspaces in the canonical filtration E (D∞,D∞).

If D ⊆ U , it gives pr−1
0 (D). By corollary 2.3.4 we have Fil2(N) ⊃ ker(F) ⊃ Fil3(N). So

pr−1
0 (D) contains ker(F) and the dimension of their intersection is dim(ker(F)) = g. If D⊇

U , then it gives pr−1
4 (D), which is contained in kerF and their intersection has dimension

dim(D)− c. Hence, every C in the canonical filtration of dimension ≤ g− c is in ker(F).

This implies that iµ(x) is in Ag{w} for some w in IW [c]
g .

Finally D always gives pr−1
2 (D(p)) and

dim(ker(F)∩ (p−1
2 D(p))(p)) = g− c+dim(U ∩D(p2)).

One easily checks that rw(g,g− c+ i) = g− c+ rr(w)(c, i) for w ∈W [c]
g . So the left hand side

has dimension rw(g,dim(p−1
2 D(p))) if and only if U ∩D(p2) has dimension rr(w)(c,dim(D)).

By equation (2.1.3) this holds for all D in D∞ if and only if P0 and P∞ are relative position

r(w). So iµ(x) is in Ag{w} if and only if x is in Xc{r(w)}.

2.4. The differential of iµ

In the previous section we showed that i−1
µ (Ag{w}) and Xc{r(w)} have the same set of

k-valued points. To show that they are equal as schemes we need to look at what happens on

tangent spaces. In this section we calculate the cotangent map of iµ : Xc→Ag and show that

it is surjective.

We keep the notation of section 2.3. In particular Xc is the variety parameterizing c-

dimensional isotropic subspaces in a 2c-dimensional vector space L. Write L = OXc ⊗k L
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and let U ⊂L be the universal subbundle on Xc. Then it is well-known that the composition

U ↪→L
d⊗1→ ΩXc ⊗L →ΩXc ⊗ (L /U ) = ΩXc ⊗U ∨ (2.4.1)

is OX -linear and induces an isomorphism Sym2(U )
∼→ΩXc .

Over Xc there is a universal isogeny ρXc : Eg
Xc
→ AXc . This isogeny induces a homomor-

phism

ρ
∗
Xc : H1

dR(AXc/Xc)→ H1
dR(E

g
Xc
/Xc) = OXc ⊗Fp2 M(p)

0 .

which is horizontal with respect to the Gauss-Manin connections on both sides. On the right

this connection is just d⊗1. Write H for H1
dR(AXc/Xc). Because OXc ⊗Fili(M0)

(p) is obvi-

ously horizontal, so is its pull-back Fili(H )⊂H by ρ∗Xc
.

Let E = π∗ΩAXc/Xc ⊂H be the Hodge bundle. Then i∗µ ΩAg is isomorphic to Sym2(E ).

The composition

E ↪→H
∇→ΩXc ⊗H →ΩXc ⊗ (H /E ) = ΩXc ⊗E ∨ (2.4.2)

gives an OXc -module homomorphism Sym2(E )→ΩXc . This is exactly the cotangent map of

iµ : Xc→Ag (compare [43] proposition 1.4.1.7).

For a closed point x of Xc we have k(x)⊗H = H1
dR(A/k) = N(p), with the notation from

section 2.3, and k(x)⊗E = ker(F). By lemma 2.3.3 ρ∗Xc
induces an isomorphism

gr2(H )
ρ∗Xc→ OXc ⊗gr2(M(p)

0 ) = OXc ⊗L = L .

In particular, we can see U as a submodule of gr2(H ) and E is the pull-back of U by

pr2 : Fil2(H )→ gr2(H ) by lemma 2.3.4.

Proposition 2.4.3. Under the isomorphisms ΩXc
∼= Sym2(U ) and i∗µ ΩAg

∼= Sym2(E ) the

cotangent map i∗µ ΩAg →ΩXc of iµ is

Sym2(E )→ Sym2(E /Fil3(H ))
ρ∗Xc∼= Sym2(U ).

In particular it is surjective.

Proof. Because Fil3(H )⊂ E ⊂ Fil2(H ) and Fil∗(H ) is horizontal, the map (2.4.2) factors

as

E → E /Fil3(H )
h→ΩXc ⊗ (Fil2(H )/E ) ↪→ΩXc ⊗ (H /E ).
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Now ρ∗Xc
map E /Fil3(H ) isomorphically to U and Fil2(H )/E isomorphically to L /U .

Since ρ∗Xc
is horizontal and on OXc ⊗M(p)

0 the connection is just d⊗ 1, the map h becomes

the same as (2.4.1) under ρ∗Xc
.

2.5. Proof of the main theorem 2.0.2

Fix a w in IWg with c(w)≤ g/2 and consider the composition

jµ : Xc(w){r(w)} ↪→ i−1
µ Ag{w}

iµ→Ag{w}.

It is proper, since the first map is a closed immersion and the second one comes from

iµ : Xc(w)→ Ag. Both source and target are smooth of dimension l(w), the Deligne-Lusztig

variety by corollary 2.1.8 and the Ekedahl-Oort stratum Ag{w} by work of Oort ( [61] theo-

rem 1.2; the formulation in terms of lengths is due to Moonen, [51]) and Ekedahl and van der

Geer ( [16] corollary 8.4). Since iµ is surjective on cotangent spaces, jµ is étale. Since jµ is

quasi-compact, it is quasi-finite and, hence, finite étale. The disjoint union of the jµ

⊔
jµ :

⊔
µ∈Λg,c(w)

Xc(w){r(w)}→Ag{w}.

is surjective by theorem 2.0.1.

To show that
⊔

jµ gives an isomorphism

⊔
µ∈Λg,c(w)

[Xc(w){r(w)}/Aut(Eg,µ)]
∼→Ag{w},

we must show that, given two isogenies ρ : (Eg
k ,µk)→ (A,λ ) and ρ ′ : (Eg

k ,µ
′
k)→ (A,λ ) with

the same target (so that the corresponding points in
⊔

Xc(w){r(w)} map to the same point in

Ag), there is an automorphism γ of Eg with γ∗µ = µ ′. Harashita showed that both ρ and ρ ′

are minimal isogenies ( [29] proposition 3.1.5) in the terminology of Li and Oort ( [48] section

1.8). Minimal isogenies are unique up to isomorphism, so indeed there is an isomorphism γ

of Eg such that ρ ′ = ρ ◦ γ and γ∗µ = γ∗(ρ∗λ ) = (ρ ′)∗λ = µ ′ as required.

2.6. Number of components

In this section we show using corollary 2.1.8 that Xc(w){r(w)} is irreducible for w in
IWg. When we combine this with theorem 2.0.2, we get that the number of components of a

supersingular stratum Ag{w} is equal to #Λg,c(w) (corollary 2.0.3).
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Let Wc be the Weyl group of Sp2c and let Sc = {s1, . . . ,sc} be the set of reflections in

simple roots (see section 2.1.3). For w′ ∈Wc let Sc(w′) consist of those elements of Sc that

occur in a reduced expression for w′. This set is independent of the choice of a reduced

expression. Also, w′ is in the subgroup Wc,J generated by J ⊂ Sc if and only if Sc(w′) ⊂ J

(see [10] chapter 4, section 8, proposition 7 and corollary 1).

Lemma 2.6.1. If w is in IWg, then Sc(w)(r(w)) = Sc(w).

Proof. Example 3.6 in [50] tells us that any w′ ∈ IWc has a reduced expression of the form

w′ = (scsc−1 . . .sil )(scsc−1 . . .sil−1) . . .(scsc−1 . . .si1)

for some i1 < · · ·< il . Hence Sc(w′) = {si1 ,si1+1,si1+2, . . . ,sc}.
Since r(w) is in IWc(w), we need to show that s1 is in Sc(w)(r(w)). Note that r(W [c(w)−1]

g ) =

W [c(w)−1]
c(w) is the subgroup generated by s2,s3, . . . ,sc(w) and r(w) is not in this subgroup, oth-

erwise c(w) is not minimal. So Sc(w)(r(w)) is not contained in {s2,s3, . . . ,sc} and it must

contain s1.

Let w be in IWg and let I∞ ⊂ Sc be as in section 2.1.2. Since WI∞r(w) contains r(w) and

Sc(w)(r(w)) = Sc(w) by the lemma, any J with WI∞r(w) ⊂Wc(w),J must be equal to Sc(w). So

Xc(w){r(w)} is irreducible by corollary 2.1.8.
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CHAPTER 3

Ekedahl-Oort strata and Kottwitz-Rapoport strata

The moduli space Ag of principally polarized abelian varieties is a central object in algebraic

geometry, both classically and nowadays. To obtain a better understanding of its arithmetic

properties, it is useful to consider this moduli space over fields of positive characteristic p.

Then there are two interesting stratifications. The oldest is the Newton polygon stratification

which classifies the isogeny type of the underlying p-divisible group. The importance of

the Newton stratification shows for instance (for a different kind of moduli space) in the

work of Harris and Taylor about the local Langlands correspondence [32] and the subsequent

refinements by Boyer [11]. Probably the most interesting Newton stratum is the supersingular

locus, the closed subset of all supersingular abelian varieties inside the moduli space. The

second stratification is the Ekedahl-Oort stratification which classifies the isomorphism class

of the p-kernel.

It is also interesting to consider variants of Ag with deeper level structure at p. Such

variants can be singular. So far, the only level structures where the geometric structure seems

tractable are parahoric ones, for which the moduli space parametrizes chains of p-power

isogenies of abelian varieties (see section 3.1.1). One can hope that certain questions about

even deeper level structure can be reduced to the parahoric case using base change methods;

for instance, compare the method used by Taylor and Yoshida, [68]. For moduli spaces AJ

with a parahoric level structure of type J, it is natural to consider a third stratification, the

Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification.

In the recent papers [24] and [25] C.-F. Yu and the first named author explicitly described

supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport strata (those completely contained in the supersingular lo-

cus) in terms of Deligne-Lusztig varieties. In [37] the second named author did the same for

supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata. (See section 3.1 for a summary of these results.) So we

wondered how these descriptions and, more generally, how the Ekedahl-Oort stratification

and Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification are related. In this paper we answer these questions as

follows.

Theorem 3.0.1. The Ekedahl-Oort stratification and the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification are

related as follows:
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1. Each Ekedahl-Oort stratum is isomorphic to a certain Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum in

AJ with J the type of the canonical filtration (theorem 3.1.2).

2. The descriptions of supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport strata in [25] and supersingular

Ekedahl-Oort strata in [37] in terms of Deligne-Lusztig varieties are naturally com-

patible with the projection AI(wτ)→Ag{w} (theorem 3.2.10).

3. A parahoric Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum is contained in the supersingular locus of AJ

if and only if it is superspecial (theorem 3.3.5), and then it is isomorphic to a disjoint

union of Deligne-Lusztig varieties (theorem 3.3.3).

Point 3 generalizes results in [25] and [24]. As an immediate corollary to it we obtain

that all connected components of a supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum are isomorphic.

3.1. Ekedahl-Oort and Kottwitz-Rapoport strata

In this section we review the definitions of the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification and the

Ekedahl-Oort stratification, and show that each Ekedahl-Oort stratum is isomorphic to a para-

horic Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum. We work over an algebraic closure k of the finite field Fp

for some fixed prime p.

3.1.1. The Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification. In this paper we study Siegel moduli

spaces of abelian varieties with parahoric level structure. From the perspective of Shimura

varieties these spaces are related to the group GSp2g of symplectic similitudes. We can iden-

tify the set of simple reflections in its affine Weyl group with I = {0, . . . ,g}. The type of a

parahoric subgroup is then given by a subset J = { j0 < j1 < · · ·< jr} ⊂ I. The moduli space

AJ over k with parahoric level structure of type J at p parametrizes chains of g-dimensional

polarized abelian varieties

(A j0
α→ A j1

α→ ·· · α→ A jr ,η)

where

1. A jν = (A jν ,λ jν ) with A jν a g-dimensional abelian variety and λ jν a polarization of

degree p2(g− jν ) whose kernel is contained in A jν [p],

2. α is an isogeny that pulls back λ jν+1 to λ jν ,

3. η is a symplectic level N-structure for N ≥ 3 coprime to p, with respect to a fixed

primitive N-th root of unity.

When j0 = 0, we have ker(λ0) = A0[p]. So p−1λ0 is a principal polarization. We restrict to

the special type of level structure η in (3), because this makes the moduli space connected.

Otherwise the statements about certain strata being connected become more technical.
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The relative position of the chain of Hodge filtrations to the first de Rham cohomology is

given by an element in the extended affine Weyl group, see [24] section 2.4. Let us describe

this group for GSp2g. The finite Weyl group Wg of GSp2g can be realized as the group of

permutations w of {1, . . . ,2g} satisfying w(2g+1− i) = 2g+1−w(i) for all i. It is generated

by the simple reflections

sg = (g,g+1) and si = (i, i+1)(2g− i,2g+1− i) for i = 1, . . . ,g−1.

The cocharacter group of GSp2g is

X∗ = {(u1, . . . ,u2g ∈ Z2g |u1 +u2g = u2 +u2g−1 = · · ·= ug +ug+1}.

The Weyl group Wg acts on it by permuting the coordinates, and we can realize the extended

affine Weyl group W̃ as the semi-direct product X∗oWg. The affine Weyl group W a
g is the

subgroup of W̃ generated by s0 = ((−1,0, . . . ,0,1),(1,2g)) ∈ X∗oWg and the simple reflec-

tions s1, . . . ,sg above. Note that i 7→ si does indeed give a bijection from I to the set of simple

affine reflections as mentioned above. For J ⊂ I we let WJ be the subgroup of W a
g generated

by all si with i not in J. This differs from convention; usually one defines WJ as the subgroup

generated by s j for j ∈ J.

Let µ be the dominant minuscule coweight (1(g),0(g)) in X∗ ⊂ W̃ . The admissible set

Adm(µ) consists of all elements in W̃ less than some element in the W -orbit of tµ in the

Bruhat order. Let AdmJ(µ) be the image of Adm under W̃ →WJ\W̃/WJ . For x ∈ Adm(µ),

we denote by x its image in AdmJ(µ). The relative position of the Hodge flag in the first de

Rham cohomology of a point of AJ is given by an element in AdmJ(µ). Grouping points by

this relative position we get the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification of AJ :

AJ =
⊔

x∈AdmJ(µ)

AJ(x).

This stratification was first considered by Genestier and Ngô [21], see also [24].

We have the natural projection αJ,I : AI →AJ , and for each x ∈ Adm(µ),

α
−1
J,I (AJ(x)) =

⊔
v∈WJxWJ∩Adm(µ)

AI(v). (3.1.1)

The space Ag = A{0} is just the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties. We

write α for the projection AI →Ag.
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3.1.2. The Ekedahl-Oort stratification. On Ag the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification

has only one stratum. We get more information from another stratification, the Ekedahl-Oort

stratification, which looks at the isomorphism class of the p-kernel, see [61] and [16].

To calculate this isomorphism class for an abelian variety A over k, one first constructs

the canonical filtration in A[p], the smallest chain of subgroups that is stable under taking

images by the Frobenius F and inverse images by the Verschiebung V . Measuring the relative

position of the canonical filtration to the kernel of F gives an element, called the final type,

in the set of final elements Wg,final ⊂Wg, the minimal length representatives for the cosets in

Wg/Sg with Sg the subgroup of Wg generated by s1, . . . ,sg−1. (The polarization of A[p] plays

no role here; whether you the relative position in the symplectic or general linear group, you

get the same result.) This construction gives a bijection from the set of isomorphism classes

of p-kernels to Wg,final.

Let Ag{w} be the locally closed subset of Ag consisting of all abelian varieties with final

type w. Then we get the Ekedahl-Oort stratification

Ag =
⊔

w∈Wg,final

Ag{w}.

3.1.3. Ekedahl-Oort strata as parahoric Kottwitz-Rapoport strata. If J ⊂ I contains

0, then we can see AJ as the moduli space of principally polarized abelian schemes A = A0

with an isotropic flag F• = (ker(A0→ A•)) of finite flat subgroup schemes in A[p]. The ranks

of the F• are determined by J. From the flag F• we can make a conjugate flag F c
• by

F c
g+i =V−1(F

(p)
i ) and F c

g−i = (F c
g−i)

⊥ (i = 1, . . . ,g).

The Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum AJ(wτ) consists of all points (A,(F j) j∈J) such that F• and

F c
• (or rather their Dieudonné modules) are in relative position w. This description is conve-

nient to compare the stratum with Ekedahl-Oort strata.

Fix a final element w in Wg,final. Let J ⊆ I be the type of the corresponding canonical

filtration. We have 0 ∈ J, since we start with a principally polarized abelian variety, and

g ∈ J, since the canonical filtration always contains a maximal totally isotropic subspace.

Theorem 3.1.2. The natural map αJ : AJ → Ag restricts to an isomorphism AJ(wτ) →
Ag{w}. Its inverse maps a point A ∈ Ag{w} to (A,F can

• ⊂ A[p]), where F can
• denotes the

canonical filtration of A[p].

Proof. Because over Ag{w} the canonical filtration can be constructed globally (see [61],
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Prop. (3.2)) we have a section s : Ag{w}→AJ of αJ . By definition its image is in AJ(wτ).

To finish the proof, we show that for each point (A,(F j) j∈J) in AJ(wτ)(k), (F j) is the

canonical filtration of A[p]. Let ν be the final type of w. We know that for all points in the

image of s we have V (F j) = Fν( j). But then this must hold for all points in AJ(wτ)(k),

since the relative position of V (F•) and F• is constant on AJ(wτ)(k). This implies that F•

is the canonical filtration.

Example 3.1.3. On the Ekedahl-Oort stratum of abelian varieties with a-number 1 and p-

rank f , the type of the canonical filtration is {0, f , f +1, . . . ,2g− f −1,2g− f ,2g}, see [16]

example 3.4. On the stratum of abelian varieties with a-number a and p-rank g− a the

canonical type is {0,g−a,g,g+a,2g}.

Example 3.1.4. In the case g = 2, we have four final elements, corresponding to the super-

special locus (id), the supersingular locus without the superspecial points (s2), the p-rank 1

locus (s1s2) and the p-rank 2 locus (s2s1s2). The corresponding canonical filtrations have

types {0,2}, {0,1,2}, {0,1,2}, and {0,2} respectively.

There is a commutative diagram

AI(wτ)
αJ,I

//

α
$$IIIIIIIII

AJ(wτ)

∼=
zzttttttttt

Ag{w}

(3.1.5)

So for w final and J as above the horizontal map is surjective. Since all Kottwitz-Rapoport

strata in α
−1
J,I (AJ(wτ)) map (necessarily surjectively) to Ag{w}, wτ is the unique element of

minimal length in WJwτWJ . So we are in a very special situation.

3.2. Supersingular strata

We say that a Kottwitz-Rapoport or Ekedahl-Oort stratum is supersingular if it is com-

pletely contained in the supersingular locus. Both supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport strata

(see [25]) and supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata (see [37]) can be described using Deligne-

Lusztig varieties. We now compare these two descriptions.

3.2.1. Deligne-Lusztig varieties. Let G be a connected reductive group over k, defined

over a finite field Fq of characteristic p. Let σ : G→ G be its q-power Frobenius and W its

Weyl group.
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We denote with XG
/0 the variety of Borel subgroups in G. For any w in W we have a

Deligne-Lusztig variety (see [13])

XG
/0 (w,σ)(k) = {B ∈ XG

/0 (k) | inv(B,σB) = w}.

Here inv: XG
/0 ×XG

/0 →W is the relative position map. If we fix a Borel subgroup B, then

XG
/0
∼= G/B, and inv sends (g1B,g2B) ∈ G/B×G/B to the unique w ∈W such that g−1

1 g2 ∈
BwB. We include both the group and the Frobenius in the notation XG

/0 (w,σ), because we

will compare Deligne-Lusztig varieties for different groups and for Frobenii coming from

different forms of the same groups.

For parabolic subgroups we can define Deligne-Lusztig varieties in the same way. But

in our situation it is more interesting to use refinement of parabolic subgroups to define fine

Deligne-Lusztig varieties (first studied by Lusztig in [49], see also section 2.1). Let S be

the set of simple reflection in W . For I ⊂ S let X I be the variety of parabolic subgroups of

type I. Given a P in X I(k), define a sequence of parabolic subgroups (Pn) by P0 := P and

Pn = (Pn−1 ∩σ(Pn−1))UPn−1 with UPn−1 the unipotent radical. This sequence stabilizes to a

parabolic subgroup P∞. The fine Deligne-Lusztig variety XG
I {w,σ} consists of all P with

inv(P∞,σ(P∞)) = w. By a combinatorial argument these strata are indexed by the set IW of

minimal length representatives of the cosets WI\W .

3.2.2. Supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport strata. We summarize the description of su-

persingular Kottwitz-Rapoport strata in [24] and [25]. Let τ be the unique element of length

0 in the admissible set Adm(µ), see [24] section 3.

Lemma 3.2.1. The stratum A{c,g−c}(τ) consists of all chains (Ac → Ag−c,η) such that Ac

and Ag−c are superspecial and the isogeny Ac→ A∨g−c is the Frobenius of Ac.

Proof. The projection AI → A{c,g−c} gives a surjective morphism AI(τ)→ A{c,g−c}(τ) by

[24] corollary 6.5. So the lemma follows from remark 3.6 in [24].

Corollary 3.2.2. For a Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum AI(x) the following are equivalent:

1. The natural morphism α{c,g−c} maps AI(x) to A{c,g−c}(τ).

2. For each chain (Ai,η) in AI(x) the abelian varieties Ac and Ag−c are superspecial and

the isogeny Ac→ A∨g−c is the Frobenius of Ac.

3. The element x is in W{c,g−c}τ .
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Proof. Point 1 and 2 are equivalent by the lemma and the definition of α{c,g−c}. Point 1 and

3 are equivalent by (3.1.1), since W{c,g−c}τW{c,g−c} =W{c,g−c}τ as τsi = sg−iτ for all simple

roots si.

Definition 3.2.3. A Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum is c-superspecial if it satisfies the conditions

in the corollary. It is superspecial if it is c-superspecial for some c in I.

Theorem 3.2.4. A Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum is supersingular if and only if it is superspecial.

Proof. This is theorem 1.3 in [25].

Suppose that w is in W{c,g−c}, so that AI(wτ) is c-superspecial. Let c be in {1, . . . , [g/2]},
and let J = {c,g− c}. Then corollary 3.2.2 gives a morphism AI(wτ)→AJ(τ). We can de-

scribe its fibers as Deligne-Lusztig varieties as follows. Write G′ for the inner form (over Qp)

of the derived group Sp2g of GSp2g that arises as the automorphism group of a superspecial

abelian variety (together with a principal polarization), see [24], Section 6.1. Then J gives

a parahoric subgroup P′J of G′. We denote the maximal reductive quotient of P′J by G′c (see

loc. cit., where this group is denoted by G′{c,g−c}). This quotient is an algebraic group over

Fp, split over Fp2 . Its Dynkin diagram is obtained from the extended Dynkin diagram of Sp2g

by removing the vertices c, g− c, and the Frobenius acts it by i 7→ g− i. Denote by σ ′ the

Frobenius on G′c,k of the non-split form G′c.

Note that AJ(τ) is 0-dimensional. Fix a k-valued point y0 = (A′c → A′g−c,η) in this

stratum. Suppose that S is a scheme over k and y = (Ai,η) is an S-valued point of AI(wτ)

such that αc,g−c(y) = y0. Then we get trivializations Ac = S×k A′c and Ag−c = S×k A′g−c. Let

ωi ⊂ H1
DR(Ai) be the Hodge filtration of Ai and ω ′i that of A′i. We get flags

0 ( α(ω j1−1)( α(ω j1−2)( · · ·( α(ω j0+1)( ω j0/ω j1 = OS⊗ (ω ′j0/ω
′
j1)

where ( j0, j1) is equal to (−c,c),(c,g− c) or (g− c,g+ c), and we abusively write α for all

maps induced by Ai→ A j0 . The stabilizer of these flags is an S-valued point φ(y) of XG′c
/0 .

Theorem 3.2.5. For w in W{c,g−c} the morphism α{c,g−c},I×φ is an isomorphism

AI(wτ)
∼→A{c,g−c}(τ)×XG′c

/0 (w−1,σ ′).

Proof. This follows from proposition 6.1 and corollary 6.5 in [24].

Since A{c,g−c}(τ) is a finite set of points, AI(wτ) is a finite disjoint union of Deligne-

Lusztig varieties.
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3.2.3. Supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata. We now summarize the description of su-

persingular Ekedahl-Oort strata in [37]. In the case g = 1, which is more or less trivial from

this point of view, one has to make some obvious modifications, so we exclude it from the

discussion.

For c≤ g we see Wc as a subgroup of Wg via the inclusion of Dynkin diagrams. Explicitly

we map sc+1−i in Wc to sg+1−i in Wg for i= 1, . . . ,c. This inclusion maps Wc,final to Wg,final. An

Ekedahl-Oort stratum Ag{w} is supersingular if and only if w is in Wc,final for some c≤ g/2.

Suppose that Ag{w} is supersingular, and x = (A,λ ) is an S-valued point of Ag{w} for

some connected k-scheme S. Fix a supersingular elliptic curve E. Then there is a unique

isogeny

ρ : S×Eg→ A

such that the kernel in each geometric point is αc
p ( [37] theorem 1.2). The pull-back of λ

gives a polarization µ , and the pull-back of η gives a level N-structure η ′ on Eg. Let Λg,c, the

set of isomorphism classes of superspecial abelian varieties with a polarization with kernel

α2c
p and a level N-structure, so that the triple (Eg,µ,η ′) is in Λg,c.

Let ω(−) denote the Hodge filtration of an abelian variety. Via ρ we get a subbundle

α(ω(A))( OS⊗ (ω(Eg)/µ(ω((Eg)∨))).

In fact this is a bundle of c-dimensional isotropic subspaces in a 2c-dimensional symplectic

vector space. Let ψ(x) be its stabilizer in Sp2c×S, an S-valued point in the variety XSp2c
J of

parabolic subgroups of type J = {1,2, . . . ,c−1} in Sp2c.

Theorem 3.2.6. Suppose that w is in Wc,final for some c ≤ g/2 and w /∈Wc−1. Then the

morphism x 7→ ((Eg,µ),ψ(x)) is an isomorphism

Ag{w}
∼→ Λg,c×XSp2c

J {w−1,σ2}.

Proof. This is theorem 1.2 in [37], except for the following differences.

First of all in [37] lemma 3.1 the isomorphism is constructed with Dieudonné theory. If

M(A[p]) is the Dieudonné module of A[p], then there is a natural isomorphism M(A[p])(p) ∼=
H1

dR(A). The Verschiebung gives an isomorphism

ω(Eg)/µ(ω((Eg)∨))
∼←M(Eg[p])/µ((Eg)∨[p]) = M(ker(µ)).

Under this isomorphism the image ω(A) corresponds to the image of M(A[p]), to which x is
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sent in [37]. So the two constructions are equivalent.

Secondly, we get w−1 instead of w, because we use a different indexation. See [25] section

2.4 for the different indexations for the Ekedahl-Oort stratifications. In [37] the indexation of

Moonen and Wedhorn is used, while in [24] the indexation of van der Geer is used.

Thirdly, here we don’t need to divide out the action of an automorphism group, as it is

trivial because of the level structures.

3.2.4. Comparing supersingular Ekedahl-Oort and Kottwitz-Rapoport strata. By

[16] and [25] section 9 the projection α : AI → Ag restricts to a finite étale surjective map

AI(wτ)→Ag{w} for w ∈Wg,final. In this section we show how this map relates to the above

descriptions of supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport and Ekedahl-Oort strata.

The following lemma relates the index sets for w in theorems 3.2.5 and 3.2.6.

Lemma 3.2.7. We have:

Wg,final∩W{c,g−c} =Wc,final.

Proof. Since Wc ⊂W{c,g−c}, the right hand side is included in the left hand side.

For the other inclusion, suppose that w is in Wg,final ∩W{c,g−c}. The set of simple reflec-

tions in a reduced expression of w is equal to {si,si+1, . . . ,sg−1,sg} for some i (see the proof

of lemma 7.1 in [37]). Since sg−c is not in W{c,g−c}, we must have i > g−c. Because Wc ⊂Wg

is generated by all s j with j > g− c, it contains w.

By lemma 3.2.1 the map βc that sends (Ac → Ag−c,η) to (Ac,η) is a bijection from

A{c,g−c}(τ) to Λg,c. So in theorems 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 the first factor in the product is the same.

Now look at the Deligne-Lusztig varieties in the second factor. The group G′c splits over

k (in fact already over Fp2 ) as

G′c ∼= Sp2c×SLg−2c×Sp2c.

as can be seen from the Dynkin diagram of G′c. Anything related to G′c splits similarly. For

instance, its absolute Weyl group splits as

W{c,g−c} =Wc×Sg−2c×Wc, (3.2.8)

where Sg−2c is the symmetric group, which is the Weyl group of SLg−2c. The inclusion

Wc ⊂Wg we are using, is the inclusion of Wc in W{c,g−c} ⊂Wg as the last factor above. By the

description of σ ′ in [24] we have σ ′(g1,g2,g3) = (σ(g3), σ̃(g2),σ(g1)), in this decomposi-

tion, where σ is the Frobenius of Sp2c and σ̃ is the Frobenius of a SUg−2c.
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Proposition 3.2.9. For w in Wc ⊂Wg, the projection

XG′c
/0 = XSp2c

/0 ×X
SLg−2c
/0 ×XSp2c

/0 → X
SLg−2c
/0 ×XSp2c

/0

to the final two factors induces an isomorphism

XG′c
/0 (w,σ ′)∼= X

SLg−2c
/0 (1, σ̃)×XSp2c

/0 (w,σ2).

Proof. The Deligne-Lusztig variety XG′c
/0 (w,σ ′) consists of all triples (g1,g2,g3) such that

inv(g1,σ(g3)) = 1, inv(g2, σ̃(g2)) = 1, and inv(g3,σ(g1)) = w′. The first and last condition

are equivalent to g1 = σ(g3) and inv(g3,σ
2(g3)) = w′, the condition for XSp2c

/0 (w,σ2).

The proposition gives a morphism f : XG′c
/0 (w,σ ′)→ XSp2c

/0 (w,σ2)→ XSp2c
I {w,σ2}.

Theorem 3.2.10. For w in Wc,final there is a commutative diagram

AI(wτ)
∼ //

α

��

A{c,g−c}(τ)×XG′c
/0 (w−1,σ ′)

βc× f
��

Ag{w} ∼ //
Λg,c×XSp2c

I {w−1,σ2}

where the horizontal maps are the isomorphisms from 3.2.5 and 3.2.6.

Proof. Suppose (Ai)i∈I is an S-valued point in AI(wτ). Since the morphism ρ : S×Eg→ A0

from theorem 3.2.6 is unique, it must be equal to A−c→ A0. (Here we extend the chain (Ai)i

to a chain indexed by Z by duality and periodicity, see section 11.1.) The top horizontal

map sends (Ai)i to the flags of the images of the Hodge filtrations ω(Ai) in ω(Ac)/ω(A−c),

ω(Ag−c)/ω(Ac), and ω(Ag+c)/ω(Ag−c). Because the stratum is c-superspecial, these quo-

tients can actually be identified with quotients of the de Rham cohomology, or in other words

of lattices in the standard lattice chain, however with a shift of the indices by g. See the

proof of proposition 6.1 in [24]. So when we identify the Weyl group of G′c with W{c,g−c}

and decompose it as in (3.2.8), then the subgroup generated by s0, . . . ,sc−1 corresponds to the

flags in ω(Ag+c)/ω(Ag−c), the subgroup generated by sc+1, . . . ,sg−c−1 corresponds to the

flags in ω(Ag−c)/ω(Ac), and the subgroups generated by sg−c+1, . . . ,sg corresponds to flags

in ω(Ac)/ω(A−c). The morphism f sends the flag (ω(Ai))i to ω(A0), the maximal totally

isotropic member of the flag in the third factor. Since α on the left maps our chain (Ai)i to

A0, and the lower horizontal isomorphism maps A0 to ω(A0), the diagram commutes.
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Remark 3.2.11. For supersingular strata the isomorphism in diagram (3.1.5) corresponds

to the identification of fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties with Deligne-Lusztig varieties for a

different parabolic subgroup, see the isomorphism after theorem 2.1.7. From [24] theorem

6.3 we know that the fibers of α and of the horizontal map in (3.1.5) are Deligne-Lusztig

varieties.

3.3. Supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport strata in the parahoric case

We want to describe supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport strata in AJ for a type J ⊆ I. As

one would hope, there is a description completely analogous to the one in [24]. We can easily

derive it from the Iwahori version. First let us generalize the definition of superspecial strata

in definition 3.2.3 to the parahoric case.

Definition 3.3.1. Let J⊆ I, and let c be in I. A stratum AJ(x) is c-superspecial if α
−1
J,I (AJ(x))

is a union of c-superspecial Kottwitz-Rapoport strata in AI , that is, if

WJxWJ ∩Adm(µ)⊆W{c,g−c}τ.

A stratum AJ(x) is superspecial if it is c-superspecial for some c ∈ I.

Clearly every superspecial stratum is supersingular.

Lemma 3.3.2. There exists a c-superspecial stratum in AJ if and only if c and g−c are in J.

Proof. If c and g− c are in J, then WJτWJ ⊆Wc,g−cτ . So the minimal Kottwitz-Rapoport

stratum AJ(τ) is c-superspecial. Conversely, assume that c 6∈ J or g− c 6∈ J. In both cases

scτ = τsg−c is in WJτWJ . It is easy to see that scτ is µ-permissible (see [24] definition 2.4)

and hence µ-admissible. Because the union of all c-superspecial strata is closed, it suffices

to show that the minimal stratum in AJ is not c-superspecial, i. e., that

WJτWJ ∩Adm(µ) 6⊆W{c,g−c}τ.

But scτ is not in W{c,g−c}τ , as W{c,g−c} is generated by si for i /∈ {c,g− c}.

When c and g− c are in J, a stratum is c-superspecial if and only if it satisfies condition

1 or 2 in corollary 3.2.2 (with I replaced by J). When for instance c is not in J, the lemma

lemma and equation (3.1.1) tell us that for any x ∈ Adm(µ) and c 6∈ J, we can find a point

(A j) j∈J ∈AJ(x) which can be extended to a chain (A j) j∈I for which is not Ag−c superspecial

or Ac→ A∨g−c is not the Frobenius.
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We now describe c-superspecial Kottwitz-Rapoport strata in terms of Deligne-Lusztig

varieties. Suppose that J is a subset of I with c,g−c ∈ J (so that c-superspecial strata exist in

AJ). Let X
G′c,k
σ ′(J) be the variety of parabolic subgroups of type I\σ ′(J) in G′c,k. Note that it is

not defined over Fp if J is not Frobenius invariant. There are coarse Deligne-Lusztig varieties

X
G′c,k
σ ′(J)(w,σ

′) = {P ∈ Xσ ′(J)(G
′
c,k) | inv(P,σ ′(P)) = w}

for all double cosets w ∈Wσ ′(J)\W{c,g−c}/WJ .

Theorem 3.3.3. Let AJ(x) be a c-superspecial stratum inside AJ . Write x = wτ with w ∈
W{c,g−c}. There is an isomorphism

AJ(x)∼= α{c,g−c},I(AI(τ))×X
G′c,k
σ ′(J)(w

−1,σ ′).

Proof. Taking into account the remarks above, the proof is the same as in the Iwahori case,

see [24], section 6.

It is evident that every superspecial stratum is supersingular. We will show below that

the converse is true, as well. We first prove a connectedness result in the parahoric case,

analogous to [25], Thm. 7.3.

Proposition 3.3.4. If a Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum is not superspecial, then it is irreducible.

The converse holds if the level structure is large enough by theorem 3.3.3 (because then

#(α{c,g−c},I(AI(τ)))> 1; cf. Cor. 6.6 in [24]).

Proof. Let x be in Adm(µ) and suppose AJ(x) is not superspecial, that is

WJxWJ ∩Adm(µ) 6⊆W{c,g−c}τ, for all c ∈ {0, . . . , [g/2]}.

Then there exists for each c ∈ {0, . . . , [g/2]} an element in WJxWJ ∩Adm(µ) larger than scτ

or than sg−cτ .

So by [25] Thm. 7.2 the closure of the union of all 1-dimensional strata in α
−1
J,I (AJ(x)),

⋃
v∈WJxWJ∩Adm(µ)

⋃
s≤v

`(s)=1

AI(x)
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is connected. Now every connected component of

α
−1
J,I (AJ(x)) =

⋃
v∈WJxWJ∩Adm(µ)

AI(v),

meets the previous set (because every connected component of a Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum

in AI has a point of the minimal stratum in its closure, [25], Thm. 6.2). So α
−1
J,I (AJ(x)) is

connected. But then its image AJ(x) is connected, too. This closure is normal, so connected-

ness implies irreducibility, and the proposition follows.

Theorem 3.3.5. A Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum is supersingular if and only if it is superspecial.

Proof. We know that each superspecial stratum is supersingular. Conversely, suppose that

AJ(x) is supersingular. Its image in Ag is a union of supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata.

We may assume that the level structure outside p is large enough, so that this union, and

hence AJ(x), is reducible (cf. Prop. 2.5 (2) in [25]). So by the previous proposition AJ(x) is

superspecial.

Remark 3.3.6. Let us discuss the combinatorial meaning of the theorem. Start with x ∈
Adm(µ), such that AJ(x) is contained in th supersingular locus. The latter condition is

equivalent to α
−1
J,I (AJ(x)) being contained in the supersingular locus, or in other words to

WJxWJ ∩Adm(µ)⊆
[g/2]⋃
c=0

W{c,g−c}τ,

since we know that in the Iwahori case supersingular is the same as superspecial. Then the

theorem says that there exists c ∈ J such that WJxWJ ∩Adm(µ) is contained in W{c,g−c}τ . It

seems hard to prove this statement combinatorially, because it is difficult to understand the

intersections of double cosets WJxWJ with the admissible set.

3.4. An open question

It is an open question, what the dimension of the supersingular locus in moduli spaces

with a parahoric level structure is. For general g we only know this for J = {0}, or = {g}, by

the work of Li and Oort [48], or as a consequence of the purity of the Newton stratification

shown by de Jong and Oort. For J = I and g even we know it by by [25] (there also bounds are

given for odd g). We expect that for J 6= {0},{g} the supersingular locus is usually not equi-

dimensional. The lower bound on the dimension obtained from Kottwitz-Rapoport strata in

the supersingular locus cannot be sharp in the general parahoric case.
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PART III

Forgetful morphisms between
moduli spaces

with parahoric level structures





CHAPTER 4

Decomposing forgetful morphisms

In this third part of the thesis we focus on the moduli spaces AI with parahoric level structure

introduced in section 1.5.2. For I ( {0, . . . ,g} a point of AI is a chain of abelian varieties

connected by isogenies (Ai)I with i running over all elements of Z not in ±I modulo 2g (see

section 11.1 for the precise definition). If J contains I, then we can forget all Ai for i that

are not in ±J modulo 2g and get a point of AJ . This construction gives a forgetful morphism

αI,J : AI →AJ . In the third part of this thesis we will determine the fibers of these forgetful

morphisms.

We are interested in these fibers, because they parametrize isogenies. For instance, let J =

{0, . . . ,g−1}, so that AJ is the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties, and let

I = J\{ j} for some j in J. Then the fiber of αI,J over a principally polarized abelian variety A

parametrizes all isogenies from A satisfying certain conditions on their kernels. Such families

of isogenies arise when we study Hecke correspondences, supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata

(as in part I), or the whole supersingular locus (as in [48]).

In this introductory chapter we explain how we plan to analyze the fibers of the αI,J .

4.1. A model for AI

We saw in section 1.5 that Dieudonné translates problems about abelian varieties into

(semi-)linear algebra problems. In this part we exploit this technique even further. Fix an

algebraically closed field k of characteristic p. Suppose that x is a k-valued point of AI ,

corresponding to a chain of abelian varieties (Ai) of type I. The Dieudonné modules of the

p-divisible groups Ai[p∞] form a chain of modules (Ci) over the Witt vectors1 O . We see (Ci)

as a chain of O-lattices in the isocrystal V of the Ai.

This lattice chain completely controls the fiber α
−1
J,I (x). Indeed, α

−1
I,J (x) consists of all

chains (A′j) of type J that refine (Ai) (so A′i = Ai for all i not in I modulo 2g). The Dieudonné

modules (C′j) of A′j[p
∞] are a lattice chain (C′j) in V refining (Ci). It completely determines

(A′j): the Dieudonné modules (C′j) give back the p-divisible groups (A′j[p
∞]), which together

1We use the letter O for the Witt vectors to reserve the letter W for the Weyl group
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with (Ai) give back (A′j). So to study the fiber over x, we just need to study lattice chains

refining (Ci).

To use this observation systematically we construct a model Z̃I for AI . Let L be the field

of fractions of the Witt vectors O and V = Ln. For now we forget about the polarization,

and work with GL(V). Then Z̃I is the set of all pairs ((Ci),b) with (Ci) a lattice chain of

type I in V and b a matrix in GLL(V). The element b makes V into an isocrystal by giving

a Frobenius F = bσ (with σ the standard Frobenius of V = Ln). The (Ci) are a chain of

Dieudonné modules in this isocrystal if and only if

pCi ⊂ F(Ci)⊂Ci for all i. (4.1.1)

So the subset in Z̃I of those ((Ci),b) for which (4.1.1) holds parametrizes chains of Dieudonné

lattices in V (see chapter 7).

The forgetful morphism αI,J : AI → AJ has an analogue for Z̃I : for I ⊂ J there is a

forgetful map αI,J : Z̃I → Z̃J that forgets some lattices in (Ci)I to get a chain of type J. The

maps for Z̃I are easier to work with than the morphisms for AI for two reasons: the group

GSp2g acts on Z̃I in several ways, and Z̃I is just a set, not a variety. In chapter 8 we will

determine the fibers of the maps for Z̃I . But we already observed that the morphisms for AI

have essentially the same fibers. So we can determine them in chapter 12.

4.1.1. Refinement and the parahoric Ekedahl-Oort stratification. To give an idea

of how the model Z̃I helps us to study AI , let us explain how to extend the Ekedahl-Oort

stratification to AI .

Remember from section 1.5.3 that we can measure the relative position of two lattice

chains by a certain permutation w of Z. For lattice chains we are interested in (namely

those that are self-dual with respect to some symplectic form) we can see w as an element

of the extended affine Weyl group W̃ (of GL(V) in the unpolarized case or of GSp(V) in the

polarized case; see chapter 6). The subset Z̃I(w) in Z̃I of all pairs ((Ci),b) such that (Ci) and

(bσ(Ci)) are in relative position w is an analogue of the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum AI(w)

The fiber of αJ,I over ((Ci),b) consists of lattice chains refining (Ci). If we have two

lattice chains C = (Ci)I and D = (D j)J , it is of course not necessarily true that one refines

the other. But there is a unique chain refining C that is ‘closest’ to D . We call it the refinement

of C by D and denote it by RefD (C ). To construct it we force the lattices in D j between the

Ci as follows. If Cn(i) is the unique lattice in C with Cn(i) (Ci such that there are no lattices

in between, then RefD (C ) consist of all lattices of the form Ci∩D j +Cn(i).
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We can keep track of the type of RefD (C ) using the extended affine Weyl group W̃ .

Inside W̃ we have a set of simple reflections ∆̃ = {s0, . . . ,sg} (corresponding to the vertices

of the extended Dynkin diagram). We identify this set with {0, . . . ,g} by i 7→ si, so that we

can see the types of I and J as subset of W̃ . If we write wJ = wJw−1 (a subset of W̃ , but

not necessarily of ∆̃), then RefD (C ) has type I∩wJ. The refinement RefD (C ) has the same

relative position to D as C itself. We will see in chapters 5 and 6 that RefD (C ) is the unique

chain of type I∩wJ with this property.

Given a pair (C ,b) in Z̃I we can refine C by FC = bσ(C ). Note that FC has type σ(I),

where now σ denotes the Frobenius of W̃ (for the general linear or symplectic groups σ is

the identity on W̃ , and this notation may seem a bit silly, but we still we use so we can easily

generalize results to other Shimura varieties). So if (C ,b) is in Z̃I(w), then RefFC (C ) has

type I∩wσ(I). We get a refinement map

rw,I : Z̃I(w)→ Z̃I∩wσ(I), (C ,b) 7→ (Refbσ(C )(C ),b).

We can use the refinement map to decompose Z̃I(w). As a first step we pull-back the

sets Z̃I∩wσ(I)(w′) to Z̃I(w). Usually these pull-backs decompose Z̃I(w) into several parts.

But when I = wσ(I), the map rw,I is the identity and nothing happens. Then we say that

Z̃I(w) is stable. As a second step we decompose each Z̃I∩wσ(I)(w′) in the same way using the

refinement map rw′,I∩w′σ(I). Continuing this way the decomposition becomes finer and finer,

until we reach a stable stratum (this always happens as the types keep getting smaller). In the

end we get a decomposition

Z̃I =
⊔

w∈IW̃

Z̃I{w}

that refines the decomposition in Z̃I(w) (see section 8.2.1).

We can calculate in which set Z̃I{w} a point (C ,b) of Z̃I is as follows. Define a sequence

of lattice chains Cn by C0 = C and Cn+1 = Refbσ(Cn)(Cn). As n gets larger, the type of Cn

gets smaller. So at a certain point the sequence stabilizes: we have CN = CN+1 = CN+2 = . . .

for some N. We write C∞ = CN . Then (C ,b) is in Z̃I{w} if and only if C∞ and bσ(C∞) are

in relative position w.

In the special case that I is the type that corresponds to the moduli space of principally

polarized abelian varieties, we will show in section 10.1.2 that C∞ is the canonical flag and

that the relative position of C∞ to bσ(C∞) is the final type. So Z̃I is an Ekedahl-Oort stratum

in a moduli space for Dieudonné modules.

However, we have defined Z̃I{w} not just in this special case, but for any type I. So
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we can imitate its construction to generalize the Ekedahl-Oort stratification to AI for any

I. Suppose that (Ai) is a chain of abelian varieties in AI . Let C be its chain of Dieudonné

modules, which we see as a chain of O-lattices in its isocrystal. The refinement of C by its

image FC under the Frobenius, is again a chain of Dieudonné modules and together with the

point (Ai) gives a point in AI∩wσ(I). This construction gives a refinement morphism

rw,I : AI(w)→AI∩wσ(I)

(see section 11.4). Use this morphism we can define a stratification

AI =
⊔

w∈Adm(µ)∩IW̃

AI{w},

the Ekedahl-Oort stratification in the same way as we defined the decomposition of Z̃I in the

Z̃I{w}, but with the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum AI(w) in the role of Z̃I(w) (see section 11.5).

On the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties we get back the stratifica-

tion defined by Ekedahl and Oort in [61] (see section 1.3). On A /0 we get back the Kottwitz-

Rapoport stratification (see section 1.5; to be precise: A /0{w} = A /0(w)). But what matters

most to us is that the fibers of αI,J are constant over an Ekedahl-Oort stratum in AJ . We will

prove this fact in section 12.1.

Warning 4.1.2. In this part we index strata differently than in the previous parts or the liter-

ature, because we need a consistent notation for Ekedahl-Oort and Kottwitz-Rapoport strata.

We denote the Ekedahl-Oort stratum of principally polarized abelian varieties with final

type w (in the finite Weyl group) by A{0,...,g−1}{τw} instead of by Ag{w} as in part I and II.

What was denoted with AJ in part II, we denote here by A
∆̃\J (so we take the comple-

ments in ∆̃ = {0, . . . ,g}). For instance the moduli space with Iwahori level structure is A /0.

This notation is more consistent with that used for reductive groups, and is also convenient

when dealing with refinement (recall that if C and D are chains in relative position w, then

RefD (C ) has type I∩wJ. We do not want to take the complement three times in this formula).

Finally the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum that was denoted by Aw in [21] and [24] and with

A /0(w) in part II will be denoted here by A /0(τ
2w−1) with τ the type of the minimal Kottwitz-

Rapoport stratum (see section 6.2.1). We explain why in lemma 11.3.3. As a consequence the

inverse disappears from corollary 6.5 in [24]: the components of a supersingular Kottwitz-

Rapoport stratum A /0(wτ) are now isomorphic to the Deligne-Lusztig variety X /0(w) and not

to X /0(w−1) (see section 4.3.3). This makes it easier to formulate theorem 4.2.2.
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4.2. An algorithm for decomposing forgetful morphisms

The model Z̃I gives us techniques to handle the fibers of αI,J . But we still need to think

how we can describe them in a understandable way. Simply writing down explicit equations

for the fiber of αI,J over each closed point of AJ would give us too much information. Already

in dimension 3 the equations are hard to interpret, see [34]. We need a systematic way to break

down the fibers into simple parts.

Our strategy is to restrict both the source and target of the forgetful morphisms to an

Ekedahl-Oort stratum. Because the fibers of αI,J are constant over Ekedahl-Oort strata, the

image of a stratum is a union of strata. In section 4.2.4 below we give an algorithm that deter-

mines which strata occur in this image. Then given a stratum AJ{w′} in the image of AI{w}
we look at the restriction αI,J : AI{w}∩α

−1
I,J (AJ{w′})→AJ{w′}. The same algorithm also

factors this restriction into morphisms of three special types: first a sequence of shuffling

morphisms, then one morphism to a stable stratum and finally one morphism from that same

stable stratum. Below we describe these three special types of morphisms, and state theorems

desribing their fibers. We prove these theorems in chapter 12). In the end they imply that the

fibers of the restriction break down into as series of three simple types of building blocks:

A1, A1\{0} or Deligne-Lusztig varieties. In particular, they give the dimensions and number

of irreducible components of the fibres.

4.2.1. Shuffling morphisms. For w and w′ in W̃ , and a simple reflection s we write

w s
 w′ if w′ = swσ(s) and l(sw′)> l(w′). If w s

 w′ for some s in I, then we can relate the

images of A /0(w) and A /0(w′) under α /0,I using shuffling morphisms.

Theorem 4.2.1 (Shuffling morphisms). Suppose that w s
 w′ for some s in I, and w′ 6= w.

1. If l(w) = l(w′), then there is a shuffling morphism sw,s making the following diagram

commute:

A /0(w)
sw,s

//

α /0,I ##GGGGG
A /0(w′)

α /0,I{{vvvvvv

AI

The morphism is purely inseparable and surjective. In particular, A /0(w) has the same

image as A /0(w′) under α /0,I .

2. If l(w) > l(w′), then there is a shuffling morphism sw,s making the following diagram
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commute:

A /0(w)
sw,s

//

α /0,I ##GGGGG
A /0(w′)∪A /0(w′σ(s))

α /0,Ivvmmmmmmmmmm

AI

The fibers of sw,s over A /0(w′) are isomorphic to A1
k , and those over A /0(w′σ(s)) are

isomorphic to A1
k\{0}. In particular, the image of A /0(w) under α /0,I is the union of the

images of A /0(w′) and A /0(w′σ(s)).

We will prove this theorem in section 12.4. The shuffling morphisms defined here are

inspired on the one hand by the morphisms that Deligne and Lusztig used to prove theorem

1.6 in [13], and on the other hand by work of Ekedahl and van der Geer (section 4.3 in [16]).

We call the shuffling morphisms in the first case of the theorem length preserving and in the

second case length changing.

4.2.2. Morphisms to stable strata. We say that a type J is w-stable if J = wσ(J). A

Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum AJ(w) is stable if J is w-stable. This means that the stratum

will not decompose further in the Ekedahl-Oort stratification, i.e. that it consists of only on

Ekedahl-Oort stratum: AJ{w} (see section 4.1.1).

To every point x in a stable stratum AJ(w) we attach in section 12.3.1 a reductive group

G0,x over Fp. The fibers of αI,J over x are fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties (see section 2.1.2)

for this group.

Theorem 4.2.2 (Morphisms to stable strata). If AJ(w) is stable, then the forgetful morphism

αI,J gives a surjective morphism AI{uw}→AJ{w}= AJ(w) for any u in JW̃I . Its fiber over

a point x is isomorphic to the fine Deligne-Lusztig variety Xx,I{u} for G0,x.

We will prove this theorem in section 12.3. The Dynkin diagram of G0,x is the subdiagram

of the extended Dynkin diagram C̃g of GSp2g spanned by I. The Frobenius acts on it by

i 7→ wσ(i). This information determines Xx,I{u} up to isomorphism (see section 9.3).

4.2.3. Morphisms from stable strata. If AJ{w} is not stable, we can compare it with

a stable stratum. Inside J there is a largest w-stable subset I, which we call the w-stable type

of J. Then AI{w} is the stable stratum that is closes to AJ{w}. It turns out that the morphism

AI{w}→AJ{w} is an isomorphism.

Theorem 4.2.3 (Morphisms from stable strata). If I is the w-stable type of J, then the forgetful

morphism αI,J induces an isomorphism AI(w) = AI{w}
∼→AJ{w}.
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We will prove this theorem in section 12.2. It generalizes theorem 3.1.2, which I proved

together with Görtz.

4.2.4. The algorithm. The algorithm that determines the image and fibers of α /0,I is

based on the following combinatorial lemma (see section 12.5 for the proof).

Lemma 4.2.4. For every w in W̃ there is a sequence

w = w0
s0 w1

s1 w2
s2 . . .

sr−1 wr with si ∈ I and wi ∈ W̃

such that l(w0) = l(w1) = · · ·= l(wr) and wr satisfies one of the following:

1. there is a y in IW̃ and a u in W̃J , with J the y-stable type of I, such that wr = uy, or

2. l(wr)< l(w).

Let us explain how we this lemma allows us to determine the image and fibres of α /0,I

restricted to A /0(w). First the sequence of simple reflections above gives a sequence

A /0(w) = A /0(w0)
sw0 ,s0→ A /0(w1)

sw1 ,s1→ ···
swr−2 ,sr2→ A /0(wr−1)

of length preserving shuffling morphisms.

Then in the first case the lemma gives morphisms

A /0(wr−1)
swr−1 ,sr−1→ A /0(wr) = A /0{uy}→AJ{y}→AI{y}.

The first morphism is a length preserving shuffling morphism. The second is a morphism to

the stable stratum AJ{y} (surjective and with fibers X /0{u} by theorem 4.2.2). The third is

a morphism from the same stable stratum (an isomorphism by theorem 4.2.3). The compo-

sition A /0(w)→AI{y} is the restriction of the forgetful map α /0,I . So α /0,I(A /0(w)) = AI{y}
and we have factorized the restriction α /0,I : A /0(w)→ AI{y} into the three special types of

morphisms. The algorithm is done.

In the second case the lemma gives a length changing shuffling morphism

A /0(wr−1)→A /0(wr)∪A /0(wrσ(sr)),

(surjective with fibers A1
k over A /0(wr) and A1

k\{0} over A /0(wrσ(s)) by theorem 4.2.1). We

then recursively apply the algorithm to A /0(wr) and A /0(wrsr). The recursion stops after

finitely many steps, as both wr and wrσ(sr) have a smaller length than w.
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We can also use the algorithm to determine the image and fibers of αI,J restricted to

AI{w} for I 6= /0. The forgetful morphism α /0,I induces a finite étale morphism A /0(w)→
AI{w} (see corollary 12.3.9), for which we know the fibers. The above algorithm gives the

image and fibers α /0,J restricted to A /0(w) for any J ⊃ I. Because α /0,J = α /0,I ◦αI,J , we can

then determine the fibers of αI,J restricted to AI{w}.

Remark 4.2.5. Although we will only work with Siegel moduli spaces, we expect that most

results generalize to PEL Shimura varieties with almost the same proofs. So we have tried to

use group theoretic techniques and notations that can easily be generalized. We also state our

results using σ -conjugation (see for instance theorem 4.2.1), even though the Frobenius σ is

trivial on the extended Weyl group of GSp2g, to indicate how they will probably generalize.

4.3. Examples

Let us give some applications the results in section 4.2. We first look at what the results

say for small dimensions g. Then we show how they imply the results in parts I and II.

4.3.1. Elliptic curves. First look at dimension g = 1. Both A{0} and A{1} are the mod-

uli space of elliptic curves (with some level structure away from p, which we ignore). The

space A /0 is the moduli space for isogenies φ : E0→ E1 of degree p with ker(φ)⊂ E0[p]. The

forgetful morphism α /0,{0} sends φ to E1, while α /0,{1} sends φ to E0. We focus on the second

morphism α = α /0,{1} : A /0→A{1}. The first behaves the same.

The three Kottwitz-Rapoport strata on A /0 are given by the following conditions on φ :

A /0(τ) : E0 and E1 are supersingular and ker(φ) = ker(F),

A /0(s0τ) : E0 and E1 are ordinary and ker(φ) = ker(F),

A /0(s1τ) : E0 and E1 are ordinary and ker(φ)(p) = ker(V ),

where F is the Frobenius and V the Verschiebung (see also section 1.5.1). The two Ekedahl-

Oort strata on A{1} are the supersingular locus A{1}{τ} and the ordinary locus A{1}{s0τ}.
By theorem 4.2.3 α gives isomorphisms A /0{τ}→A{1}{τ} and A /0{s0τ}→A{1}{s0τ}.

The inverse of both sends E0 to the Frobenius morphism F : E0 → E(p)
0 = E1. By theorem

4.2.1 shuffling by s1 gives a commutative diagram

A /0{s1τ}
ss1τ,s1 //

α

''NNNNNNN
A /0{s0τ}

αwwppppppp

A{1}{s0τ}
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The shuffling morphism ss1τ,s1 sends φ : E0 → E1 to the Frobenius F : E0 → E(p)
0 . On k-

valued points this is a bijection, for if E0 is an elliptic curve over k, then E0[p] = ker(F)⊕
H with H étale, and we have E1 = E0/H. However, because this splitting does not exist

over arbitrary base schemes, the shuffling morphism is not an isomorphism, but is purely

inseparable.

4.3.2. Abelian surfaces. Now look at dimension g = 2. For I = {0,1}, the space AI is

the moduli space of principally polarized abelian surfaces. We can use the theorems above to

analyze the forgetful morphism α = α /0,I : A /0→AI . The results are in figure 1.6.3 on page

22. We can read off the images and fibers of the strata in A /0 (the white boxes), by simply

following the arrows down.

On the bottom row in light gray are the 4 Ekedahl-Oort strata in AI :

AI{τ}: the superspecial locus,

AI{s2τ}: the p-rank 0 locus,

AI{s2s1τ}: the p-rank 1 locus,

AI{s2s1s2τ}: the ordinary locus.

To get the second row from the bottom (dark gray), we calculate for each stratum AI{w}
the w-stable type, the largest subset J of I with J = wσ(J). Theorem 4.2.3 then gives iso-

morphisms from the first row to the second. Theorem 4.2.2 gives the morphisms from the

third to the second row to the bottom. The fibers of these morphisms are the Deligne-Lusztig

varieties to the right of the arrow. Finally the top rows give the shuffling morphisms, with to

the right of the arrow the simple reflection used in the shuffling.

4.3.3. Supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport strata. To explain how this part relates to

part II, let us explain how the results in section 4.2 give back the description of supersingu-

lar Kottwitz-Rapoport strata by Görtz and Yu (see [24]). Let τ be the type of the minimal

Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum (see section 6.2.1). Then τ acts on ∆̃ = {0,1, . . . ,g} as i 7→ g− i.

A type I is τ-canonical if and only if it is stable under this involution.

Suppose that I is τ-stable. Theorem 4.2.2 says that for any u in W̃I the fiber of α /0,I over

a point x in A /0(uτ) is a Deligne-Lusztig varieties Xx, /0(w) for the group Gx (this is the group

G′I in section 6.1 of [24]). Because AI(τ) is finite over Fp, the stratum A /0(uτ) decomposes

as a product:

A /0(wτ)∼= Xx, /0(w)×AI(τ).

This is corollary 6.5 in [24].
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4.3.4. Supersingular Ekedahl-Oort strata. To explain how this part relates to part

I, let us explain how the results in section 4.2 give back the description of supersingular

Ekedahl-Oort strata in theorem 2.0.2. The moduli space of principally polarized abelian

varieties is AJ for the type J = ∆̃\{g}. Keep the notation from section 4.3.3, and let Ic =

∆̃\{c,g− c} for c ≤ g/2, so that Ic is τ-canonical. Pick a u in W̃Ic that is not contained in

W̃Ic′ for any c′ < c and set w = uτ . Then Ic contains the w-canonical type J∞ of J by (see [29]

section 3.1). The forgetful morphisms fit in a diagram

AJ∞
{uτ}

∼

��

∼ ''OOOOOOO

AIc\{g}{uτ}

∼wwooooooo
&&NNNNNNN

AJ{uτ} AIc(τ)

in which all the arrows to the left of AIc\{g}{uτ} are isomorphisms by theorem 4.2.3.

The fiber of the other morphism over a point x in AIc(τ) is a fine Deligne-Lusztig variety

X Ic\{g}{u} for the group Gx. Because again AIc(τ) is finite we get an isomorphism

AJ{uτ} ∼= AIc(τ)×X Ic\{g}{u}

In this case Gx is isomorphic to ResFp2/Fp(GSp2c)×Ug−2c (see [23] section 3) and AI{τ} is

just the set Λg,c in [37]. So we get back the main theorem in that paper.

4.4. Overview of part III

This third part consists of two threads, twisted together by Dieudonné theory in chapters

7 and 10. In one thread, consisting of chapters 5, 6, 8 and 9, we develop the group theoretic

notions we need to work with lattice chains. In the other thread, consisting of chapters 11

and 12, we use the model Z̃I to study AI . As explained above, Z̃I controls the k-valued points

of the fibers of αI,J via Dieudonné theory. Once we can control these points, it is not hard to

find the scheme structure of the fibers; we do this in chapter 12.
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CHAPTER 5

Relative position and refinement

Fix a complete discrete valuation ring O , with field of fractions L and algebraically closed

residue field k, and a reductive group G over L. In this chapter we define refinement on the

affine partial flag varieties1 XI = G(L)/KI , with KI a parahoric subgroup of type I.

The formula RefQ(P) = (P∩Q)UP that we used to define refinement in section 2.1.2

generalizes easily to parahoric subgroups. But it is not sufficient to define refinement for

elements of XI , as XI is generally not a set of parahoric subgroups (see section 5.1.8). Instead

we use the characterization in lemma 2.1.4 to define the refinement.

First we construct a relative position map

inv(−,−) : XI×XJ → IW̃ J . (5.0.1)

whose fibers are the G(L)-orbits of in XI×XJ . Here IW̃ J is the set of (I,J)-reduced elements

in the affine Weyl group W̃ . Then we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.0.2. For x in XI and y in XJ with inv(x,y) = w there is a unique element Refy(x)

in XI∩wJ such that

1. Refy(x) maps to x under the natural map XI∩wJ → XI and

2. inv(Refy(x),y) = inv(x,y).

Definition 5.0.3. We call Refy(x) the refinement of x by y.

Note that if I∩wJ = I, then Refy(x) = x, because the map in 1 is the identity. The reader

may like to read this chapter, containing the theory, and the next chapter, containing examples,

in parallel.

5.1. Relative position

In this section we construct the relative position map in (5.0.1). But first we review the

theory of parahoric subgroups and the extended affine Weyl group.

1XI is not really a variety, see remark 5.1.9.
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5.1.1. Parahoric subgroups. We follow the conventions in [27]. Let B be the Bruhat-

Tits building of the adjoint group of G over L. The group G(L) acts on B. Given a subset

F of B we write Fix(F) for the subgroup of G(L) that fixes F pointwise. Let κG : G(L)→
X∗(Ẑ(G)I) be the Kottwitz homomorphism (see [45], here I is the inertia subgroup).

Definition 5.1.1. A parahoric subgroup is a subgroup of the form

KF = Fix(F)∩ker(κG)

for any facet F in B. An Iwahori subgroup is the parahoric subgroup attached to an alcove.

5.1.2. Weyl groups. We now attach to G three canonical objects: the Weyl group W ,

the extended Weyl group W̃ , and a set of simple reflections ∆̃⊂ W̃ .

Let S be the set of pairs (T,F) with T a maximal split torus and F an alcove in the

apartment of T . Let IF be the Iwahori subgroup attached to F . If N(T ) = {g ∈ G |gT g−1 =

T} is the normalizer of T , then the Weyl group and extended Weyl group of a pair (T,F) are

respectively

W (T,F) = N(T )(L)/T (L) and W̃ (T,F) = N(T )(L)/(T (L)∩IF).

The extended Weyl group acts on the apartment of T . The reflections in the walls of the

alcove F give a set of simple reflections ∆̃(T,F)⊂ W̃ (T,F), which we can identify with the

vertex set of the extended Dynkin diagram of G (see [69] 1.8). To show that these three

objects are independent of the choice of (T,F), we use the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1.2. The kernel G(L)1 of the Kottwitz homomorphism acts transitively on S and

the stabilizer of (T,F) in G(L)1 is T (L)∩IF .

Proof. Let G′→ G be the universal cover of the derived group. Then the set S is the same

for G′. But G′(L)1 = G′(L) acts transitively on S . Because the Kottwitz homomorphism

is functorial with respect to group homomorphisms (see [45]), we have a homomorphism

G′(L)1→G(L)1. So G(L)1 also acts transitively on S . The stabilizer of (T,F) is N(T )(L)∩
IF . But by [27] lemma 5 and 6 we have N(T )(L)∩IF = T (L)∩IF .

So given two couples (T,F) and (T ′,F ′) in S there is an element g of G(L)1 that maps

the first to the second. Conjugation by g gives an isomorphism W̃ (T,F)
∼→ W̃ (T ′,F ′), which

by the lemma is independent of the choice of g. Indeed, if g′ also maps (T,F) to (T ′,F ′),

then g−1g′ stabilizes (T,F) and so is in T (L)∩IF . So conjugation by g−1g′ is the identity
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on W̃ (T,F). Hence, we get a canonical isomorphism W̃ (T,F)→ W̃ (T ′,F ′). Together with

these canonical isomorphisms the W̃ (T,F) form a projective system. Similarly, we can define

canonical isomorphisms W (T,F)
∼→W (T ′,F ′) and ∆̃(T,F)

∼→ ∆̃(T ′,F ′).

Definition 5.1.3. The extended affine Weyl group W̃ is the projective limit of the W̃ (T,F)

(for the above isomorphisms). The Weyl group W is the projective limit of the W (T,F). The

set of simple reflections ∆̃ is the projective limit of the ∆̃(T,F).

The extended Weyl group comes with two exact sequences. First, the natural surjection

W̃ (T,F)→W (T,F) has kernel T (L)/(T (L)∩IF). This kernel is isomorphic to X∗(T ) via

the pairing T (L)×X∗(T )→ Z that sends (t,χ) to ord(χ(t)). So we get an exact sequence

0→ X∗→ W̃ →W → 1. (5.1.4)

where X∗ is the projective limit of the X∗(T ) over S . (A special vertex gives a splitting of

this sequence, see [27] proposition 13).

Second, look at the affine Weyl group, the subgroup W̃
∆̃

of W̃ generated by ∆̃. It is normal

in W̃ . The quotient W̃/W̃
∆̃

is isomorphic to the I-coinvariants of the algebraic fundamental

group π1(G), the quotient of X∗ by the co-root lattice. So we get an exact sequence

1→ W̃
∆̃
→ W̃ π→ π1(G)I→ 1. (5.1.5)

Let Ω ⊂ W̃ be the projective limit of the Ω(T,F) = {ω ∈ W̃ (T,F) |ω(F) = F}. Then

π : W̃ → π1(G) induces an isomorphism Ω
∼→ π1(G). So the second sequence (5.1.5) splits

canonically: W̃ = W̃
∆̃
oΩ. Elements of Ω(T,F) permute the walls of F and hence the reflec-

tions ∆̃(T,F) in those walls. In the limit Ω acts on W̃
∆̃

by permuting its generators ∆̃.

5.1.3. The length function and the Bruhat order. The pair (W̃ , ∆̃) is not in general a

Coxeter system, but the pair (W̃
∆̃
, ∆̃) is. We use the decomposition W̃ = W̃

∆̃
oΩ to make W̃

behave like a Coxeter group. For instance, we extend the length function on W̃
∆̃

to W̃ by

l(wω) = l(w) for w ∈ W̃
∆̃

and ω ∈Ω.

By definition Ω becomes the set of length 0 elements.

Lemma 5.1.6. Fix an alcove F. For any w in W̃ the length l(w) is equal to the number of

walls between F and w(F).
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Proof. The first statement holds for elements in the affine Weyl group by proposition 4.4(c)

in [39]. Because Ω fixes F , it holds for all elements of W̃ .

A reduced expression for an element w in W̃ is a sequence s1, . . . ,sr in ∆̃ and an ω in Ω

such that w = s1 . . .srω and l(w) = r. We extend the Bruhat order to W̃ = W̃
∆̃
oΩ by

uω ≤ u′ω ′ ⇔ u≤ u′ and ω = ω
′,

for u,u′ in W̃
∆̃

and ω,ω ′ in Ω. If w = s1, . . . ,srω is a reduced expression for w in ∆̃, then

w′ ≤ w if and only if w′ = si1 . . .simω for some 1≤ i1 < · · ·< im ≤ r (see [39] 5.10).

5.1.4. Affine partial flag varieties. We now define affine partial flag varieties, the main

objects in this chapter.

Definition 5.1.7. We write W̃I for the subgroup generated by I ⊂ ∆̃. A type is a subset I of ∆̃

such that W̃I is finite.

Fix (T,F) ∈S as in section 5.1.2. Then I becomes a set of reflections in the walls of F

under the canonical isomorphism ∆̃∼= ∆̃(T,F). Let FI be the maximal facet of F fixed by all

elements in I. We say that a parahoric subgroup is of type I if it is of the form KFI for some

F . When (T,F) is fixed, we usually write KI for KFI .

Note that K/0 is the Iwahori subgroup attached to F . For any I we have KI =K/0W̃I(T,F)K/0.

In particular, KI contains K/0. The map that sends I to KI is a bijection from the set of types

to the set of parahoric subgroups containing K/0.

Let XI(T,F) be the quotient G(L)/KFI . If (T ′,F ′) is another couple, then a g in G(L)1

that maps (T,F) to (T ′,F ′), defines a bijection

XI(T,F)
∼→ XI(T ′,F ′), hKFI 7→ hg−1KF ′I

,

and by lemma 5.1.2 this bijection is independent of the choice g. So the XI(T,F) form a

projective system.

For I ⊂ J the inclusion KFI ⊂KFJ gives a surjective map αI,J(T,F) : XI(T,F)→ XJ(T,F),

which commutes with the isomorphisms in the projective system.

Definition 5.1.8. The affine partial flag variety XI is the projective limit of the XI(T,F). The

forgetful map αI,J : XI → XJ is the projective limit of the αI,J(T,F).
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Remark 5.1.9. Affine partial flag varieties are not really varieties, but simply sets. They can

be made into ind-varieties if O is the ring of powers series k[[t]]. In that case the name ‘affine

flag varieties’ is common. So we also use it here.

Because the left G(L)-action on each XI(T,F) commutes with the isomorphisms in the

projective system, we get a left G(L)-action on XI . The stabilizer in G(L) of a point is a

parahoric subgroup. However, it is not necessarily of type I. For instance, fix (T,F) in S

and let ω̇ be a lift of ω ∈ Ω to N(T )(L). Then the stabilizer of ω̇KI is ω̇KIω̇
−1 = Kω(I),

which is of type ω(I). Also, the map from XI to the set of parahoric subgroups, which sends

a point to its stabilizer, is generally not injective, see corollary 5.1.21 below.

We say that x′ in XJ refines x in XI if αJ,I(x′) = x. (In chapter 6 we will see that for

classical groups we can interpret x′ and x as lattice chains and then ‘refines’ means what you

expect.)

5.1.5. Relative position. The group G(L) acts diagonally on XI × XJ . Let us deter-

mine the orbits of this action. First we get a bijection from G(L)\(XI(T,F)× XJ(T,F))

to KFI\G(L)/KFJ by sending (gKFI ,hKFJ ) to KFI g
−1hKFJ . Then we get a bijection from

W̃I\W̃ (T,F)/W̃J to KFI\G(L)/KFJ by sending W̃IwW̃J to KFI ẇKFJ for any lift ẇ of w to N(T )

by [27] proposition 8. Combining these two bijections and taking the the projective limit we

get a natural bijection G(L)\(XI×XJ)∼= W̃I\W̃/W̃J .

Definition 5.1.10. The relative position map is the quotient map

inv(−,−) : XI×XJ → W̃I\W̃/W̃J .

We call inv(x,y)∈ W̃I\W̃/W̃J the relative position of x and y, or say that x has relative position

inv(x,y) to y.

An important property of the relative position map is the following.

Lemma 5.1.11. Suppose that x,y and z are all in X/0, and write u = inv(x,y) ∈ W̃ and v =

inv(y,z) ∈ W̃ . If l(uv) = l(u)+ l(v), then inv(x,z) = inv(x,y)inv(y,z).

Proof. Let us fix (T,F) ∈S and write K/0 for the Iwahori subgroup attached to F . Then we

can identify X/0 with G(L)/K/0 and write x = gK/0 and y = hK/0. Now inv(x,y) = u if and only

if g−1h is in K/0u̇K/0 (with u̇ any lift of u to N(T )).

So we need to show that K/0u̇K/0v̇K/0 = K/0u̇v̇K/0 if l(uv) = l(u)+ l(v). If u and v are in

the affine Weyl group this follows from [10] chapter IV, paragraph 2.4, corollary 1. Because

ω̇K/0 = K/0ω̇ for ω ∈Ω, the general case follows from the decomposition W̃ = W̃
∆̃
oΩ.
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The relative position map behaves naturally with respect to the forgetful maps: for any

I′ ⊂ I and J′ ⊂ J the diagram

XI′ ×XJ′
inv //

αI′,I×αJ′,J

��

W̃I′\W̃/W̃J′

��

XI×XJ
inv // W̃I\W̃/W̃J

(5.1.12)

commutes, where the right-hand vertical map simply sends W̃I′wW̃J′ to W̃IwW̃J .

5.1.6. Reduced representatives of double cosets. Instead of giving the relative po-

sition as a double coset, we usually give a special representative of the coset: the unique

element of minimal length. Such representatives are called reduced.

Definition 5.1.13. An element w in W̃ is (I,J)-reduced if l(sw) > l(w) for all s ∈ I and

l(wt) > l(w) for all t ∈ J. We denote the set of (I,J)-reduced elements with IW̃ J and write
IW̃ = IW̃ /0 and W̃ J = /0W̃ J .

Note that IW̃ J = IW̃ ∩W̃ J and that w 7→w−1 gives a bijection from IW̃ to W̃ I . Also, under

the decomposition W̃ = W̃
∆̃
oΩ we have

IW̃ J = {(w,ω) ∈ W̃
∆̃
oΩ |w is (I,ω J)-reduced}, (5.1.14)

since l(wωt) = l(w(ω t)ω) = l(w(ω t)) for w ∈ W̃
∆̃

and ω ∈Ω

Lemma 5.1.15. Each element w ∈ IW̃ J is the unique element of minimal length in its double

coset W̃IwW̃J . In particular, the map IW̃ J → W̃I\W̃/W̃J that sends w to W̃IwW̃J is a bijection.

Proof. Let us write w = w′ω with ω in Ω and w′ and (I,ω J)-reduced element in the affine

Weyl group. Then W̃IwW̃J = W̃Iw′W̃ω(J)ω and w′ is the unique element of minimal length in

W̃Iw′W̃ω(J) by [10] paragraph 1 exercise 3.

We can interpret IW̃ geometrically using the Bruhat-Tits building. Fix (T,F) ∈S (see

section 5.1.2). Let A be the apartment of T and Φaf the set of affine roots. For α in Φaf let sα

be the corresponding reflection, Hα the hyperplane where α is 0, and Aα the half-apartment

where α is ≥ 0. We identify ∆̃ with the basis of Φaf associated with F (see [69], 1.6 to 1.8),

so that F is the intersection of Aα for α ∈ ∆̃ and FI = F ∩ (
⋂

α∈I Hα).

Lemma 5.1.16. An element w ∈ W̃ is in IW̃ if and only if w(F) is in Aα for all α ∈ I.
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Proof. An element w in W̃
∆̃

is in IW̃ if and only if l(sα w)> l(w) for all α in I. This holds if

and only if Hα does not separate F and w(F) by [39] proposition 4.4(c), that is, if and only if

w(F) is in Aα . So we see that the lemma holds for w ∈ W̃
∆̃

. Since Ω fixes F , it holds for all

elements of W̃ = W̃
∆̃
oΩ.

From now on we always give the relative position as and (I,J)-reduced element. Then

lemma 5.1.11 generalizes from X/0 to any XI as follows.

Corollary 5.1.17. Suppose that x is in XI , y in XJ , and z in XK . Write u = inv(x,y)∈ IW̃ J and

v = inv(y,z) ∈ JW̃ K . If l(uv) = l(u)+ l(v) and uv is in IW̃ K , then inv(x,z) = inv(x,y)inv(y,z).

Proof. It follows from lemma 5.1.11 that inv(x,z) is in the double coset W̃IuvW̃K (just pick

lifts to X/0). Since uv is in IW̃ K , it is the unique reduced representative of this coset.

5.1.7. The Mackey decomposition. In view of corollary 5.1.17 it is important to know

when a product uv is in IW̃ K . For this purpose the following proposition is very helpful.

Proposition 5.1.18 (Mackey decomposition). Suppose that J′ ⊂ J. For every (I,J)-reduced

element w of W̃ and (w−1
I∩ J,J′)-reduced element u of W̃J the product wu is in IW̃ J′ . Every

element in IW̃ J′ can be uniquely written as such a product.

In a formula we have
IW̃ J′ =

⊔
w∈IW̃ J

w (w−1
I∩J)W̃ J′

J .

The proof of this proposition is the same as that of lemma 2.1.9 in [18] (using as before the

decomposition W̃ = W̃
∆̃
oΩ to compensate that W̃ is not a Coxeter group).

Because IW̃ J is a set of representatives of the double cosets W̃I\W̃/W̃J , we can write any

element w as w = uyv for y in IW̃ J , u in W̃I and v in W̃J . The element y is unique, but u and

v are usually not. But by the Mackey decomposition, they become unique if we put an extra

condition on v.

Corollary 5.1.19. Every w in W̃ has a unique expression w = uyv with y in IW̃ J , u in W̃I and

v in (w−1
I∩J)W̃J .

Proof. First w has a unique expression w = ux with u in W̃I and x in IW̃ . Second, by propo-

sition 5.1.18 x has a unique expression x = yv with y in IW̃ J and v in Adw−1I∩JW̃J .
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5.1.8. Partial flags varieties and parahoric subgroups. Using relative positions, we

can clarify the relation between points of XI and their stabilizers. Recall that Ω acts on ∆̃ (see

the explanation below equation (5.1.5)). Write Ω(J, I) = {ω ∈Ω |ω(J) = I}. Then Ω(I, I) is

the stabilizer of I in Ω.

Lemma 5.1.20. Two points x ∈ XI and y ∈ XJ have the same stabilizer in G(L) if and only if

inv(x,y) is in Ω(J, I).

Proof. Let us write inv(x,y) = wω for ω ∈Ω and w in IW ω(J)
∆̃

. We may fix (T,F) ∈S and

assume that x = KI (in XI(T,F) = G(L)/KI) and y = ẇω̇KJ , where ẇ and ω̇ are lifts of w and

ω to N(T ). The stabilizer of x is KI and the stabilizer of y is

ẇω̇KJω̇
−1ẇ−1 = ẇKω(J)ẇ

−1.

Also w gives the relative position of the stabilizers. So the stabilizers are equal if and only if

ω(J) = I and w = 1.

Corollary 5.1.21. The fibers of the map π : XI →{parahoric subgroups}, sending a point to

its stabilizer in G(L), are torsors under the group Ω(I, I).

Proof. If inv(x,y) and inv(y,z) are both in Ω, then inv(x,z) = inv(x,y)inv(y,z) by corollary

5.1.17, since elements in Ω have length 0. So if inv(x,y) = inv(x,y′), then inv(y,y′) = 1 and

y= y′. Hence, for all ω in Ω and x in XI , there is a unique element ω(x) with inv(x,ω(x))=ω .

In this way Ω acts freely and (by lemma 5.1.20) transitively on the fibers of π .

5.2. Refinement

In the second part of this chapter we prove theorem 5.0.2 and look at its consequences.

5.2.1. Construction of the refinement. For w∈ IW̃ J let OI,J(w)⊂ XI×XJ be the set of

all pairs (x,y) with inv(x,y) = w. By the construction of the relative position map in section

5.1.5 OI,J(w) is a G(L)-orbit.

For w in W̃ and J ⊂ ∆̃ we write wJ = wJw−1 (a subset of W̃ , but not necessarily of ∆̃).

Theorem 5.0.2 follows immediately from the following proposition.

Proposition 5.2.1. For w in IW̃ J the forgetful map

αI∩wJ,I× Id : XI∩wJ×XJ → XI×XJ

induces an bijection OI∩wJ,J(w)
∼→OI,J(w).
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Proof. Fix (T,F) in S . We need to work in the Bruhat-Tits building of G. We use the

notation before lemma 5.1.16. Lift w to an element ẇ in the normalizer of T . To prove the

proposition, it suffices to show that

αI∩wJ,I× Id : XI∩wJ(T,F)×XJ(T,F)→ XI(T,F)×XJ(T,F)

gives a bijection from the G(L)-orbit of (KI∩wJ , ẇKJ) to that of (KI , ẇKJ).

Because this map is G(L)-equivariant, it suffices to show that both points have the same

stabilizer. The stabilizer of (KI∩wJ , ẇKJ) is KI∩wJ∩ ẇKJ and that of (KI , ẇKJ) is KI∩ ẇKJ with
ẇKJ = ẇKJẇ−1. So it suffices to show that KI ∩ ẇKJ ⊆ KI∩ẇJ .

The hull of a subset S of A is the intersection of Aα for all α that are ≥ 0 on S. This is a

convex union of facets. The subgroup that fixes a set point-wise is equal to the subgroup that

fixes its hull pointwise by [69] 3.1.1. To prove that KI ∩ ẇKJ ⊂ KI∩wJ it suffices to show that

FI∩wJ is in the hull of FI and ẇ(FJ). So the proposition follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2.2. FI∩wJ is a facet of maximal dimension in the hull of FI and ẇFJ .

Proof. We need to show that any affine root α that is ≥ 0 on FI and ẇ(FJ), is also ≥ 0 on

FI∩wJ . There are three possibilities for the vector part v(α) of α:

1. There is no β ∈ I with v(α) = ±v(β ). Then in the direction of v(α) the facets FI and

FI∩wJ look the same and α is ≥ 0 on FI if and only if it is ≥ 0 on FI∩wJ .

2. There is a β ∈ I ∩ wJ with v(α) = ±v(β ). Then again the facets look the same in the

v(α)-direction.

3. There is a β ∈ I with v(α) = ±v(β ), but β is not in wJ. Now we have β (FI) = {0}
while β (FI∩wJ) is the interval [0,1]. If v(α) = v(β ) we again see that α is ≥ 0 in FI if

and only if it is ≥ 0 on FI∩wJ . If v(α) =−v(β ), we claim that ẇ(FJ) contains a point x

with β (x)> 0, i.e. a point in Aβ that is not in Hβ . Since β is in I we know that ẇ(FJ)

is contained in Aβ (see lemma 5.1.16). Suppose it is fully contained in Hβ . Then FJ is

contained in w−1(β ). So w−1(β ) is in J and β is in wJ, which is a contradiction to our

assumptions. Since α is ≥ 0 on ẇ(FJ), the half-apartment Aα contains x and hence it

must contain FI∩wJ , otherwise Hα would intersect the interior of this facet.

This proves that FI∩wJ is a facet of the hull of FI and ẇ(FJ). It has maximal dimension,

because the hull is contained in the intersection of the Hα for α in I∩wJ. Indeed, clearly FI

is in this intersection. If α is in wJ, then w−1(α) is in J, so FJ is in Hw−1(α) and ẇ(FJ) is in

Hα . So ẇ(FJ) is also in the intersection.
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5.2.2. Refinement and the Mackey decomposition. Refinement can be useful to mea-

sure relative positions.

Proposition 5.2.3. If J′ ⊂ J and y′ in XJ′ refines y in XJ , then for any x ∈ XI

inv(x,y′) = inv(x,y) inv(Refx(y),y′).

Proof. Put u = inv(x,Refx(y)) = inv(x,y) in IW̃ J and v = inv(Refx(y),y′). Because Refx(y)

and y′ both refine y, the element v is in W̃J . So l(uv) = l(u)+ l(v). Because Refx(y) has

type J′′ = u−1
I∩ J, the element v is in J′′W̃ J′ and uv is in IW̃ J′ by the Mackey decomposition

(proposition 5.1.18). So

inv(x,y′) = inv(x,Refx(y)) inv(Refx(y),y′) = inv(x,y) inv(Refx(y),y′)

by corollary 5.1.17 and the definition of the refinement.

By the symmetry inv(x,y) = inv(y,x)−1 we also get inv(x′,y) = inv(x′,Refy(x))inv(x,y)

for any x′ refining x.

5.2.3. Refinement of parahoric subgroups. To generalize the definition of refinement

from parabolic to parahoric subgroups, we need the analogue of the unipotent radical. A para-

horic subgroup K gives a natural group scheme G over O with generic fiber G and G (O) = K

(see [69] 3.4.1). The homomorphism K = G (O)→ G (k) allows us to pull back the unipotent

radical of the special fiber G (k) to K. We call this pull-back the unipotent radical of K and

denote it with UK . Define the refinement of a parahoric K by K′ as

RefK′(K) = (K∩K′)UK ⊂ K.

The following lemma shows this definition is compatible with definition 5.0.3 and really gives

a parahoric subgroup.

Lemma 5.2.4. If K and K′ are the stabilizers of x in XI and x′ in XI′ respectively, and w =

inv(x,x′), then RefK′(K) is the stabilizer of Refx′(x) in XI∩wI′ .

Proof. Fix (T,F) in S and identify XI with G(L)/KI . Lift w to an element ẇ in the normal-

izer of T . Because RefgK′(
gK) = gRefK′(K) and Refgy(gx) = gRefy(x), it suffices to consider

the case that x = KI and x′ = ẇKJ . Then we need to show that RefẇKI
(KJ) = (KI ∩ ẇKJ)UKI

is equal to KI∩wJ . Because KI∩wJ contains UKI , it suffices to show that the image of KI ∩ ẇKJ

modulo UKI is equal to KI∩wJ/UKI .
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The quotient KI∩wJ/UKI is the standard parabolic subgroup of KI/UKI of type I∩wJ con-

taining the Borel subgroup K/0/UKI . We can write it as a product of the standard Levi L of

type I ∩ wJ (containing the reduction the torus T ) and its unipotent radical N. First look at

the Levi L. By lemma 5.2.2 FI is a facet of maximal dimension in the hull of FI and w(FJ).

The group KI ∩ ẇKJ is the intersection of ker(κG) with the group that fixes this hull pointwise

(see definition 5.1.1). So by [69] 3.5 the inclusion KI ∩ ẇKJ→KI∩wJ induces an isomorphism

between the Levi’s of the special fibers of the corresponding groups schemes. In particular, L

is in the image of KI ∩ ẇKJ .

Now look at the unipotent radical N. It is generated by unipotent subgroups Ua corre-

sponding to a in a subset of the set of positive roots Φ
+
I of KI/UKI (for the maximal torus and

Borel subgroup above). Take a in Φ
+
I and let α be the unique affine root with vector part a

that is 0 on FI . Then Ua is the image of the subgroup Xα of G(L), see [69] 3.5.1. Since Xα

fixes the half-apartment Aα , which contains FI and w(FJ), it is contained in KI ∩ ẇKJ . So Ua

is in the image of KI ∩ ẇKJ .

Lemma 5.2.5. Suppose K1 and K2 are parahoric subgroups. If K′1 = RefK2(K1) and K′2 =

RefK1(K2), then the natural maps

K′1/UK′1
← (K1∩K2)/(UK1∩K2)→ K′2/UK′2

. (5.2.6)

are isomorphisms.

Here we define UK′1∩K′2
in the same way as UK (although K′1∩K′2 is usually not parahoric).

Proof. We may assume that K1 is the stabilizer of an x in XI and that K2 is the stabilizer of an

y in XJ . Put w = inv(x,y). Pick a pair (T,F) in S and lift w to ẇ in the normalizer of T .

We first look at the case that K1 = KI and K2 =
ẇKJ . Then K′1 = KI∩wJ is the parahoric

subgroup attached to the facet FI∩wJ (see definition 5.1.1), which by lemma 5.2.2 is a facet

of maximal dimension in the hull of FI and ẇ(FJ). The intersection of the group that fixes

this hull with ker(κG) is KI ∩ ẇKJ . So by [69] 3.5, the inclusion KI ∩ ẇKJ → K′1 induces an

isomorphism on Levi subgroups of the reduction mod p. Hence, KI∩ ẇKJ/UKI∩ẇKJ
→K′1/UK′1

is an isomorphism.

Generally we can write K1 =
gKI and K2 =

gẇKJ for some g in G(L). It follows that the

map (K′1 ∩K′2)/(UK′1∩K′2
)→ K′1/UK′1

is an isomorphism, since this is the conjugate by g of

the corresponding map for KI . The map to K′2/UK′2
is also an isomorphism, because we can

switch K1 and K2.
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5.2.4. Good position. In some cases refinement does not change an element.

Lemma 5.2.7. Suppose x is in XI and y is in XJ . Let K be the stabilizer of x and K′ the

stabilizer of y and put w = inv(x,y). Then the following are equivalent:

1. Refy(x) = x and Refx(y) = y.

2. RefK′(K) = K and RefK(K′) = K′.

3. I = wJ.

4. The natural maps K/UK ← (K∩K′)/(UK∩K′)→ K′/UK′ are isomorphisms.

Proof. By lemma 5.2.4 property 1 implies property 2. Conversely, if RefK′(K) = K, then

Refy(x) has the same stabilizer as x. Because it refines x, we must have Refy(x) = x. So

property 2 also implies property 1.

From theorem 5.0.2 it is clear that Refy(x) = x if and only if I∩wJ = I, that is if and only

if I ⊂ wJ. Similarly, y = Refx(y) if and only if J ⊂ w−1
I. So 1 and 3 are equivalent.

Finally let us show that 2 and 4 are equivalent. If 2 holds then, then maps in 4 are

isomorphisms by lemma 5.2.5. Conversely, if the maps in 4 are isomorphisms, then they

certainly are surjective. So the image (K∩K′)UK/UK of the map for K is equal to K/UK , and

RefK′(K) = (K∩K′)UK = K. The same holds for K′. So 2 holds.

Definition 5.2.8. Two points x and y are in good position if they satisfy the conditions in

lemma 5.2.7.

Two parabolic subgroups are in good position P and Q when they contain a common

Levi subgroup (see [52] 2.8). This is equivalent to RefQ(P) = P and RefP(Q) = Q, so our

notion of ‘good position’ is a natural generalization. When two parabolic subgroups are in

good position, their maximal reductive quotients are both isomorphic to the common Levi

subgroup and hence to each other. This generalizes to parahoric subgroups by property 4.

Corollary 5.2.9. If K and K′ are in good position, then the map K′′ 7→ RefK′′(K′) gives a

bijection between the sets of parahoric subgroups contained in K and in K′.

Proof. The map that sends K′′ ⊂ K to K′′/UK , is a bijection from parahoric subgroups in

K to parabolic subgroups in K/UK . The isomorphism in lemma 5.2.7 gives a bijection from

parabolics in K/UK to parabolics in K′/UK′ . It sends K′′ to (K′′∩K′)/UK′ , which corresponds

to the parahoric RefK′′(K′) = (K′′∩K′)UK′ in K′.
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CHAPTER 6

Examples of refinement

In this chapter we illustrate the theory in chapter 5 for two concrete groups: the general linear

group and the group of symplectic similitudes.

6.1. The general linear group

We first consider the general linear group. Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring

and let L be its field of fractions. Let V be the vector space Ln with standard basis e1, . . . ,en.

We look at the group G = GL(V).

6.1.1. Weyl groups. It is well known that the we can identify the Weyl group W of G

with the symmetric group Sn. We can identify its extended Weyl group W̃ with the group

of permutations w : Z→ Z that satisfy w(i+ n) = w(i)+ n for all i (see [6] section 8.3) as

follows. Extend the standard basis e1, . . . ,en to a set {ei}i∈Z in V by requiring that ei+n =

π−1ei for all i, where π is a uniformizer of O . An element w of W̃ gives a permutation

of the ei by w(ei) = ew(i), which extends uniquely to an L-linear automorphism of V (since

w(πei) = ew(i−n) = ew(i)−n = πei). In this way we get an embedding ι : W̃ → G(L). The

image of ι is contained in the normalizer of the standard diagonal torus, and ι identifies W̃

with the extended affine Weyl group attached to this torus.

The extended Dynkin diagram of G is Ãn−1. Its vertex set is ∆̃ = Z/nZ = {0, . . . ,n−1}
with edges only between i and i+1. The simple reflection si attached to i in ∆̃ switches j and

j+1 whenever j ≡ i(mod n) and fixes all other elements.

In the exact sequence (5.1.4) the homomorphism W̃ →W sends a permutation in W̃ to the

induced permutation of Z/nZ. The homomorphism Zn = X∗→ W̃ sends (m1, . . . ,mn) to the

permutation i 7→ i+nmi(mod n). In the exact sequence (5.1.5) the algebraic fundamental group

is Z, and π : W̃ → π1(G) sends w to (∑n
i=1 w(i)−∑

n
i=1 i)/n. By [66] chapter 4 the kernel of

π is indeed the affine Weyl group. The subgroup Ω ∼= Z in W̃ consists of the translations

τk : i 7→ i+ k for k ∈ Z.

By [5], proposition 4.1 (ii) the length of a permutation w in W̃ is

l(w) = #{(i, j) |0≤ i < n, j > i and w( j)< w(i)}. (6.1.1)
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6.1.2. Parahorics and partial flag varieties. For the general linear group the affine

partial flag varieties XI parametrize marked lattice chains in V. A lattice chain is a set C of

O-lattices in V that is totally ordered by inclusion (that is, for every C,C′ ∈ C either C ⊆C′

or C′ ⊆C) and closed under multiplication by L∗ (that is, if C is in C , then so is λC for all

λ ∈ L∗). If π is a uniformizer of O , then C is closed under multiplication by L∗ if and only if

π±1C is in C for all C in C .

As in section 6.1.1 extend the basis to a set {ei}i∈Z. Let Λi be the lattice generated by em

for m≤ i. The standard lattice chain LI of type I ( ∆ is the set of all Λi such that i(modn) is

not in I. For C in a lattice chain C we write n(C) for the next lattice in the chain, the unique

lattice n(C) ⊂C such that there are no lattices in between, and we put grC =C/n(C). Since

n(C) contains πC, the O-module grC is a finite dimensional k-vector space. A marked lattice

chain of type I is a lattice chain C with an order-preserving bijection LI → C : Λ 7→CΛ, the

marking, such that grΛ has the same dimension as grCΛ
. We denote it by (CΛ)Λ∈LI .

The group G(L) acts transitively on the set of lattice chains of type I by g(CΛ)Λ∈LI =

(g(CΛ))Λ∈LI . The stabilizer of a marked lattice chain is a parahoric subgroup. The stabilizer

KI of LI has type I. So by sending gKI to g(LI), we we can identify XI ∼= G(L)/KI with the

set of marked lattice chains of type I.

6.1.3. Relative position and reduced representatives. Equation (6.1.1) implies that

l(siw)> l(w) if and only if w−1(i)< w−1(i+1) (compare with [66] lemma 4.2.3). So

IW̃ J = {w ∈ W̃ |w−1(i)< w−1(i+1) for all i in I and w( j)< w( j+1) for all j in J}.

Remember that in 6.1.1 we constructed an embedding W̃ → G(L). The marked lattice

chains LI and w(LJ) are in relative position w in IW̃ J . So for any C in XI and D in XJ , we

have inv(C ,D) = w if and only if (C ,D) is in the same G(L)-orbit as (LI ,w(LJ)), that is if

and only if if there is a g in G(L) with C = g(LI) and D = g(w(LJ)). If C and D are both

in X/0, then inv(C ,D) = w if and only if grDi
(grCw(i)

) 6= 0 (compare with [13] 2.1 (d)).

6.1.4. Refinement. Given marked lattice chains C in XI and D in XJ define a filtration

FilD(grC) = (C∩D)/n(C)⊂C/n(C) = grC

for C ∈ C and D ∈ D . If we pull this filtration back via C → grC, we get a lattice chain

RefD (C ) refining C . Concretely, RefD (C ) consists of (C ∩D) + n(C) for all C ∈ C and

D ∈D . The marking of C extends uniquely to a marking of RefD (C ).
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Lemma 6.1.2. The marked lattice chain RefD (C ) is the refinement of C by D , that is

RefD (C ) is in XI∩wJ , it refines C and inv(RefD (C ),D) = inv(C ,D).

Proof. Let us first show that for w in IW̃ J we have Refw(LJ)(LI) = LI∩wJ . Fix Λi in LI and

Λ j in LJ . To avoid confusion, let us write grLI
i for the graded module grΛi

and Filw(LJ)
j (grLI

i )

for FilΛ j(grΛi
). Then grLI

i is generated by the images of en(i)+1,en(i)+2, . . . ,ei with n(i) the

largest integer smaller than i that is not in I modulo n. Because w(Λ j) is generated by

w(em′) = ew(m′) for m′ ≤ j, we see that em is in w(Λ j) if and only if w−1(m) ≤ j. The

permutation w−1 is increasing on {n(i)+ 1, . . . , i}, because w is in IW̃ (see section 6.1.3).

So, if m is the largest element of {n(i)+ 1, . . . , i} with w−1(m) ≤ j, then Filw(LJ)
j (grLI

i ) is

generated by en(i)+1, . . . ,em. So it is equal to Λm/Λn(i), and Refw(LJ)(LI) = LI′ for some I′.

To show that I′ = I∩wJ we need to prove that Λm is not in Refw(LJ)(LI) if and only if m

is in I∩wJ. Now it becomes important to see ∆̃ = Z/nZ as a subset of W̃ and identify m with

the simple reflection sm. Suppose sm is in I ∩ wJ. Then w−1smw is in J. Because w−1smw

switches the elements w−1(m) < w−1(m+ 1), we have w−1smw = sw−1(m) with w−1(m) in

J (modulo n). So w−1(m) ≤ j implies that w−1(m+ 1) ≤ j for any j not in J (modulo n),

and Λm is not in Refw(LJ)(LI). Conversely, suppose that Λm does not occur. Then all j

with w−1(m)≤ j < w−1(m+1) are in J. In particular w−1(m) is in J. The permutation w is

increasing on {w−1(m), . . . ,w−1(m+1)}, because w is in W̃ J . It sends the endpoints of this

interval to m and m+1. So w−1(m+1) = w−1(m)+1, and w−1smw = sw−1(m) in J.

Now look at any C in XI and D in XJ with inv(C ,D) = w. Then there is a g in G(L)

with C = g(LI) and D = g(w(LI)). One easily checks that RefD (C ) = gRefw(LJ)(LI) =

g(LI∩wJ). So RefD (C ) has type I∩wJ, it refines C by construction, and inv(RefD (C ),D) =

w (see section 6.1.3).

Let us explain the meaning of lemma 5.2.5 in this situation. Let K1 be the stabilizer of C

in XI and and K2 the stabilizer of D in XJ . Multiplication by λ in L∗ induces an isomorphism

grΛ

∼→ grλΛ. So essentially there are only finitely many graded modules grC, indexed by the

quotient L∗\C . The quotient K1/UK1 is the automorphism group ∏C∈L∗\C GLk(grC) of these

graded modules. Like in the lemma 5.2.5 put K′1 = RefK2(K1) and K′2 = RefK1(K2), so that K′1
is the automorphism group of the grD(grC) = (FilD/Filn(D))(grC) and K′2 that of the grc(grD).

By the Zassenhaus butterfly lemma the natural maps

grD(grC)
∼← C∩D

C∩n(D)+n(C)∩D
∼→ grC(grD). (6.1.3)

are isomorphisms. These isomorphisms give the isomorphism K1 ∼= K2 in lemma 5.2.5.
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6.1.5. Good position. Suppose C is in XI , and D is in XJ . In the construction in section

6.1.4 we have RefD (C ) = C if and only if for every C in C there is a (unique) π(C) in D

such that Filπ(C)(grC) = grC and Filn(π(C))(grC) = 0 (in other words grπ(C)(grC) = grC and

grD(grC) = 0 for all D 6= π(C)). So C and D are in good position if and only if for each C

there is a unique π(C) in D with grπ(C)(grC) 6= 0 and for each D ∈D there is a unique π ′(D)

in C with grπ ′(D)(grD) 6= 0. But (6.1.3) gives us an isomorphism

grC = grπ(C)(grC)
∼= grC(grπ(C)).

As grC 6= 0, we have π ′(π(C)) = C. So π ′ is the inverse of π and we get an isomorphism

grC
∼= grπ(C). If K is the stabilizer of C and K′ that of D , then these isomorphisms give the

isomorphism K/UK = ∏C∈C /L∗GL(grC)
∼= ∏D∈D/L∗GL(grD) = K′/UK′ from lemma 5.2.7

6.2. The group of symplectic similitudes

Now we look at the group of symplectic similitudes. Let O and L be as before. Let V
be a 2g-dimensional vector space over L with basis e1, . . . ,e2g and define a symplectic form

on V by 〈ei,e2g+1− j〉 = δi j for 1 ≤ i ≤ g and 1 ≤ j ≤ 2g. Let G = GSp(V) be the group of

symplectic similitudes, the subgroup of GL(V) of linear transformations that preserve 〈,〉 up

to a constant. So for every L-algebra R, we have

G(R) =

{
g ∈ GLR(R⊗L V) there is a c(g) ∈ R∗ with

〈gv,gw〉= c(g)〈v,w〉 for all v,w ∈ V

}
.

6.2.1. Weyl groups. Let T ′ be the standard diagonal maximal torus in GL(V). Then

T = G∩T ′ is a maximal torus of G. The inclusion T ⊂ T ′ induces injective maps from the

Weyl group and cocharacter group of G to those of GL(V). Relative to the combinatorial

descriptions in section 6.1.1 we have

W = {w ∈ S2g |w(2g+1− i) = 2g+1−w(i)},

X∗ = {(mi) ∈ Z2g |m1 +m2g = m2 +m2g−1 = · · ·= mg +mg+1}.

The inclusion T ⊂ T ′ also embeds the extended affine Weyl group W̃ of G in that of

GL(V). In this way we can identify W̃ with the set of permutations w of Z such that w(i+

2g) = w(i)+2g and there is a c(w) ∈ Z with w(2g+1− i) = 2g+1−w(i)+2gc(w) for all i

in Z (see [6] section 8.4).
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Let us explain this second condition. If we extend the basis e1, . . . ,e2g to a set {ei}i∈Z

by demanding that ei−2g = πei with π (as in section 6.1.1), then a w satisfying w(i+ 2g) =

w(i)+2g defines a linear map by ei 7→ ±ew(i) (for some consistent choice of signs). The sec-

ond condition ensures that this map respects the symplectic form up to the constant ±πc(w).

Indeed,

〈ew(i),ew(2g+1− j)〉= 〈ew(i),e2g+1−w( j)+2gc(w)〉= π
c(w)〈ew(i),e2g+1−w( j)〉,

and we claim that 〈ew(i),e2g+1−w( j)〉=±〈ei,e2g+1− j〉. On the one hand 〈ei,e2g+1− j〉 is equal

to ±π(i− j)/(2g) if i≡ j (mod2g) and to 0 otherwise. On the other hand, if i≡ j (modn), then

w(i)−w( j) = i− j so that 〈ew(i),e2g+1−w( j)〉 is also equal to ±π(i− j)/(2g). If i 6≡ j (modn),

then w(i) 6≡ w( j)(modn) so that 〈ew(i),e2g+1−w( j)〉= 0.

The vertex set ∆̃ of extended Dynkin diagram of G is not a subset of the vertex set ∆̃′ =

Z/2gZ of GL(V), but it is the quotient by the action of {±1} by multiplication. We identify

∆̃ with {0, . . . ,g}. Let s′i be the simple reflections of GL(V) (see section 6.1.1). For j in

{1, . . . ,g−1} we have j 6≡ − j (mod2g) and the simple reflection attached to j is s j = s′js
′
− j.

For 0 and g the simple reflections are s0 = s′0 and sg = s′g.

The exact sequence (5.1.4) is simply the restriction of the sequence for GL(V) to the

Weyl groups and cocharacter group of G. In the sequence (5.1.5) π1(G) = Z and the map

W̃ → π1(G) sends w to c(w). The subgroup Ω consists of the translations τ jg : i 7→ i+ jg

for j ∈ Z (note that c(τ jg) = j). The generator τ = τ−g of Ω will play an important role in

indexing the Ekedahl-Oort stratification. (We will see that it is the superspecial Ekedahl-Oort

type.)

6.2.2. Parahorics and partial flag varieties. The dual of an O-lattice C in V is

C∨ = {v ∈ V | 〈v,c〉 ∈ O for all c ∈C}.

The symplectic form gives an isomorphism C∨ ∼→ HomO(C,O) by sending v to the homo-

morphism c 7→ 〈v,c〉. A lattice chain C is self-dual if C∨ is in C for all C ∈ C .

If we pull-back a type I for G by the quotient map ∆̃′→ ∆̃′/{±1}= ∆̃, then we get a type

I′ for GL(V). Because Λ∨i = Λ2g−i, the standard lattice chain LJ is self-dual if and only if

J = I′ for some type I ⊂ ∆̃. So every type I ⊂ ∆̃ gives a standard self-dual lattice chain LI′ .

The group G(L) acts transitively on the set of self-dual marked lattice chains of type I

by g(CΛ)Λ∈LI = (g(CΛ))Λ∈LI . The stabilizer of a chain is a parahoric subgroup, and the

stabilizer KI of LI′ has type I. So the map gKI 7→ g(LI′) identifies XI ∼= G(L)/KI with the set
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of self-dual marked lattice chains. Note that XI is naturally a subset of the partial flag variety

X ′I′ for GL(V).

6.2.3. Relative position and reduced representatives. The relative position map of G

is simply the restriction of that of GL(V). To be precise, the diagram

XI×XJ
inv //

��

W̃

��

X ′I′ ×X ′J′
inv // W̃ ′

commutes. So we can compute the relation position of two marked lattice chains in the same

way as in section 6.1.3.

6.2.4. Refinement. Suppose that C in XI and D in XJ are two self-dual marked lattice

chains in relative position w. If we forget that the chains are self-dual and see C as a chain in

X ′I′ and D as a chain in X ′J′ , then we get the refinement RefD (C ) in X ′I′∩wJ′ by the construction

in section 6.1.4. We claim that RefD (C ) is in XI∩wJ , i.e. that it is self-dual. Indeed, RefD (C )

consists of the lattices (C∩D)+n(C) for all C in C and D in D . But

((C∩D)+n(C))∨ = (C∩D)∨∩n(C)∨

= (C∨+D∨)∩n(C)∨

=C∨+(D∨∩n(C)∨),

where in the last line we use that C∨ ⊂ n(C)∨. As C and D are self-dual, this lattice is in

RefD (C ). Because the relative position map for GSp(V) is the restriction of that of GL(V),
the chain RefD (C ) is the refinement of C by D by lemma 6.1.2.
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CHAPTER 7

Chains of p-divisible groups

This chapter links the reductive groups in chapters 5 and 6 to the moduli spaces of abelian

varieties in chapters 11 and 12. We first define a category pDivI,d of chains of p-divisible

groups of type I. Then we classify its objects over an algebraically closed field k (of positive

characteristic p) using Dieudonné modules.

Let O be the ring of Witt-vectors of k and L the field of fractions of O . Fix an L-vector

space V. Let G = GL(V) and let XI be the partial flag varieties defined in chapter 5. Then we

can classify chains of Dieudonné modules embedded in V using the set

Z̃I = {(x,y,b) ∈ XI×Xσ(I)×G(L) |y = bσ(x)}

The idea is that b gives the Frobenius on V by F = bσ (and hence the Verschiebung by

V = pF−1), x gives a chain of Dieudonné lattices by section 6.1.2, and y is the image of x

under F . A point (x,y,b) in Z̃I is not always a chain of Dieudonné modules. It only is if the

relative position of x and y satisfy a certain condition. This condition gives a subset of Z̃I that

classifies chains of Dieudonné modules embedded in V. To forget the embedding we divide

out the natural action of GL(V) on Z̃I (see lemma 7.1.6).

In the second part we classify chains of polarized p-divisible groups. The method is the

same. We only replace the general linear group by a symplectic group.

7.1. Chains of p-divisible groups

Let ∆̃ =Z/nZ be the simple reflections of GLn (see section 6.1.1). Let LI be the standard

lattice chain of type I ⊂ ∆̃ (see section 6.1.2).

Definition 7.1.1. A chain of p-divisible groups of type I ⊂ ∆̃ over a scheme S consists of

a p-divisible group YΛ over S for every Λ in LI and an isogeny ρΛ,Λ′ : YΛ → YΛ′ for every

Λ′ ⊂ Λ such that

1. ρΛ,Λ′ ◦ρΛ′,Λ′′ = ρΛ,Λ′′ for Λ′′ ⊂ Λ′ ⊂ Λ,

2. ker(ρΛ,Λ′) has degree plength(Λ/Λ′) over S,
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3. YpΛ = YΛ and ρΛ,pΛ is multiplication by p.

We usually leave the isogenies out of the notation and write (YΛ)Λ∈LI for the chain.

Because all the p-divisible groups in a chain are isogenous, they have the same dimension.

For any scheme S over Fp let pDivI,d(S) be the category whose objects are chains of d-

dimensional p-divisible groups of type I over S and whose morphisms are isomorphisms

YΛ

∼→ Y ′
Λ

commuting with the isogenies in the chain.

7.1.1. The set Z̃I . Fix an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0. We spe-

cialize the notation from chapter 5 to the case that O is the ring of Witt vectors of k. We also

assume that G is defined over Qp. Then its Frobenius σ acts on all the objects defined in

chapter 5: it gives automorphisms of ∆̃ and W̃ and a morphism σ : XI → Xσ(I).

Definition 7.1.2. For any type I put

Z̃I = {(x,y,b) ∈ XI×Xσ(I)×G(L) |y = bσ(x)},

and define a G(L)-action on Z̃I by g∗ (x,y,b) = (gx,gy,gbσ(g−1).

We can identify Z̃I with XI ×G(L) by leaving out the superfluous element y. But we

include y = bσ(x) to stress its importance.

We can decompose Z̃I by the relative position of x and y. For w in IW̃ σ(I) we put

Z̃I(w) = {(x,y,b) ∈ Z̃I | inv(x,y) = w}.

These subsets are stable under the action of G(L). The set Z̃I is the disjoint union of the Z̃I(w)

for w in IW̃ σ(I). For any subset A of W̃ we write Z̃I(A) for the union of the Z̃I(w) for which

w is in A∩ IW̃ σ(I).

7.1.2. Classification over an algebraically closed field. When G is the general linear

group, we can use Z̃I to classify chains of p-divisible groups. Let k and O be as before. Recall

from chapter 5 that L is the field of fractions of O . Let V = Ln. If we take the product of

the Frobenius σ of L, we get a map σ : V→ V. If (x,y,b) is in Z̃I , then x and y correspond

to marked lattice chains (CΛ)Λ∈I and (DΛ)Λ∈Lσ(I)
in V respectively. The element b defines

a Frobenius Fb = bσ and a Verschiebung Vb = pF−1
b = pσ−1b−1 on V. The condition y =

bσ(x) means that DΛ = Fb(CΛ).

The dimension of a Dieudonné module M is the dimension of the corresponding p-

divisible group. It equals the dimension of the vector space M/FM (see section A.0.3).
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We want to know when (CΛ) is a chain of d-dimensional Dieudonné modules, that is, when

pCΛ ⊂ DΛ = Fb(CΛ)⊂CΛ and dim(CΛ/DΛ) = d.

This is a condition on the relative position of x and y, namely that it is d-permissible:

Definition 7.1.3. Let W̃ act on V by permuting the extended basis (ei)i∈Z (see section 6.1.1).

An element w in W̃ is d-permissible if

pΛ⊂ w(Λ)⊂ Λ and dim(Λ/w(Λ)) = d for all Λ ∈L /0. (7.1.4)

We write Perm(d) for the set of d-permissible elements in W̃ .

Then Z̃I(Perm(d)) consists of the triples ((CΛ),(DΛ),b) for which each lattice CΛ is a d-

dimensional Dieudonné module for the Frobenius Fb = bσ and Verschiebung Vb = pσ−1b−1.

Suppose that y = (YΛ) is in pDivI,d(k). For any Λ′ ⊂ Λ in LI the inclusion M(YΛ′) ⊂
M(YΛ) induces an isomorphism L⊗M(YΛ′) ∼= L⊗M(YΛ). These isomorphisms form a pro-

jective system. The isocrystal Vy of y is the projective limit of this system.

The set Z̃I(Perm(d)) parametrizes chains of p-divisible groups with a trivialization of

their isocrystal: we have a bijection({
(y,φ) y = (YΛ) ∈ pDivI,d(k) and

φ : Vy
∼→ V

}
/∼=

)
∼→ Z̃I(Perm(d)). (7.1.5)

by sending (y,φ) to its chain of Dieudonné modules in V. To be precise, we send it to

((CΛ),(DΛ),b) with CΛ = φ(M(YΛ)), DΛ = φ(F(M(YΛ))) and b the unique element in G(L)

with φF = bσφ .

Lemma 7.1.6. For G = GL(V) the map in 7.1.5 gives a bijection

mI : (pDivI,d(k)/∼=)
∼→ G(L)\Z̃I(Perm(d))

commuting with the forgetful maps αI,J on both sides.

Proof. The group G(L) =GLL(V) acts on the source of (7.1.5) by changing the trivialization.

The orbits are the isomorphism classes of pDivI,d(k). As (7.1.5) is G(L) equivariant, it gives

the bijection mI .
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7.1.3. The admissible set. We can also define the permissible set using the Bruhat or-

der. Suppose that G is a split reductive group over L. A cocharacter µ in X∗ gives an element

tµ in W̃ by the map in (5.1.4). The finite Weyl group W acts on X∗ in the standard way.

Definition 7.1.7. The µ-admissible set is

Adm(µ) = {w ∈ W̃ |w≤ tu(µ) for some u in W},

where ≤ denotes the Bruhat order (see section 5.1.3).

The admissible set was introduced by Kottwitz and Rapoport in [44]. It plays an important

role in the study of the reduction modulo p of Shimura varieties. In particular, we will use it

to index the stratifications on AI in chapter 11. With a bit more care one can also define it for

non-split groups. See [63], section 3.

Now return to the case that G = GL(V) as in section 7.1.2. Then the cocharacter group

X∗ is equal to Zn. Let µd be the cocharacter (1, . . . ,1,0, . . . ,0) with d ones and n−d zeroes.

In [44] theorem 3.5(3) Kottwitz and Rapoport proved the following.

Lemma 7.1.8. We have Perm(d) = Adm(µd).

Also see [28] for a generalization and [63] section 3 for an overview of the relation be-

tween the admissible and permissible set.

7.2. Chains of quasi-polarized p-divisible groups

A polarization λ of an abelian variety A, gives a homomorphism λ [p∞] : A[p∞]→ A[p∞]t ,

where A[p∞]t is the Serre dual of A[p∞]. But while λ is symmetric (that is λ t = λ ), the

homomorphisms λ [p∞] is skew-symmetric (that is λ [p∞]t = −λ [p∞]), see [57] proposition

1.12.

Definition 7.2.1. A quasi-polarization of a p-divisible group Y is a skew-symmetric quasi-

isogeny Y 99K Y t .

A quasi-polarization q of Y gives a symplectic form M(q) on the isocrystal L⊗O M(Y ) of

Y satisfying

M(q)(Fv,Fv′) = pσ(M(q)(v,v′)) for all v,v′ ∈ L⊗M(Y ). (7.2.2)

So like unpolarized chains are related to the general linear group, quasi-polarized chains are

related to the group of symplectic similitudes.
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Let ∆̃= {0, . . . ,g} be the simple reflections of GSp2g (see section 6.2.1). Every type I ⊂ ∆̃

gives a standard self-dual lattice chain LI′ (see section 6.2.2).

Definition 7.2.3. A chain of quasi-polarized p-divisible groups of type I ⊂ ∆̃ over a scheme

S consists of a chain of p-divisible groups (YΛ) of type I′ over S and a quasi-polarization qΛ

of YΛ for each Λ such that the diagram

YΛ′
ρ

Λ′,Λ
//

q
Λ′
��
�
�
� YΛ

qΛ

��
�
�
�

Y t
Λ′ Y t

Λ

ρt
Λ′,Λ
oo

commutes for all Λ′ ⊂ Λ, and for each Λ there is a Λ′ such that YΛ′ 99K YΛ 99K Y t
Λ

is an

isomorphism.

Any single quasi-polarization qΛ determines all the others, as by the diagram qΛ′ = ρ t
Λ′,Λ◦

qΛ ◦ρΛ,′Λ if Λ′ ⊂ Λ, and qΛ′ = (ρ t
Λ′,Λ)

−1 ◦qΛ ◦ρ
−1
Λ,′Λ if Λ⊂ Λ′.

Let QPpDivI,2g(S) be the category with objects the chains of quasi-polarized p-divisible

groups of type I and height 2g over S, and with the morphisms collections of isomorphisms

γΛ : YΛ

∼→ Y ′
Λ

commuting with the ρΛ,Λ′ and with γ∗
Λ

q′
Λ
= uγΛ for some u ∈ Z∗p.

7.2.1. Classification over an algebraically closed field. Now look at the case that S is

the spectrum of an algebraically closed field k. Fix a 2g-dimensional vector space V over Qp

with a symplectic form 〈,〉, and let G = GSp(V). Let µ be the minuscule co-weight of G.

An element w in W̃ is µ-permissible if it satisfies

pΛ⊂ w(Λ)⊂ Λ and dim(Λ/w(Λ)) = g for all Λ ∈L /0. (7.2.4)

As for the general linear group, the set Perm(µ) of µ-permissible elements is equal to the set

of µ-admissible elements Adm(µ) (see [44] theorem 4.5(3)).

Suppose that y = (YΛ,qΛ) is in QPpDivI,2g(k). We write Vy for the isocrystal of (YΛ). The

quasi-polarizations qΛ give a symplectic form ψy on Vy. The same construction as in (7.1.5)

gives a map{
(y,φ) y = (YΛ,qΛ) ∈ QPpDivI,2g(k)/∼= and

φ : (Vy,ψy)
∼→ (V,〈,〉)

}
→ Z̃I(Adm(µ)). (7.2.5)

Here φ is an isomorphism of vector spaces Vy → V such that there is a u in O∗ with
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〈φ(x),φ(y)〉 = uψy(x,y) for all x and y. The condition that YΛ′ 99K YΛ 99K Y t
Λ

is an iso-

morphism means that CΛ = φ(M(YΛ)) satisfies C∨
Λ
= CΛ′ . So the chains (CΛ) and (DΛ) are

indeed self-dual (see section 6.2.2).

To construct an inverse to (7.2.5) suppose that ((CΛ),(DΛ),b) is in Z̃I(Adm(µ)). Again b

gives a Frobenius Fb = bσ and a Verschiebung Vb = pF−1
b and (CΛ) is a chain of Dieudonné

modules. So we get a chain of p-divisible group (YΛ) with M(YΛ) =CΛ. However, we cannot

simply define qΛ by letting M(qΛ) be equal to 〈,〉, because 〈,〉 does not necessarily satisfy

(7.2.2). Instead, we have

〈Fbv,Fbv′〉= 〈bσ(v),bσ(v′)〉= c(b)σ(〈v,v′〉)

for some c(b) ∈ L∗. To fix this, we let M(qΛ) be a multiple 〈,〉 by any element u in O∗

satisfying c(b)uσ(u−1) = p. Such a u exists, because c(b) has order 1 as inv((CΛ),(bσ(CΛ)))

is in Adm(µ). It is unique up to an element of Z∗p and gives a unique isomorphism class in

QPpDivI,2g(k). So (7.2.5) is a bijection and we get the following analogue of lemma 7.1.6.

Lemma 7.2.6. For G = GSp(V) the map in (7.2.5) gives a bijection

mI : (QPpDivI,2g(k)/∼=)
∼→ G(L)\Z̃I(Adm(µ))

commuting with the forgetful maps αI,J on both sides.
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CHAPTER 8

Forgetful maps for the model Z̃I

In chapter 7 we saw that we could classify chains of p-divisible groups by a subset of the

set Z̃I = {(x,y,b) ∈ XI ×Xσ(I)×G(L) |y = bσ(x)} for G = GL(V). In this way Z̃I acts as a

model for the moduli space of abelian varieties AI . For any I ⊂ J we have a forgetful map

αI,J : Z̃I → Z̃J , (x,y,b) 7→ (αI,J(x),ασ(I),σ(J)(y),b),

which acts as a model for the the forgetful morphism αI,J : AI→AJ . In this chapter we study

these forgetful maps.

We will follow the strategy for AI outlined in section 4.2. The role of the Kottwitz-

Rapoport stratification is played by the decomposition in subsets Z̃I(w) we defined in section

7.1.1. The role of the Ekedahl-Oort stratification is played by a finer decomposition in sub-

sets Z̃I{w}, which we will construct in section 8.2.1. Using lemma 4.2.4 and the algorithm

explained there we can decompose the restriction α /0,I : Z̃ /0(w′)∩α
−1
/0,I (Z̃I{w})→ Z̃I{w} into

three special types of maps:

1. Forgetful maps from stable Z̃I(w).

2. Forgetful maps to stable Z̃I(w).

3. Shuffling maps.

In this chapter we will determine the image and fibers of these special types of maps. In

section 8.2 we show that forgetful maps from stable Z̃I(w) are isomorphisms with inverses

given by refinement maps. In section section 8.3 we show that forgetful maps to stable Z̃I(w)

are surjective and their fibers are (fine) Deligne-Lusztig varieties. Finally, in section 8.4 we

will define shuffling maps and determine their fibers.

This chapter and the next are based Lusztig’s paper [49] (also see [35]), but with two

variations: we replace conjugation by σ -conjugation and we replace parabolic subgroups by

parahoric subgroups. These variations are not new; the first is already in the paper [52] of

Moonen and Wedhorn and the second is in the paper [70] of Viehmann. What is new here, is

the focus on the forgetful maps and the results in section 8.3 and 8.4.
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8.1. The fibers of αJ,I

In this chapter we will forget the relation to p-divisible groups, and work with a general

reductive group. So fix an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p and let σ be the

Frobenius. Let O be the Witt vectors of k and L its field of fractions. Suppose that G is a

reductive group over L defined over Qp.

We define XI as in chapter 5 and Z̃I as in section 7.1.1. The group G(L) acts on XI . For a

point x in XI we write Kx ⊂G(L) for its stabilizer (a parahoric subgroup), Ux for its unipotent

radical (see section 5.2.3) and Gx for the reductive group over k whose k-valued points are

Kx/Ux. (More precisely, to Kx we can attach a group scheme G over O such that Kx = G (O)

and the generic fiber of G is G (see [12] 5.2.6). Then Gx is the maximal reductive quotient of

the special fiber of G ). Fix a point z = (x,y,b) in Z̃I and let Gz = Gx.

It is easy to determine the fibers of the forgetful map αJ,I : Z̃J → Z̃I . For any point z′ =

(x′,y′,b) in Z̃J that lies above z, the group Kx′/Ux is a parabolic subgroup of type J in Kx/Ux =

Gz(k). If X z,J is the variety of such subgroups (see section 2.1), then we get a map

ηz : α
−1
J,I (z)→ X z,J(k). (8.1.1)

The group Kx acts transitively on the left and right and ηx is Kx-equivariant. The stabilizer of

z′ is Kx′ , which is also the stabilizer of ηz(z′) = Kx′/Ux. So ηz is a bijection.

It is more difficult to describe the restriction of αJ,I to the subsets Z̃J(w′). We know the

inverse image of a set Z̃I(w) in Z̃I :

α
−1
J,I (Z̃I(w)) = Z̃J(W̃IwW̃σ(I)) (8.1.2)

by the basic properties of the relative position map (equation 5.1.12). But what is the image

of a subset Z̃J(w′) in Z̃J? And given a z in this image what does the fiber of Z̃J(w′) over z

look like (as a subset of X z,J(k) using ηz)? The rest of the chapter is devoted to solving these

problems.

8.2. Refinement maps

Recall that in section 7.1.1 we defined subsets Z̃I(w) = {(x,y,b) ∈ Z̃I | inv(x,y) = w for w

in IW̃ σ(I), and that for any A⊂ W̃ we write Z̃I(A) for the union of all Z̃I(w) for which w is in

A. We will now study the following section of the forgetful map αI∩wσ(I),I .

Definition 8.2.1. The refinement map rw,I : Z̃I(w)→ Z̃I∩wσ(I) is the map that sends a triple

(x,y,b) to (Refy(x),bσ(Refy(x)),b).
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Lemma 8.2.2. For any w in IW̃ σ(I) the forgetful map αI∩wσ(I),I induces a bijection

Z̃I∩wσ(I)(wW̃σ(I))
∼→ Z̃I(w)

with inverse rw,I .

Proof. Write J = I∩wσ(I). As the refinement map rw,I is a section of αJ,I , it suffices to show

that its image is Z̃J(wW̃σ(I)). If (x,y,b) is in Z̃I(w) and (x′,y′,b) = rw,I(x,y,b), then

inv(x′,y′) ∈ inv(x′,y)W̃σ(I) = inv(x,y)W̃σ(I) = wW̃σ(I),

as x′ = Refy(x). So rw,I maps Z̃I(w) to Z̃J(wW̃I).

Conversely, if (x′,y′,b) is in Z̃J(wW̃σ(I)) and (x,y,b) = αJ,I(x′,y′,b), then we claim that

rw,I(x,y,b) = (x′,y′,b). To show that x′ is equal to Refy(x), we must show that it satisfies both

properties in theorem 5.0.2. The first property is trivial. For the second note that

inv(x′,y) ∈ inv(x′,y′)W̃σ(I) = wW̃σ(I),

as y′ refines y. So inv(x′,y) and w are in the same double coset in W̃J\W̃/W̃σ(I). Because w is

(I,σ(I))-reduced, it is also (J,σ(I)) reduced, and inv(x′,y) = w.

8.2.1. A finer decomposition. Via 8.2.2 we can decompose a subset Z̃I(w) as

Z̃I(w) =
⊔

w1∈wW̃σ(I)∩I1W̃ I1

r−1
w,I (Z̃I1(w1))

with I1 = I∩wσ(I). But we can decompose each Z̃I1(w1) in the same way:

Z̃I1(w1) =
⊔

w2∈w1W̃σ(I1)
∩I2W̃ I2

r−1
w1,I1(Z̃I2(w2))

with I2 = I1 ∩ wσ(I1). We can continue decomposing the Z̃I2(w2) and so on. We will now

formalize this procedure.

To keep track of this recursion we use the following combinatorial device (see [49] or [1]).

Definition 8.2.3. For a type I ⊂ ∆̃ let T (I) be the set of sequences w = (In,wn)n≥0 with

1. I0 = I and In+1 = In∩wσ(In)⊂ ∆̃,

2. wn ∈ InW̃ σ(In) and
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3. wn+1 ∈ wnW̃σ(In).

Recall that we see ∆̃ as a subset of W̃ and that for any J ⊂ ∆̃ we write wJ = wJw−1 (a

subset of W̃ , but not necessarily of ∆̃). Because the sets In are finite and In+1 is contained in

In, there is an N such that IN = IN+1 = IN+2 = . . . . Properties 2 and 3 together then imply that

wN = wN+1 = wN+2 = . . . . We write I∞ = IN and w∞ = wN and say that (In,wn)n≥0 stabilizes

to (I∞,w∞).

Some Z̃I(w) do not decompose further under the above procedure. We call these stable.

Definition 8.2.4. A type I ⊂ ∆̃ is w-stable if I = wσ(I). A subset Z̃I(w) is stable if I is

w-stable.

For any sequence w = (In,wn)n≥0 we write w←m = (In+m,wn+m)n≥0 for the sequence

shifted m places to the left. We recursively define a finer decomposition as follows (the

recursion stops, because w stabilizes).

Definition 8.2.5. For any w in T (I) define Z̃I{w} by

Z̃I{w}=

Z̃I(w0) if Z̃I(w0) is stable,

r−1
w,I (Z̃I1{w←1}) otherwise.

The following lemma, due to Lusztig, allows us to control the set T (I).

Lemma 8.2.6. The map that sends w = (In,wn)n≥0 to w∞ is a bijection from T (I) to IW̃ .

Proof. Let us explain how this lemma follows from the results in [49]. Because Lusztig

works with Coxeter group, we use the decomposition W̃ = W̃
∆̃
oΩ (see section 5.1.2) to get

a sequence in the affine Weyl group. Let (In,wn) be in T (I) and write wn = unωn with un in

W̃
∆̃

and ωn in Ω. By property 2 in definition 8.2.3 the sequence (ωn) is constant, say ωn = ω

for all n.

Define an automorphism ε of W̃
∆̃

by requiring that ε−1 maps u to ω σ(u). Then one im-

mediately checks (using equation (5.1.14)) that the sequence (In,ε(un)) is in the set T (I,ε)

defined in [49] 2.2. So by propositions 2.4 and 2.5 in [49] the sequence (ε(un)) stabilizes to

an element ε(u∞) in ε(I)W̃
∆̃

and the map (In,ε(un)) 7→ ε(u∞) is a bijection T (I,ε) ∼→ ε(I)W̃
∆̃

.

Using the decomposition W̃ = W̃
∆̃
oΩ the lemma follows.

From now on, when the bijection in lemma 8.2.6 sends w to w∞, we will write Z̃I{w∞}
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for Z̃I{w}. So we have a decomposition

Z̃I =
⊔

w∈IW̃

Z̃I{w}.

For A⊂ W̃ we write Z̃I{A} for the union of all Z̃I{w} for which w is in A. The decomposition

in Z̃I{w} refines the decomposition in Z̃I(w) as Z̃I(w) = Z̃I{wW̃σ(I)}.
To calculate in which subset Z̃I{w} a point (x,y,b) is, define a sequence (xn) by

x0 = x and xn+1 = Refbσ(xn)(xn).

Because the type of xn keeps getting smaller, the sequence stabilizes to a point x∞.

Lemma 8.2.7. The point (x,y,b) is in Z̃I{inv(x∞,bσ(x∞))}.

Proof. Define yn = bσ(xn), wn = inv(xn,yn) and let In be the type of xn (for n = 0,1, . . . ,∞).

Then we get a sequence of triples (xn,yn,b) in Z̃In(wn), which stabilizes to (x∞,y∞,b) in

Z̃I∞(w∞) with w∞ = inv(x∞,bσ(x∞)). Because rwn,In(xn,yn,b) = (xn+1,yn+1,b), the triple

(xn,yn,b) is in Z̃In{w} if and only if (xn+1,yn+1,b) is in Z̃In+1{w}. As Z̃I∞(w∞) is stable, it is

equal to Z̃I∞{w∞}. So (x∞,y∞,b) is in Z̃I∞{w∞} and (x,y,b) is in Z̃I{w∞}.

Note that this description of Z̃I{w} is similar to the definition of fine Deligne-Lusztig

varieties in chapter 2.1.2.

8.2.2. Maps from stable strata. Let us now use refinement to describe maps from sta-

ble strata.

Corollary 8.2.8. If w is in IW̃ and w′ is the (I,σ(I))-reduced representative W̃IwW̃σ(I), then

the forgetful map Z̃I∩w′σ(I)→ Z̃I induces a bijection Z̃I∩w′σ(I){w}→ Z̃I{w} with inverse rw′,I .

Proof. By definition 8.2.5 the refinement map rw′,I maps Z̃I{w} to Z̃I∩w′σ(I){w}. By lemma

8.2.2 it is a bijection with inverse given by the forgetful map.

So for a sequence (In,wn) in T (I) with w∞ =w, the refinement maps give G(L)-equivariant

bijections

Z̃I{w}
∼→ Z̃I1{w}

∼→ Z̃I2{w}
∼→ ··· ∼→ Z̃I∞{w∞}= Z̃I∞{w}.

with inverses give by the forgetful maps. Because I∞ is w-stable, we have Z̃I∞{w}= Z̃I∞(w).

Note that I∞ is the largest subset of I satisfying I∞ = wσ(I∞). In section 4.2 we called this the

w-stable type of I. So we get the following corollary.
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Corollary 8.2.9. If I∞ is the w-stable type of I, then the forgetful map αI∞,I induces a G(L)-

equivariant bijection Z̃I∞(w) = Z̃I∞{w}
∼→ Z̃I{w}.

8.3. Stable strata

Suppose that I is w-stable (i.e. I = wσ(I)) and z = (x,y,b) is in Z̃I(w). In this section we

descend the reductive group Gz defined in section 8.1 to a group G0,z over Fp and describe

the fibers over z in terms of Deligne-Lusztig varieties for this group.

8.3.1. The group G0,z. Because I is w-stable, the points x and y are in good position

(see section 5.2.4). So lemma 5.2.7 gives isomorphisms

Kx/Ux
∼← (Kx∩Ky)/UKx∩Ky

∼→ Ky/Uy, (8.3.1)

which give an isomorphism Gz = Gx ∼= Gy. Because y = bσ(x), we have Ky = bσ(Kx)b−1

and the map g 7→ bσ(g)b−1 induces an isomorphism G(p)
x
∼= Gy. Combined with (8.3.1), we

get θz : Gz
∼→ G(p)

z .

When k = Fp, the isomorphism θz gives a descent datum for Gz to a reductive group G0,z

over Fp. We will precisely describe G0,z in section 9.3. For now we just give its Frobenius.

Write Frz : Gz→ Gz for the composition of the relative Frobenius with θ−1
z . We can identify

Gz with Gx or with Gy (using (8.3.1)). Both identifications give a factorization of Frz:

Gx
σ //

Frz

��

Gσ(x)

b∼
��

Gy
(8.3.1)
∼
//

Frz

��

Gx

σ

��

Gx Gy∼
(8.3.1)
oo Gy Gσ(x).∼

boo

(8.3.2)

Here σ stands for the map induced by the Frobenius of G(L), b stands for conjugation by b

and (8.3.1) stands for the isomorphism induced by that equation.

8.3.2. Maps to stable strata. Assume again that I is w-stable. We now determine which

subsets Z̃J(w′) occur over a Z̃I(w). Because I = wσ(I), we have W̃IwW̃σ(I) = W̃Iw . By the

Mackey decomposition (5.1.18) an element uw with u in W̃I is in JW̃ σ(J) if and only if u is in
JW̃

wσ(J)
I . So by equation (8.1.2) α

−1
I,J (Z̃I(w)) is the union of all Z̃J(uw) for u in JW̃

wσ(J)
I .

Because we descended Gz to Fp in 8.3.1, we can speak of Deligne-Lusztig varieties

X z,J(u) in X z,J . We can use these to describe the fibers of Z̃J(uw)→ Z̃J(w).
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Proposition 8.3.3. Suppose that I is w-stable. For any u in JW̃
wσ(J)
I and z in Z̃I(w) the

bijection ηz in (8.1.1) induces a bijection

Z̃J(uw)∩α
−1
J,I (z)∼= X z,J(u)(k).

Proof. We just need to show that ηz maps Z̃J(uw)∩α
−1
J,I (z) surjectively to XJ(u). Suppose

that z′ = (x′,y′,b) in ZJ lies above z. If we apply proposition 5.2.3 twice we get

inv(x′,y′) = inv(x′,Refy′(x)) inv(x,y′)

= inv(x′,Refy′(x)) inv(x,y) inv(Refx(y),y′)

Consider the three factors in this product separately. For the first factor note that by dia-

gram (8.3.2) Frz maps ηz(z′) = Kx′/Ux to ((bσ(Kx′)∩Kx)Ux)/Ux = RefKy′ (Kx)/Ux, i.e. to

ηz(Refy′(x)). Because ηz preserves relative positions, inv(x′,Refy′(x)) is u if and only if

ηz(z′) is in XJ(u). The second factor inv(x,y) is equal to w, as (x,y,b) is in ZI(w). Finally,

because x and y are in good position we have Refx(y) = y. As y′ refines y the third factor is

equal to 1. We conclude that inv(x′,y′) = uw if and only if ηz(z′) is in XJ(u).

Corollary 8.3.4. For w ∈ IW̃ the map α /0,I restricts to a surjective map α /0,I : Z̃ /0(w)→ Z̃I{w}
with finite fibers.

Proof. If I∞ is the w-stable type of I, then the restriction of α /0,I to Z̃ /0(w) factors as

Z̃ /0(w)
α /0,I∞ // Z̃I∞(w)

αI∞,I
// Z̃I{w}.

The second map is a bijection by corollary 8.2.9. By proposition 8.3.3 the fiber of the first

map over z ∈ Z̃I∞(w) is X z, /0(1)(k) = X z, /0(Fp), which is finite and is non-empty by Lang’s

theorem (see [47]).

Let us now look at the Z̃J{w′} that map to a stable Z̃I(w). We can describe them in terms

of fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties X z,J{u} in X z,J .

Corollary 8.3.5. Suppose that I is w-stable. For any u in JW̃I and z in Z̃I(w) the bijection ηz

induces a bijection

Z̃J{uw}∩α
−1
J,I (z)∼= X z,J{u}(k).

Proof. Again we only have to show that ηz maps Z̃J{uw}∩α
−1
J,I (z) surjectively to XJ{u}.
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There is a commutative diagram

Z̃ /0(uw)∩α
−1
J,I (z)

ηz
//

α /0,I

��

X z, /0(u)(k)

��

Z̃J{uw}∩α
−1
J,I (z)

ηz
// X z,J(k).

The left vertical arrow is a surjective by corollary 8.3.4. The top arrow is a bijection. So the

image of Z̃J{uw}∩α
−1
J,I (z) in XJ(k) is equal to the image of X z, /0(u)(k) in X z,J(k), which is

XJ{u}(k) by theorem 2.1.7.

The corollary implies that for each u in JW̃I the forgetful map αJ,I restricts to a surjective

map Z̃J{uw}→ Z̃I(w). Because X z,J is the union of the fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties X z,J{u}
for u in JW̃I , any Z̃J{w′} that lies over Z̃I(w) is of the form Z̃J{uw} in the lemma.

8.4. Shuffling

Finally let us look at shuffling morphisms.

8.4.1. The simplest forgetful maps. The simplest type of forgetful maps are those of

the type α /0,{s} : Z̃ /0 → Z̃{s}, where s is simple reflection. For any z in Z̃{s} the group Gz has

semi-simple rank 1. So the map ηz in 8.1.1 identifies the fiber over z with X z, /0(k) = P1(k)

(see [38] theorem 25.3).

Fix a w in {s}W̃ {σ(s)} and look at the subsets Z̃ /0(w′) over Z̃{s}(w). There are two possibil-

ities for the double coset W̃{s}wW̃{σ(s)} in (8.1.2) (see figure 8.4.1):

A. If sw = wσ(s), then W̃{s}wW̃{σ(s)} = {w,wσ(s)}. The type {s} is w-stable. So we can

use proposition 8.3.3 to study the restriction of α /0,{s} to Z̃ /0(w) and Z̃ /0(wσ(s)).

B. If sw 6= wσ(s), then W̃{s}wW̃{σ(s)} = {w,wσ(s),sw,swσ(s)}. By lemma 1.6.4 in [13]

we have l(swσ(s)) = l(w)+2 in this case.

Because we already fully understand case A, we will focus on case B.

Our main tool is the composition of the forgetful map with the refinement map:

Z̃ /0(W̃{s}wW̃{σ(s)})
α /0,{s}

// Z̃{s}(w)
rw,{s}
∼
// Z̃ /0(wW̃{σ(s)}). (8.4.1)

Note that Z̃{s}(w) decomposes as Z̃{s}{w}∪ Z̃{s}{wσ(s)}. By corollary 8.2.9 the forgetful

map α /0,{s} induces bijections Z̃ /0(w)
∼→ Z̃{s}{w} and Z̃ /0(wσ(s)) ∼→ Z̃{s}{wσ(s)} with inverse
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rw,I . So the map in (8.4.1) is the identity on Z̃ /0(w) and Z̃ /0(wσ(s)). Let us see how it behaves

on Z̃ /0(sw).

Lemma 8.4.2. The composition (8.4.1) induces a bijection

ssw,s : Z̃ /0(sw)→ Z̃ /0(wσ(s)).

Proof. Pick a point (x,y,b) in Z̃ /0(sw). We put (x′,y′,b) = α /0,{s}(x,y,b) and (x′′,y′′,b) =

rw,{s}(x′,y′,b). Let us first show that (x′′,y′′,b) is in Z̃ /0(wσ(s)), i.e. that inv(x′′,y′′) = wσ(s).

We have

inv(x′′,y′′) = inv(x′,y′′) = inv(x′,y′) inv(Refx′(y
′),y′′)

= w inv(Refx′(y
′),y′′),

where we first use that inv(x′′,y′′) is in {w,wσ(s)} ⊂ {s}W̃ and then use proposition 5.2.3.

Furthermore, Refx′(y′) = y, as y refines y′ and inv(x′,y) is in W̃{s}sw∩ {s}W̃ = {w}.
So we need to show that inv(y,y′′) = σ(s). This follows from the fact that y and y′′ both

map to y′ ∈ X{σ(s)}, but they are not equal. Otherwise we would have (x,y,b) = (x′′,y′′,b).

This is impossible as the first point is in Z̃ /0(sw), while the second is in Z̃ /0(wW̃{σ(s)}).

We have seen that y = Refx′(y′). Since x = σ−1(b−1y), we can recover (x,y,b) from

(x′,y′,b) = α /0,{s}(x′′,y′′,b) and construct an inverse to ssw,s. So this map is a bijection.

Remark 8.4.3. In the proof of lemma 8.4.2 we construct the inverse of ssw,s using the inverse

of the Frobenius σ . This is the reason that for A /0 the shuffling maps in lemma 12.4.3 are not

isomorphisms, but are purely inseparable.

Remember that the fibers of α /0,{s} are all projective lines. We now know the intersection

of each fiber with three subsets: Z̃ /0(w), Z̃ /0(wσ(s)) and Z̃ /0(sw). What remains must come

from the fourth subset Z̃ /0(swσ(s)).

Corollary 8.4.4. The composition (8.4.1) induces a surjective map

sswσ(s),s : Z̃ /0(swσ(s))→ Z̃ /0(w)∪ Z̃ /0(wσ(s)).

The map ηz in (8.1.1) identifies its fibers over a point z in Z̃ /0(w) with P1(k) minus one point

and over a point z in Z̃ /0(wσ(s)) with P1(k) minus two points.
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Figure 8.1: The two possible configurations of elements in W̃{s}wW̃{σ(s)}. The straight arrows
give the Bruhat order and the dashed arrows give the relation in definition 8.4.5.

Proof. Over a point of Z̃ /0(w) there is one point from Z̃ /0(w) and there are no points from

Z̃ /0(wσ(s)) and Z̃ /0(sw). Over a point of Z̃ /0(wσ(s)) there is one point from Z̃ /0(wσ(s)), one

from point from Z̃ /0(sw) and there are no points from Z̃ /0(w).

8.4.2. Shuffling maps. We call the maps sw,s shuffling maps. They allow us to compare

the image and fibers of Z̃ /0(w) under α /0,{s} to those of Z̃ /0(swσ(s)). But in this comparison, w

and its σ -conjugate w′ = swσ(s) are not interchangeable. They are ordered by the following

relation.

Definition 8.4.5. Let s ∈ ∆̃ be a simple reflection. We write w s
 w′ if w′ = swσ(s), and

moreover l(sw′)> l(w′).

It follows from case B in figure 8.4.1, that if w′ = swσ(s) and w 6= w, then either w s
 w′

or w′ s
 w.

Using the shuffling maps we can control what happens with the image and fibers of Z̃ /0(w)

under α /0,I when we σ -conjugate w by elements of I. We summarize the results of section

8.4.1.

Corollary 8.4.6. Suppose w s
 w′ for some s ∈ I and w 6= w′.

1. If l(w) = l(w′), then we get a commutative diagram

Z̃ /0(w)
sw,s

//

α /0,I ""DDDDDD
Z̃ /0(w′)

α /0,I||yyyyyy

Z̃I
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and the shuffling map is a bijection. In particular α /0,I(Z̃ /0(w)) = α /0,I(Z̃ /0(w′)).

2. If l(w)> l(w′), then we get a commutative diagram

Z̃ /0(w)
sw,s

//

α /0,I ""DDDDDD
Z̃ /0(w′)∪ Z̃ /0(w′σ(s))

α /0,I
vvnnnnnnnnn

Z̃I

The map ηz in (8.1.1) identifies the fibers of sw,s over a point z in Z̃ /0(w) with P1(k)

minus one point and over a point z in Z̃ /0(wσ(s)) with P1(k) minus two points. In

particular sw,s is surjective and α /0,I(Z̃ /0(w)) = α /0,I(Z̃ /0(w′))∪α /0,I(Z̃ /0(w′σ(s))).

Proof. In the first case w′ is in {s}W̃ , but not in {s}W̃ {σ(s)}. So there is a w′′ in {s}W̃ {σ(s)} such

that w′ = w′′σ(s). Then w = sw′σ(s) = sw′′. Now we are in the situation of lemma 8.4.2.

In the second case, l(w) = l(sw′σ(s)) = l(w′)+ 2 and so l(w′σ(s)) > l(w′). Then w′ is

in {s}W̃ {σ(s)} and we are in the situation of corollary 8.4.4.

Both diagrams commute, since α /0,I ◦ ss,w = α{s},I ◦ α /0,{s} ◦ ru,{s} ◦ α /0,{s} = α /0,I (with

u = w′′ in the first case and u = w′ in the second), as rw,{s} is a section of α /0,{s}.
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CHAPTER 9

Orbits in ZI

Consider the same situation as in chapter 8. So k is an algebraically closed field of charac-

teristic p. We write σ for its Frobenius, O for the Witt vectors of k and L for the field of

fractions of O . We fix a reductive group G is a reductive group over L defined over Qp, and

look at the set Z̃I = {(x,y,b) ∈ XI×Xσ(I)×G(L) |y = bσ(x)}.
Define an equivalence relation on Z̃I as follows. The stabilizer Kx ⊂ G(L) of x in XI is a

parahoric subgroup. Write Ux for its unipotent radical as defined in section 5.2.3. Then we

set

(x,y,b)∼ (x,y,vbσ(u)) for all u ∈Ux and v ∈Uy.

Because y = bσ(x), we have Uy = bσ(Ux)b−1. So by taking v to the other side of b, we may

assume that v = 1. In other words (x,y,b)∼ (x,y,b′) if and only if b′ = bσ(u) for some u in

Ux. Similarly, (x,y,b)∼ (x,y,b′) if and only if b′ = vb for some v in Uy.

Let ZI be the set of equivalence classes. We write (x,y, [b]I) for the class of (x,y,b) ∈ Z̃I .

The subset Z̃I(w) of Z̃I descends to a subset ZI(w) of ZI , while Z̃I{v} descends to a subset

ZI{v} (see section 9.1.1). These sets give decompositions

ZI =
⊔

w∈IW̃ σ(I)

ZI(w) =
⊔

v∈IW̃

Z̃I{v},

with the second decomposition refining the first. The action of G(L) on Z̃I also descends

to ZI and the subsets ZI(w) and ZI{w} are all G(L)-invariant. In this chapter we prove the

following.

Theorem 9.0.1. The G(L)-orbits in ZI are the ZI{w} for w ∈ IW̃ .

In particular, we get a bijection G(L)\ZI ∼= IW̃ . This theorem has three consequences:

1. The fiber of αI,J over a point in Z̃J depends only on its image in G(L)\ZI . So the fibers

are constant over Z̃I{w}. See section 9.2.

2. The reductive group G0,z over Fp that we attached in section 8.3.1 to a point z in

a stable ZI(w), depends up to isomorphism only on the image of z in G(L)\ZI . As
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ZI(w) = ZI{w} consists of only one G(L)-orbit, two points in Z̃I(w) give isomorphic

groups, which we can explicitly describe. See section 9.3.

3. If G is the general linear group and I is a special type, then G(L)\Z̃I(Adm(d)) clas-

sifies certain group schemes and we get back the classification of p-kernels of abelian

varieties in section 1.3. See section 10.2 in the next chapter.

9.1. Classification of orbits

We classify the G(L)-orbits in ZI in two steps. First we use repeated refinement (as in

section 8.2.1) to reduce the problem to classifying orbits in stable strata. Then we show that

G(L) acts transitively on such a stratum.

9.1.1. Refinement maps for ZI . Unlike for Z̃I , there is no forgetful map ZI → ZJ for

I ⊂ J, because the unipotent radicals reverse the inclusions of the parahorics: if x′ refines x,

then Kx′ ⊂ Kx but Ux′ ⊃Ux. However, we can define refinement maps for ZI .

The subset Z̃I(w) depends only on properties of x and y, not on b. So we can descend it to

a subset ZI(w) = {(x,y, [b]I) ∈ ZI | inv(x,y) = w} of ZI . On the one hand ZI(w) is the image

of Z̃I(w) under the quotient map Z̃I → ZI . On the other hand Z̃I(w) is the pull-back of ZI(w)

by the same map. In particular, the sets ZI(w) give a decomposition of ZI .

Recall from section 8.2 that the refinement map rw,I : Z̃I(w)→ Z̃I∩wσ(I)(wW̃σ(I)) sends

(x,y,b) to (x′,bσ(x′),b) with x′ = Refy(x). Because Ux ⊂ Kx′ ⊂ Kx, we have bσ(u)σ(x′) =

bσ(x′) for all u in Ux. So rw,I descends to a refinement map rw,I : Z̃I(w)→ Z̃I∩wσ(I)(wW̃σ(I)),

which makes the following diagram commute:

Z̃I(w) //

rw,I

��

ZI(w)

rw,I

��

Z̃I∩wσ(I)(wW̃σ(I)) // ZI∩wσ(I)(wW̃σ(I)).

(9.1.1)

The refinement maps are G(L)-equivariant, but they are not injective.

Lemma 9.1.2. If rw,I maps z = (x,y, [b]I) to z′ = (x′,y′, [b]I∩wσ(I)), then we can identify its

fiber over z′ with (Kx∩Uy)/(Ux∩Uy) via u 7→ (x,y, [bσ(u)]I).

Proof. In the above diagram the left map is a bijection. We can identify the fiber over z of

the top map with Ux via u 7→ (x,y,bσ(u)). Similarly, we can identify the fiber over z′ of the

bottom map with Ux′ . So the map u 7→ (x,y, [bσ(u)]I) identifies the fiber over z′ of the right

map with Ux′/Ux.
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Because Kx′ = RefKy(Kx) = (Kx∩Ky)Ux, we have Ux′ = (Kx∩Uy)Ux. So we can identify

Ux′/Ux with (Uy∩Kx)/(Ux∩Uy).

Corollary 9.1.3. The refinement morphism rw,I induces a bijection from the G(L)-orbits in

ZI(w) to those in ZI∩wσ(I)(wW̃σ(I)).

Proof. We must show that if the images z1 and z2 under rw,I are in the same G(L)-orbit, then

so are the points themselves. Because rw,I is G(L)-equivariant, we may suppose that the two

points have the same image.

By the lemma we then can write z1 = (x,y, [b]I) and z2 = (x,y, [bσ(v)]I) for some v in

Kx∩Uy. If we act with v on z2 we get

v∗ z2 = (vx,vy, [v(bσ(v))σ(v)−1]I) = (x,y, [vb]I) = (x,y, [b]I) = z1

as Kx stabilizes x and Uy stabilizes y. So z1 and z2 are in the same G(L)-orbit.

Using the refinement map, we can define subset ZI{w} in the same way as in section

8.2.1. Because diagram (9.1.1) commutes, ZI{w} is actually the image of Z̃I{w} under the

quotient map Z̃I → ZI , while Z̃I{w} is the pull-back of ZI{w}. So again the ZI{w} give a

decomposition of ZI .

9.1.2. Orbits in stable ZI . As in section 8.2.1 we have G(L)-equivariant refinement

maps

ZI{w}→ ZI1{w}→ ZI2{w}→ ·· · → ZI∞{w}. (9.1.4)

By lemma 9.1.2 these maps are not isomorphisms, but they do induce a bijection between

the G(L)-orbits in ZI{w} and ZI∞{w} by corollary 9.1.3. Because I∞ is w-stable, we have

ZI∞{w}= ZI∞(w). So all that is left is to classify the orbits in the stable subset ZI∞(w).

Lemma 9.1.5. If I is w-stable, then G(L) acts transitively on ZI(w).

Proof. We will show that any two points z1 and z2 in ZI(w) are in the same G(L)-orbit. The

projection ZI → XI ×Xσ(I) is G(L)-equivariant and maps z1 and z2 to the same G(L)-orbit

OI,σ(I)(w). So after replacing z1 by some translate under G(L) we may suppose that the

projection maps z1 and z2 to the same point (x,y) in XI ×Xσ(I), that is z1 = (x,y,b1) and

z2 = (x,y,b2) for some b1 and b2 in G(L). The condition y = b1σ(x) = b2σ(x) then implies

that b1 = ub2 for some u ∈ Ky.
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If we act on z1 with any v ∈ Kx∩Ky, then the first two factors (x,y) the same:

v∗ z1 = (x,y, [vb1σ(v)−1]I) = (x,y, [
(
vu(b2σ(v−1)b−1

2 )
)

b2]I).

Now the image of vu(b2σ(v−1)b−1
2 ) in Gy(k) = Ky/Uy is equal to vuFrz2(v)

−1 by diagram

(8.3.2), where v and u are the images of v and u in Gy(k). By Lang’s theorem (see [47]), there

is a g in Gy(k) such that guFrz2(g)
−1 = 1. By (8.3.1) this g lifts to Kx ∩Ky, that is there is a

v in Kx ∩Ky with v = g. Then for this v we know that vu(b2σ(v−1)b−1
2 ) is in Uy. But then

v∗ z1 = z2, and z1 and z2 are in the same G(L)-orbit.

It follows that in (9.1.4) G(L) acts transitively on Z̃I∞{w} and hence on Z̃I{w}. Thus we

have proved theorem 9.0.1.

9.2. Consequences for the fibers of the forgetful maps

The fiber of the forgetful map αI,J : Z̃I → Z̃J over a point of Z̃J depends only on its im-

age in G(L)\ZJ . For suppose that z1 = (x1,y1,b1) and z2 = (x2,y2,b2) map to the same

point in G(L)\ZI . Pick a g in G(L) that sends (x1,y1, [b1]J) to (x2,y2, [b2]J), so that b2 =

gb1σ(g)−1σ(u) for some u in Ux2 . Then we can define a bijection

γI : α
−1
I,J (z1)

∼→ α
−1
I,J (z2) by (x′1,y

′
1,b1) 7→ (gx′1,gy′1,b2).

This map is well-defined, because b2σ(gx′1) = gb1σ(g)−1σ(u)σ(gx′1) = gbσ(x′1) = gy′1.

Here we use that u is in Ux2 , which is contained in Kgx′1
as gx′1 refines gx1 = x2.

Because γI preserves the relative position of x′1 and y′1 and commutes with the refinement

maps, it respects the decompositions in ZI(w) and ZI{w′} in the sense that

γI(ZI(w)∩α
−1
I,J (z1)) = ZI(w)∩α

−1
I,J (z2) and

γI(ZI{w′}∩α
−1
I,J (z1)) = ZI{w′}∩α

−1
I,J (z2).

As the G(L)-orbits in ZJ are the ZJ{w} and the pull-back of ZJ{w} in Z̃J is Z̃J{w}, the

above construction gives a bijection between the fibers over any two points in Z̃J{w} preserv-

ing the decomposition of the fibers in Z̃I(w′) and Z̃I{w′′}. In particular, if one point of Z̃J{w}
occurs in the image of Z̃I(w′) then the whole subset Z̃J{w} is in the image of Z̃I(w′). The

same holds for Z̃I{w′′}. So we have proved the following.

Corollary 9.2.1. The image of any Z̃I(w′) or Z̃I{w′′} under αI,J is a union of Z̃J{w}.
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9.3. Structure of the group G0,z

For two of the three special types of maps in chapter 8 it is clear that the fibers over any

two points of Z̃I{w} are the same, namely for maps from stable strata and for shuffling maps.

But for maps to stable strata this is not evident, as our description of the fibers depends on the

reductive group G0,z over Fp constructed in section 8.3.1. Using that G(L) acts transitively on

ZI(w), we now show that the groups G0,z attached to any two points in Z̃I{w} are isomorphic

and explicitly describe these groups. We work over k = Fp.

Lemma 9.3.1. For any z and z′ in Z̃I(w) the groups G0,z and G0,z′ are isomorphic over Fp.

Proof. Because G(L) acts transitively on ZI{w} (lemma 9.1.5), it suffices to show that if z and

z′ map to the same point of G(L)\ZI , then G0,z ∼= G0,z′ . It is easy to show that G0,g∗z ∼= G0,z

for any g in G(L). So we may assume that z and z′ have the same image in ZI .

Write z= (x,y,b) and z′ = (x,y,bσ(u)) for u in Ux. Recall that the isomorphism θz : Gz
∼→

G(p)
z that we used to descend Gz to Fp, is the composition of two isomorphisms:

• The isomorphism Gx
∼→ Gy coming from the fact that x and y are in good position (see

(8.3.1)). This isomorphism depends only on x and y and hence is the same for z and z′.

• The isomorphism G(p)
x

∼→ Gy induced by g 7→ bσ(g)b−1. This isomorphism does not

change if we change b to bσ(u) as u maps to the identity in Gx(k) = Kx/Ux.

We conclude that ηz = ηz′ , so that G0,z ∼= G0,z′ over Fp.

Corollary 9.3.2. For any z in Z̃I{w} the (absolute) Dynkin diagram of G0,z is the subdiagram

of the extended Dynkin diagram ∆̃ of G spanned by I. The Frobenius acts on it as i 7→ wσ(i).

Note that this action is well-defined, because I is w-stable.

Proof. By lemma 9.3.1 it is sufficient to prove this for one point. So we pick a point that is

easy to handle. Pick a facet F in the building with σ(F) = F (such a facet exists, because

G is defined over Qp and so the residue field is finite, see [69] 1.10.3). Write KI = KFI and

identify XI with G(L)/KI . Then we pick the point z = (KI , ẇKσ(I), ẇ), where ẇ is a lift of w

to the normalizer of a torus whose apartment contains F .

It is easy to check that z is in Z̃I{w}. The group Gz =Gx is the maximal reductive quotient

of the special fiber of the group scheme over O attached to FI . So by proposition 12 in [27] its

Dynkin diagram is the subdiagram of ∆̃ spanned by I. Using the description of the Frobenius

in (8.3.2) it is easy to see that Frz acts on the Dynkin diagram as i 7→ wσ(i).
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The Dynkin diagram with the Frobenius action determines the adjoint group of G0,z as

follows. The absolute Dynkin diagram gives a unique semi-simple adjoint group H split

over Fp. The adjoint group of G0,z is a form of H. Such forms are classified by the Galois

cohomology H1(Fp,Autk(H)). Because H is adjoint, there is an exact sequence

1→ H(k)→ Autk(H))→ Outk(H)→ 1.

Here the first morphism sends an element in H(k) to conjugation by that element and the

group of outer automorphisms Outk(H) is by definition just the quotient of Autk(H) by H(k).

We get an exact sequence in Galois cohomology

H1(Fp,H(k))→ H1(Fp,Autk(H))→ H1(Fp,Outk(H)).

By Lang’s theorem H1(Fp,H(k)) is trivial (see [47]). Because the Galois group acts triv-

ially on Outk(H), the set H1(Fp,Outk(H)) is the set of group homomorphisms Gal(k/Fp)→
Outk(H). Finally, the group Outk(H) embeds into the group of graph automorphisms of

the Dynkin diagram (see [38], theorem 27.4). So as form of H the adjoint group of G0,z is

determined by the action of Frobenius on the Dynkin diagram, as described in the corollary.

The Weyl groups of G0,x and its adjoint group are the same. The same holds for the

varieties X I over parabolic subgroups, as any parabolic subgroup contains the center (the

center is certainly contained in the normalizer of a parabolic subgroup, which is equal to the

parabolic itself). So the Deligne-Lusztig varieties X I(w) and fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties

X I{w} are the same for G0,x and its adjoint and corollary 9.3.2 gives enough information to

determine these varieties.
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CHAPTER 10

The Ekedahl-Oort type

Recall that in chapter 7 we related chains of p-divisible groups to the set Z̃I for G = GL(V)
by constructing bijection

mI : (pDivI,d(k)/∼=)
∼→ G(L)\Z̃I(Adm(d)). (10.0.1)

On the right hand side of (10.0.1) we have two decompositions: one in subsets Z̃I(w) and the

other in subsets Z̃I{w}. We would like to understand what these subsets mean on the left in

terms of p-divisible groups.

If w is in the admissible set, then Z̃I(w) consists of all chains of Dieudonné modules C ,

for which C and F(C ) are in relative position w. So from our description of the Kottwitz-

Rapoport stratification in section 1.5.3 it is clear that Z̃I(w) gives a kind of Kottwitz-Rapoport

stratum in pDivI,d(k) (see also lemma 11.3.3).

The decomposition in Z̃I{w} is harder to understand. One way to look at it is to use the

classification of G(L)-orbits in ZI (theorem 9.0.1) to get a map

EO: (pDivI,d(k)/∼=)
∼→ G(L)\Z̃I(Adm(d))→ G(L)\ZI(Adm(d))→ IW̃ .

Call the image of a chain under this map its Ekedahl-Oort type. Then y in pDivI,d(k) has

Ekedahl-Oort type w if and only if mI(y) is in G(L)\Z̃I{w}. Of course this just postpones the

problem of understanding Z̃I{w}, because now we need to understand the equally abstract

Ekedahl-Oort type. But in this chapter we will try to make this type more concrete in two

ways. First, we show how to calculate it and show that for I = ∆̃\{0} it is simply the final

type of the p-kernel of a p-divisible group in the chain (up to a constant factor). Second,

we use the Ekedahl-Oort type to recover the classification of p-kernels of abelian varieties

in section 1.3. The results of this chapter are not essential to what follows, but we hope that

they help to understand stratification in AI{w} in chapter 11.
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10.1. Calculating the Ekedahl-Oort type

Let us unfold the definition of the Ekedahl-Oort type. Let (YΛ) be a chain of p-divisible

groups (YΛ) with chain of Dieudonné modules C = (CΛ) (so CΛ = M(YΛ)), and let FC =

(FCΛ) be the image of C under the Frobenius. If we pick a trivialization φ : L⊗O M(YΛ)
∼→

V of the isocrystal, then the map in (7.1.5) gives a point z = (φ(C ),φ(FC ),b) in Z̃I . By

definition the Ekedahl-Oort type of (YΛ) is w if and only if z is in Z̃I{w}.
By lemma 8.2.7 we can calculate the Ekedahl-Oort type as follows. Recursively define a

sequence (Cn) of marked lattice chains in the isocrystal L⊗O M(YΛ) by

C0 = C and Cn+1 = RefFCn(Cn).

Because the type of Cn keeps getting smaller, the sequence must stabilize, say to C∞. Then

the Ekedahl-Oort type of (YΛ) is inv(C∞,FC∞).

10.1.1. Refinement for chains of p-divisible groups. The following lemma shows that

all lattices in the chains Cn are Dieudonné modules.

Lemma 10.1.1. If the marked lattice C in XI is a chain of Dieudonné modules for the Frobe-

nius F = bσ , then so is C ′ = RefFC (C ).

Proof. Recall from section 6.1.4 that C ′ consists of the lattices (CΛ∩FCΛ′)+Cn(Λ) for all Λ

and Λ′ in LI . These are all Dieudonné lattices, as the sum and intersection of two Dieudonné

lattices is again a Dieudonné lattice.

Corollary 10.1.2. The Ekedahl-Oort type of a chain in pDivI,d(k) is in IW̃ ∩Adm(d).

Proof. Lemma 10.1.1 implies that the chains Cn in section 10.1 are all chains of Dieudonné

modules. In particular, C∞ is a chain of Dieudonné modules and the Ekedahl-Oort type

inv(C∞,FC∞) is in the admissible set.

Remark 10.1.3. Lemma 10.1.1 has an interesting consequence for the admissible set, namely

that if w is in Adm(d)∩ IW̃ σ(I), then

wW̃σ(I)∩ I∩wσ(I)W̃ σ(I∩wσ(I)) ⊂ Adm(d). (10.1.4)

Indeed, the refinement map rw,I gives a bijection Z̃I(w)
∼→ Z̃I∩wσ(I)(wW̃σ(I)) by proposition

8.2.2. By lemma 10.1.1 all points in the image are chains of Dieudonné lattices. So the image

is contained in Z̃I∩wσ(I)(Adm(d)). One can probably give a purely combinatorial proof of

(10.1.4), but I have not tried to do this.
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Let us describe the chain of p-divisible groups corresponding to C ′ = RefFC (C ). Sup-

pose that C corresponds to a chain of p-divisible group (YΛ). Recall that C ′ is the subchain

of C defined by the filtrations

Filσ(Λ′)(grΛ(C )) = (CΛ∩FCΛ′)/n(CΛ), Λ
′ ∈LI

of grΛ(C ) = CΛ/n(CΛ) for all Λ ∈ LI (see section 6.1.4). All the Filσ(Λ′)(grΛ(C )) are

Dieudonné modules. Let us determine for which groups using the exactness of the Dieudonné

functor. Note that grΛ(C ) is the Dieudonné module of gr(YΛ) = ker(YΛ → Yn(Λ)). We can

realize Filσ(Λ′)(grΛ(C )) as the kernel of grΛ(C )→CΛ′/(Cn(Λ)+FCΛ′). There are two cases:

1. If Λ′ ⊂ Λ, then FCΛ′ ⊂ CΛ′ ⊂ CΛ and CΛ/FCΛ′ is the Dieudonné module of the ker-

nel of F ◦ ρΛ,Λ′ : YΛ → Y (p)
Λ′ . So CΛ′/(Cn(Λ) + FCΛ′) is the Dieudonné module of

gr(YΛ)/(gr(YΛ)∩ker(F ◦ρΛ,Λ′)).

2. If Λ⊂ Λ′, then CΛ′/(Cn(Λ)+FCΛ′) is the Dieudonné module of ker(F : YΛ′ → Y (p)
Λ′ )∩

ker(YΛ′ → Yn(Λ)).

Because we like to work with subgroups of gr(YΛ) instead of quotients, we define

Filσ(Λ′)(gr(YΛ)) =

ker(ρΛ,Λ′ ◦F : YΛ→ Y (p)
Λ′ )∩gr(YΛ) if Λ′ ⊆ Λ,

ρΛ′,Λ(ker(F : YΛ′ → Y (p)
Λ′ ))∩gr(YΛ) if Λ⊆ Λ′,

(10.1.5)

so that Filσ(Λ′)(grΛ(C )) is the Dieudonné module of gr(YΛ)/Filσ(Λ′)(gr(YΛ)).

The FilΛ′ give a filtration of gr(YΛ), which is descending in the sense that FilΛ′′ ⊇ FilΛ′

when Λ′′ ⊆ Λ′. The filtration contains only finitely many different subgroups, say 0 ( H1 (
H1 ( · · ·( Hr = gr(YΛ). They give a chain of isogenies

YΛ→ YΛ/H1→ YΛ/H2 · · · → YΛ/Hr = Yn(Λ).

Then you get the chain of p-divisible groups corresponding to C ′ by inserting the above chain

into the chain (YΛ) between YΛ and Yn(Λ) for all Λ.

If w = inv(C ,FC ), then we write rw,I(YΛ) for the chain of p-divisible groups of type I∩
wσ(I) attached to C ′ that we constructed above. By construction mI(rw,I(YΛ))= rw,I(mI(YΛ)).

10.1.2. The Ekedahl-Oort type and the final type. Look at the type I = ∆̃\{0}. In a

chain (YΛ) of type I all the p-divisible groups are the same and all the isogenies are powers

of p. So we can identify the chain (YΛ) with the single p-divisible group Y = YΛ0 and see
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pDivI,d(k) as the category of d-dimensional p-divisible groups (with isomorphisms).

Let us see what the sequence Cn looks like. If C is the Dieudonné module of Y , then C0

is the chain (piC)i∈Z (with marking Λni 7→ piC). Let C = k⊗O C be the Dieudonné module

of the p-kernel Y [p]. Let F be the Frobenius of C and V the Verschiebung. Because lattices

between C and pC correspond to linear subspaces in C, we can represent each Cn as a flag of

subspaces in C. For instance, C1 corresponds to F(C)⊂C. To make C2 we need to add to C1

the lattices

(C∩ p jF2(C))+ pC =



C for j <−1,

(C∩V−1F(C))+ pC for j =−1,

(C∩F2(C))+ pC for j = 0,

pC for j > 0,

where V = p−1F−1 is the Verschiebung. So C2 corresponds to the flag F2
(C) ⊂ F(C) ⊂

V−1F(C) ⊂ C in C .To construct the flag C n+1 corresponding to Cn+1 from that of Cn, we

need to add F(C′) and V−1
(C′) to C n for all C′ in C n. This is exactly how we constructed

the canonical filtration in section 1.3.2. So C∞ corresponds to the canonical filtration in C.

We can now relate the Ekedahl-Oort type of Y to the final type of its p-kernel. Recall

that the final type FT(Y [p]) of Y [p] is the relative position of ker(F) to the canonical flag in

C(p) (see section 1.3.2). For I = ∆̃\{0} the intersection Adm(d)∩ IW̃ σ(I) consists of only one

element: the translation τd : i 7→ i−d in Ω (see section 6.1.1). If J = I∩ τd σ(I) = ∆̃\{0,d},
then the final type is in JW̃I .

Lemma 10.1.6. For any Y in pDivI,d(k) we have EO(Y ) = τd FT(Y [p]).

Proof. Recall that the Ekedahl-Oort type of Y is equal to inv(C∞,FC∞). Because the relative

position is in IW̃ , we have inv(C∞,FC∞) = inv(C0,FC∞) and by proposition 5.2.3

inv(C0,FC∞) = inv(C0,FC0)inv(RefC0(FC0),FC∞)

= τd inv(RefC0(FC0),FC∞)

As explained in section 10.1.2 the lattices between pC and C in C∞ give the canonical fil-

tration C ∞ of C. So we can see FC∞ as C
(p)
∞ in C(p)

= k⊗O F(C). The chain RefC0(FC0)

consists of (the multiples of) D ⊂ F(C), where D is defined by the properties that pF(C) ⊂
D ⊂ F(C) and D/pF(C) = ker(F) in C(p). So inv(RefC0(FC0),FC∞) is the final type of

Y [p].
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Again this lemma has a combinatorial consequence. On the one hand the Ekedahl-Oort

type is in IW̃ ∩Adm(d) by lemma 10.1.1. Every type in this intersection can occur (indeed,

if we define a Frobenius on the standard lattice Λ0 by F(ei) = ew(i) and a Verschiebung by

V = pF−1, then the corresponding p-divisible group has type w). On the other hand the

Ekedahl-Oort type is in τd
JW̃I by lemma 10.1.6. Again every type in τd

JW̃I can occur (see

for instance [50] 4.9). It follows that

IW̃ ∩Adm(d) = τd
JW̃I .

One can prove this combinatorially using (10.1.4) and the Mackey decomposition.

10.2. Classification of BT1 ’s

Suppose again that I = ∆̃\{0} as in section 10.1.2. Then G(L)\Z̃I(Adm(d)) parametrizes

isomorphism classes of d-dimensional p-divisible groups over k by lemma 7.1.6. We will

now show that G(L)\ZI parametrizes the p-kernels of such groups.

A finite commutative group scheme over k is the p-kernel of a p-divisible group if and

only if the kernel of its Verschiebung equals the image of its Frobenius (see [40] prop. 1.7).

Such group schemes are called truncated Barsotti-Tate groups of level 1, or BT1 ’s for short.

We can see the partial flag variety XI as the set of lattices in V by sending the chain

(CΛ)Λ∈I to C =CΛn (see section 6.1.2). The stabilizer KC of C in XI is simply GLO(C) and

the unipotent radical UC it the kernel of the reduction map GLO(C)→ GLk(k⊗O C).

The set Z̃I consists of triples (C,D,b), where b is in G(L) and C and D are lattices in

V with D = bσ(C). If the triple (C,D,b) is in Z̃I(Adm(d)), then C is a d-dimensional

Dieudonné module with Frobenius F = bσ and Verschiebung V = pσ−1b−1. Let (C,F ,V )

be the reduction modulo p of (C,F,V ), that is C = k⊗O C. This is the Dieudonné module of

a BT1 of dimension d. Note that F and V do not change if we change b to bσ(u) for some u

in UC and that two points in the same G(L)-orbit in Z̃I(Adm(d)) give isomorphic Dieudonné

modules. So we get a map

G(L)\ZI(τd)→ (BT1(d)(k)/∼=), (10.2.1)

where BT1(d)(k) is the category of d-dimensional BT1 ’s over k. (Recall that Adm(d)∩
IW̃ σ(I) consists of only the translation τd : i 7→ i−d).

Lemma 10.2.2. The map in (10.2.1) is a bijection.
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Proof. Because it is hard to write down an inverse of (10.2.1) directly, we go through an

intermediate. By corollary 9.1.3 refinement gives an isomorphism

rw,I : G(L)\ZI(τd)
∼→ G(L)\ZJ(τdW̃σ(I)),

where J = I∩ τd σ(I) = ∆̃\{0,d}. We construct a map l : (BT1(d)(k)/∼=)→ Z̃J(τdW̃σ(I)) that

is the inverse of (10.2.1).

Suppose that (C,F ,V ) is the Dieudonné module of a BT1 . Pick a lattice C in V and

identify C with k⊗C. There is a unique lattice D with pC ⊂ D ⊂ C such that D/pC =

ker(V ) = im(F) in C. Now pick a b in G(L) with bσ(C) = D such that

• the map C(p)
= σ(C)/pσ(C)→ D/pC = im(F) given by b is equal to F and

• the map C/ker(V ) =C/D→ σ(C)/pσ(C) =C(p) given by pb−1 is equal to V .

These conditions determine b up to an element of the unipotent radical UD⊂C of the stabi-

lizer of the chain C ⊂ D. Altogether we get a point (D⊂C,bσ(D)⊂C, [b]J) in Z̃J(τdW̃σ(I)).

The G(L)-orbit of this point does not depend on the choices we made. So we have con-

structed l : (BT1(d)(k)/∼=)→ Z̃J(τdW̃σ(I)). If we apply the map (10.2.1) to r−1
w,I (l(C,F ,V ))=

(C,D, [b]I), then it is clear from the conditions on b that we get back (C,F ,V ).

Conversely, when (C,F ,V ) comes form a point (C,D,b) in Z̃I(τd) by the map (10.2.1),

one checks immediately that rw,I(C,D,b) satisfies all the conditions above. So l(C,F ,V ) =

rw,I(C,D,b).

Remark 10.2.3. The intermediate G(L)\ZJ(τdW̃σ(I)) in the proof is really the set of isomor-

phism classes of F-zips of a certain type (see [52]).

If we combine the bijection in(10.2.1) with the classification of the G(L)-orbits in theorem

9.0.1 we get a commutative diagram

(pDivI,d(k)/∼=)
mI
∼

//

[p]

��

G(L)\Z̃I(Adm(d))

**UUUUUUUUUUUUU

��

IW̃

(BT1(d)(k)/∼=)
(10.2.1)
∼

// G(L)\ZI(Adm(d))

44iiiiiiiiiiiii

where the map on the left sends a p-divisible group to its p-kernel. Denote the composition

of the maps on the bottom row with EO: (BT1(d)(k)/ ∼=)→ IW̃ . We call the image of a

BT1 under this map its Ekedahl-Oort type .
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Corollary 10.2.4. The Ekedahl-Oort type gives a bijection

EO: (BT1(d)(k)/∼=)
∼→ Adm(d)∩ IW̃ = τd

JW̃I .

such that EO(N) = τd FT(N) (with FT(N) the final type of N).

Proof. The map EO is injective by lemma 10.2.2. Because the map on the left is surjective

by [40] proposition 1.7, the image of EO is the same as the image of (pDivI,d(k)/∼=) in IW̃ .

We saw in section 10.1.2 that this image is IW̃ ∩Adm(d) = τd
JW̃I . The relation with the final

type follows from lemma 10.1.6.

10.3. The Ekedahl-Oort type for quasi-polarized chains

Let us explain how to modify the results from the previous sections to quasi-polarized

chains. Let V be a 2g-dimensional vector space over Qp with symplectic form 〈,〉 and let

G = GSp(V). Remember that by lemma 7.2.6 we have a bijection

mI : (QPpDivI,2g(k)/∼=)
∼→ G(L)\Z̃I(Adm(µ)).

Combining this bijection with the natural map Z̃I → ZI and the classification of G(L)-orbits

in theorem 9.0.1 we get a map

EO: (QPpDivI,2g(k)/∼=)→ G(L)\ZI(Adm(µ))→ IW̃ .

We call the image of a quasi-polarized chain under this map its Ekedahl-Oort type. It is

calculated in the same way as in section 10.1. By lemma 10.1.1 it is in Adm(µ)∩ IW̃ .

Now look a the type I = ∆̃\{g}. Then G(L)\ZI(Adm(µ)) classifies polarized BT1 ’s.

Definition 10.3.1. A polarized BT1 is a BT1 N with a symplectic form (,) on its Dieudonné

module satisfying

(Fm,m′) = (m,V (m′))p for all m ∈M(N)(p) and m′ ∈M(N).

We use polarizations on the Dieudonné module and not on N itself to avoid problems in

characteristic 2, see [61] section 9. Let PBT1(d)(k) be the category of polarized BT1 ’s of

dimension d over k.

The set Z̃I is the same as in section 10.2, except that we have as extra condition that C⊥ =

pC. So to every triple (C,D,b) in Z̃I(Adm(d)) we can attach the Dieudonné module (C,F ,V )
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of a BT1 . The construction in section 7.2.1 gives a symplectic form (,) (a multiple of 〈,〉) on

C satisfying (Fm,Fm′) = pσ((m,m′)). Because C⊥ = pC, this form gives a polarization of

(C,F ,V ). So we have constructed a map

G(L)\ZI(Adm(µ))→ (PBT1(2g)(k)/∼=),

Like in lemma 10.2.2 this map is a bijection. Combining this bijection with the classification

of orbits in ZI (theorem 9.0.1) we get a bijection

EO: PBT1(m)
∼→ Adm(m)∩ IW̃ = τ

JW̃I ,

which classifies the polarized BT1 ’s over k. Here τ : i 7→ i−g (see section 6.2.1) is the unique

element of Adm(µ)∩ IW̃ σ(I) and J = I∩ τ σ(I) = ∆̃\{0,g}. Again the Ekedahl-Oort type is

related to the final type by EO(N) = FT(N)τ .

Remark 10.3.2. We can calculate the Ekedahl-Oort type of a polarized BT1 in two ways. If

we calculate it as in this section, we get an element in the extended affine Weyl group W̃ of

GSp2g. If we forget the polarization and calculate it as in section 10.2, we get an element in

the extended affine Weyl group W̃ ′ of GL2g. Both calculations give the same element under

the inclusion W̃ ⊂ W̃ ′. Indeed, by lemma (5.2) in [61] the canonical filtration is the same for

polarized and unpolarized BT1 ’s, and by the diagram in section 6.2.3 the relative position is

the same whether we take it for GSp2g or GL2g.

However, for a type other than ∆̃\{g} the Ekedahl-Oort type of a chain of quasi-polarized

p-divisible groups will usually depend on whether you take the polarization into account.
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CHAPTER 11

The Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification and the Ekedahl-Oort
stratification

In this chapter we define two stratifications on AI : the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification and

the Ekedahl-Oort stratification. The second stratification is a refinement of the first. To give

an idea how they work, let us describe here when a point x of AI over an algebraically closed

field k is in a stratum. By sending such a point first to its chain of quasi-polarized p-divisible

groups and then to the corresponding chain of Dieudonné modules we get a map

AI(k)→ QPpDivI,m(k)→ G(L)\Z̃I(Adm(µ)), (11.0.1)

see section 7.2.1. Then:

• A point of AI(k) is in the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum AI(w) if and only if (11.0.1)

maps it to G(L)\Z̃I(w). Concretely this means that its chain of Dieudonné modules is

in relative position w to its image under the Frobenius (in the isocrystal).

• A point of AI(k) is in the Ekedahl-Oort stratum AI{w} if and only if (11.0.1) maps it

to G(L)\Z̃I{w}. This means that its chain of p-divisible groups has Ekedahl-Oort type

w (see chapter 10). Consequently the fibers of the forgetful morphism αJ,I are constant

over AI{w}. We will this fact use when we study these morphisms in chapter 12.

We could use the above description to define the strata as locally closed subsets of AI .

However, we choose to first define them using local models and then show that on k-valued

points they behave as described above. This has the advantage that we get the strata as

schemes and that we immediately find the basic properties of the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratifi-

cation (we prove those of the Ekedahl-Oort stratification in chapter 12).

Theorem 11.0.2. The Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification has the following basic properties:

1. The stratum AI(w) is smooth of dimension l(w)+ l(W̃I)− l(W̃I∩wσ(I)).

2. The closure of AI(w) is the union of all AI(w′) for which w′ ≤ w in the Bruhat order.
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The construction of the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification and theorem 11.0.2 are not new.

We just repeat them here for completeness. The local model for AI was first constructed by

de Jong in [42] (section 3 and 4), and later used extensively by Rapoport and Zink in [64]

(definition 3.27). Ngô and Genestier first used the local model to define the stratification

in AI(w) and derive its properties (see [21] section 3 and 4). They named it the Kottwitz-

Rapoport stratification because of their construction builds on [44].

The construction of the Ekedahl-Oort stratification on AI is new, but it generalizes the

construction of Ekedahl and Oort in [61].

11.1. Moduli spaces with parahoric level structure

We now return to moduli spaces of abelian varieties with parahoric level structures. To

be precise, we look at the following moduli spaces.

Definition 11.1.1. Fix a dimension g and a prime p. For I ( {0, . . . ,g} the moduli space of

abelian varieties with parahoric level structure AI over Fp is the moduli space for chains of

polarized abelian varieties

((A2g−ir ,λ2g−ir)
φ← (A2g−ir−1 ,λ2g−ir−1)

φ← ··· φ← (A2g−i0 ,λ2g−i0),η),

where {i0 < · · ·< ir}= {1, . . . ,g}\I (we explain this peculiar indexation below) and

1. A2g−i j is a g-dimensional abelian variety,

2. λ2g−i j is a polarization of degree p2(g−i j) whose kernel is contained in A2g−i j [p],

3. φ : A2g−i j → A2g−i j+1 is an isogeny such that φ ∗λ2g−i j+1 = λ2g−i j ,

4. η is a level N-structure for N ≥ 3 and coprime to p.

For J ⊃ I the forgetful morphism αI,J : AI →AJ forgets the Ag−im for im in J\I.

It is convenient for us to index the chains of abelian varieties in AI by the standard lat-

tice chain LI′ (see section 6.2.2). W start by extending the chain in definition 11.1.1 to

an infinite chain in a few steps. First, we let Ai j be the dual of A2g−i j and let the isogeny

Ai j+1 → Ai j be the dual of the isogeny A2g−i j → A2g−i j+1 . We link this second chain to

the first chain by the polarization λ2g−ir : A2g−ir → Air = At
2g−ir . Then we replicate this

piece of chain 2g-periodically be setting Ai j+2gm = Ai j and A2g−i j+2gm = A2g−i j for all m

in Z and keeping the isogenies the same. Finally we patch these pieces together by let-

ting φ : Ai0+2gm = Ai0 = A∨2g−i0 → A2g−i0 = A2g−i0+2g(m−1) be the unique isogeny such that
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φ ◦ λ2g−i0 : A2g−i0 → A∨2g−i0 → A2g−i0 is multiplication by p (such an isogeny exists, be-

cause the kernel of λ2g−i0 is contained in A2g−i0 [p]). The polarizations λ2g−i j give a quasi-

polarization λi on each abelian variety Ai in the chain.

Note that we do not get an Ai for all integers i, but only for those for which ±i is in not

I modulo 2g. These are exactly the i for which Λi is in LI′ . So it makes sense to define

AΛi = Ai and λΛi = λi for all Λi in LI′ . We usually leave out η and the λi from the notation

and write (AΛ)Λ∈LI′
for the above chain. Like the chains of p-divisible groups in chapter 7,

the isogeny AΛ→ AΛ′ has degree plength(Λ/Λ′) and the isogeny AΛ→ ApΛ is multiplication by

p. In particular, (AΛ[p∞],λΛ[p∞])Λ∈LI is a chain of quasi-polarized p-divisible groups in the

sense of definition 7.2.3.

11.2. The local model

We now review the local model Mloc
I for the singularities of AI introduced by de Jong

in [42]. He defined it over Zp. However, since we are only interested in its special fiber, we

restrict our attention to characteristic p.

Let ∆̃ = {0, . . . ,g} be the vertex set of the extended Dynkin diagram of GSp2g. For any

type I ⊂ ∆̃ let LI′ be the standard self-dual lattice chain of type I over Zp (see section 6.2.2;

in that chapter we assumed that the residue field of O was algebraically closed, but this is of

course not necessary for the construction of LI′ ).

Definition 11.2.1. The local model is the scheme Mloc
I over Fp whose S-valued points are

collections (FΛ ⊂ OS⊗Zp Λ)Λ∈LI′
of locally free direct summands of rank g such that

1. for any Λ ⊂ Λ′ the homomorphism OS⊗Zp Λ→ OS⊗Zp Λ′ induced by the inclusion

maps FΛ to FΛ′ and

2. the composition FΛ→ (OS⊗Zp Λ)∼= (OS⊗Zp Λ∨)∨→F∨
Λ∨ is zero.

The local model can be represented by a locally closed subscheme of a product of Grass-

manians. Let G I be the group scheme over Fp whose S-valued points are the automorphism

of the chain (OS⊗Zp Λ)Λ∈Q∗p\LI′
preserving the symplectic form. It acts naturally on Mloc

I

and we want to determine its orbits.

Let us first classify the orbits on k-valued points for an algebraically closed field k. Let O

be the Witt-vectors of k, let L be the field of fractions of O and let XI be the affine partial flag

variety of type I for GSp2g over O (see section 6.2.2). We can construct an injective map

ι : Mloc
I (k) ↪→ XI
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by sending (FΛ) to the unique marked lattice chain (CΛ) in XI with p(O ⊗Zp Λ) ⊂ CΛ ⊂
O⊗Zp Λ and k⊗O CΛ = FΛ in k⊗Zp Λ.

Let KI ⊂G(L) be the standard parahoric subgroup of type I, the stabilizer of the standard

lattice chain LI′ . We can attach to KI a group scheme over O (see [12] 5.2.6), and its special

fiber is G I,k. In particular, we have a map g 7→ g from KI to G I(k). The map ι commutes with

the actions of G I(k) on Mloc
I and of KI on XI in the sense that ι(gm) = gι(m). So the

mathcalGI-orbits in Mloc
I (k) map to KI-orbits in XI .

But the KI-orbits in XI are just the Schubert (or Bruhat) cells

SI(w) = KIw(LI) = {C ∈ XI | inv(LI ,C ) = w}

for w in IW̃ I . By definition of the admissible set (see 7.1.3), the image of ι consists exactly of

those SI(w) for which w is in Adm(µ). Let Mloc
I (w)⊂Mloc

I be the pull-back of SI(w). More

precisely, Mloc
I (w) is the unique reduced subscheme in Mloc

I such that ι(Mloc
I (w)(k))=SI(w).

Lemma 11.2.2. The G I-action on Mloc
I satisfies the following properties:

1. The orbits are the Mloc
I (w) for w in Adm(µ)∩ IW̃ I .

2. The orbit Mloc
I (w) has dimension l(w)+ l(W̃I)− l(W̃I∩wI).

3. The closure of Mloc
I (w) is the union of the Mloc

I (w′) for which w′ ≤ w in the Bruhat

order.

Here we write l(A) = max{l(w) |w ∈ A} for any finite set A ⊂ W̃ . Note that l(W̃I)−
l(W̃I∩wI) is the dimension of the projective variety whose set of k-valued points is KI/KI∩wI .

Proof. For point 1 note that the set of G I-orbits in Mloc
I is in bijection with the Gal(k/Fp)-

equivalence classes of G I(k)-orbits in Mloc
I (k). By the above description the orbits in Mloc

I (k)

are the Mloc
I (w)(k). They are all invariant under the Galois group. So the orbits in Mloc

I are

the Mloc
I (w).

For point 2 first note that, like the Schubert cell S /0(w), the orbit Mloc
/0 (w) is an affine space

of dimension l(w). For any I there is a forgetful morphism βI : Mloc
/0 →Mloc

I that forgets the

FΛ for Λ /∈ LI . The fibers of this map are flag varieties of dimension l(W̃I). The inverse

image β
−1
I (Mloc

I (w) is the union of Mloc
/0 (w′) for w′ in the double coset W̃IwW̃I . So we have

dim(Mloc
I (w))+ l(W̃I) = dim(β−1

I (Mloc
I (w))) = l(W̃IwW̃I).

By corollary 5.1.19 we can write every w′ in W̃IwW̃I uniquely as w′ = uwv with u ∈ W̃I and
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v ∈ w−1
I∩IW̃I . It follows that

l(W̃IwW̃I) = l(W̃I)+ l(w)+ l(
w−1

I∩IW̃I)

= l(W̃I)+ l(w)+ l(W̃I)− l(W̃I∩wI).

Combining the two equations above we get the dimension of Mloc
I (w).

The proof of point 3 is the same as the proof that the closure relations of Schubert cells

are given by the Bruhat order.

11.3. The Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification

Again following [42] section 3 and 4 we construct a correspondence

˜AI

����������

  BBBBBBBB

AI Mloc
I

(11.3.1)

called the local model diagram, which allows us to compare AI with Mloc
I .

Definition 11.3.2. Let ˜AI be the scheme over k for which an S-valued points is given by

1. An S-valued point (AΛ,λ ,θ) of AI .

2. Trivializations ψΛ : H1
dR(AΛ/S) ∼→ OS⊗Λ for all Λ compatible with the polarization.

The left morphism in diagram (11.3.1) simply forgets the trivializations ψΛ. It makes
˜AI into a G I-torsor over AI , where G I acts by changing the ψΛ. The right morphism is

constructed as follows. Given an S-valued point x̃ = (AΛ,λ ,θ ,ψΛ) of ˜AI , we can transfer the

Hodge filtration EΛ ⊂ H1
dR(AΛ/S) to a locally free direct summand FΛ = ψΛ(EΛ) in OS⊗Zp

Λ. Then the right morphism sends x̃ to (FΛ)Λ∈LI in the local model Mloc
I . This morphism is

smooth (see [42] proposition 4.5 or [64] 3.29) and surjective (see [20] proposition 1.3.2).

Following [21] section 3 and 4 we use diagram (11.3.1) to transfer the G I-orbits in the

local model to AI , where they give Kottwitz-Rapoport strata. To be precise, if we pull back

an orbit Mloc
I (w) (see lemma 11.2.2), then we get a G I-equivariant subvariety of ˜AI . Because

˜AI is a G I-torsor over AI we can descend this subvariety to AI . In this way we get the

Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum AI(τ2gw−1), where τ2g is the permutation i 7→ i−2g (see section

6.2.1). Note that we change the indexation when we go from orbits to Kottwitz-Rapoport

strata: Mloc
I (w) becomes AI(τ2gw−1). We will explain why in lemma 11.3.3 and its proof.
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For any subset A of W̃ we write

AI(A) =
⊔

w∈A∩IW̃ σ(I)∩Adm(µ)

AI(w).

Because the right map in (11.3.1) is smooth and surjective, the Kottwitz-Rapoport stra-

tum AI(w) is smooth, and has the same dimension as the orbit Mloc
I (w−1τ−2g). So AI(w)

has dimension l(w−1τ−2g)+ l(W̃I)− l(W̃
I∩w−1τ−2g I

) = l(w)+ l(W̃I)− l(W̃I∩wσ(I)) by lemma

11.2.2. Similarly, the closure of AI(w) is the union of all AI(w′) with w′ ≤ w in the Bruhat

order. So we have proved theorem 11.0.2.

11.3.1. The stratification on k-valued points. We will now show that the above defi-

nition of AI(w) coincides with the definition for points over an algebraically closed field k

given in the introduction of this chapter.

Lemma 11.3.3. For a k-valued point x = (AΛ)Λ∈LI of AI the following are equivalent:

1. The point x is in AI(w).

2. The map in (11.0.1) sends x to G(L)\Z̃I(w).

3. The chain of Dieudonné modules CΛ = M(AΛ[p∞]) has relative position w to its image

(FCΛ) under the Frobenius (inside the isocrystal of x).

Proof. The equivalence of 2 and 3 is clear from the definition of Z̃I(w) (see section 7.1.1)

and the construction of the map (11.0.1) in section 7.2.1.

So let us prove that 1 and 3 are equivalent. Pick a trivialization of the (polarized) isocrystal

(L⊗M(A[p∞]),M(λΛ[p∞]))∼= (V,〈,〉) such that the chain (FCΛ) maps to the standard lattice

chain Lσ(I). The comparison theorem in appendix A.0.5 gives isomorphisms

ψΛ : H1
dR(AΛ)

∼ // (k⊗O CΛ)
(p) ∼

F
// k⊗O (FCΛ) = k⊗Λ,

respecting the polarizations. So we get a lift x̃ of x to ˜AI .

The isomorphisms ψΛ maps the Hodge filtration H0(A,ΩA) first to the kernel of F , that is

to (F−1 pCΛ)/pC(p)
Λ

in (k⊗O CΛ)
(p), and then to (pCΛ)/(pFC(p)

Λ
) in k⊗O (FCΛ). So, if we

map x̃ first to Mloc
I by the morphism in (11.3.1) and then to XI by the map ι : Mloc

I (k)→ XI

from section 11.2, then we get the chain (pCΛ)Λ∈LI .

Note that x is in AI(w) if and only if (pCΛ)Λ∈LI is in the Schubert cell SI(w−1τ−2g). But

inv(Lσ(I),(pCΛ)) = inv((FCΛ),(CΛ)) inv(CΛ, pCΛ) = inv((CΛ),(FCΛ))
−1

τ−2g
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as τ−2g has length 0 and gives the relative position of a chain to p times that chain (see

lemma 5.1.11). So we see that indeed x is in AI(w) if and only if (CΛ) has relative position

w to (FCΛ).

The third description in the lemma seems to me the most intuitive and is the reason that I

index the Kottwitz-Rapoport strata in this way.

11.4. Refinement morphisms

To define the Ekedahl-Oort stratification, we first construct refinement morphisms

rw,I : AI(w)→AI∩wσ(I).

They are the analogues of the refinement maps for Z̃I defined in section 8.2). (See section

12.2 for more on rw,I).

Remember that in section 10.1.1 we constructed the refinement rw,I(YΛ) of a chain of

p-divisible groups over an algebraically closed field. With a bit of work we can also make

this construction work for a chain (YΛ) over a reduced scheme S, assuming that the map

in lemma 7.1.6 maps the fiber (YΛ(s)) over any geometric point s to G(L)\Z̃I(w). Define

Filσ(Λ′)(gr(YΛ)) by equation (10.1.5).

Lemma 11.4.1. The group scheme Filσ(Λ′)(gr(YΛ)) is locally free over S.

Proof. Because S is reduced, it is sufficient to show that function that attaches to a geometric

point s the rank of the fiber Filσ(Λ′)(gr(YΛ))(s) is constant (see [33] chapter II exercise 5.8(c)).

We claim that this rank is determined by w. Indeed, the rank of the fiber is p to the power of

the length of its Dieudonné module (see section A.0.3). If CΛ be the Dieudonné module of

YΛ(s), then the Dieudonné module of FilΛ′(gr(YΛ))(s) is

grCΛ
/FilF(CΛ) =CΛ/(CΛ∩F(CΛ)+Cn(Λ))∼= Λ/(Λ∩w(σ(Λ′))+n(Λ))

as the chain (CΛ) is in relative position w to the chain of images (F(CΛ)) under the Frobenius.

So the rank of FilΛ′(gr(YΛ))(s) does not depend on s.

The lemma allows us to take the quotient of YΛ by FilΛ′(gr(YΛ)) and define rw,I(YΛ) as

in section 10.1.1. Because the fiber of rw,I(YΛ) over any geometric point has type I∩wσ(I),

so does the whole chain. The refinement of a chain of quasi-polarized p-divisible groups is

again quasi-polarized.
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We apply this construction to the the universal chain of abelian varieties (AΛ) over AI(w).

Let YΛ = AΛ[p∞] be its chain of p-divisible groups. By lemma 11.3.3 the chains of Dieudonné

modules of all geometric points are in G(L)\Z̃I(w). So we get a quasi-polarized chain of p-

divisible groups rw,I(YΛ) = (Y ′
Λ′) of type I∩wσ(I) over AI(w). Together with (AΛ) this chain

defines the morphism rw,I : AI(w)→AI∩wσ(I). Indeed, if Λ′ is in LI∩wσ(I), then n(Λ)⊂Λ′ ⊂
Λ for some Λ in LI and we can see the kernel of YΛ =Y ′

Λ
→Y ′

Λ′ as a subgroup scheme of AΛ.

Define A′
Λ′ as the quotient of AΛ by this kernel. Then (A′

Λ′) is a chain of abelian varieties of

type I∩wσ(I) over AI(w). It gives the morphism rw,I by the universal property of AI∩wσ(I).

11.5. The Ekedahl-Oort stratification

We define the Ekedahl-Oort stratum AI{w} in the same way as we defined the subset

Z̃I{w} in section 8.2.1. Recall that AI(w) is stable if I = wσ(I).

Definition 11.5.1. For any w in T (I) define the Ekedahl-Oort stratum AI{w} by

AI{w}=

AI(w0) if AI(w0) is stable,

AI1{w←1} otherwise.

The map that sends (u0,u1, . . .) to u∞ gives a bijection T (I)→ IW̃ by lemma 8.2.6. We

usually write AI{u∞} for AI{u}. If A is a subset of W̃ , then we again write AI{A} for

the union of the strata AI{w} with w in A∩ IW̃ ∩Adm(µ). The Ekedahl-Oort stratification

refines the Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification as AI(w) = AI{wW̃σ(I)}. Over an algebraically

closed field k definition 11.5.1 is equivalent to the definition we gave in the introduction to

this chapter by the following corollary.

Corollary 11.5.2. For a k-valued point x of AI the following are equivalent:

1. The point x is in AI{w}.
2. The map in (11.0.1) sends x to Z̃I{w}.
3. The chain of p-divisible groups of x has Ekedahl-Oort type w (see chapter 10)

Proof. Points 1 and 2 are equivalent by lemma 11.3.3, as AI{w} and Z̃I{w} are defined by the

same formula. Points 2 and 3 are equivalent by the definition of the Ekedahl-Oort type.

Together with lemma 10.1.6 this corollary implies that for I = ∆̃\{g} the stratum AI{τw}
consists of all principally polarized abelian varieties whose p-kernel has final type w. So on

the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties definition 11.5.1 gives the stratifi-

cation defined by Ekedahl and Oort in [61] and described in section 1.3.
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CHAPTER 12

Forgetful morphisms

In this chapter we prove the three main theorems on forgetful morphisms stated in section

4.2: theorem 4.2.3 in section 12.2, theorem 4.2.2 in section 12.3 and theorem 4.2.1 in section

12.4. Our strategy in all three cases is to reduce the problem to a problem on Fp-valued points

and then use the results in chapter 8 (see section 12.1).

These theorems allow us to derive the basic properties of the Ekedahl-Oort stratification

in section 12.6.

Theorem 12.0.1. The Ekedahl-Oort stratification has the following basic properties:

1. The stratum AI{w} is smooth of dimension l(w).

2. The closure of AI{w} is the union of the AI{w′} for which there is a u ∈ W̃I with

uw′σ(u−1)≤ w in the Bruhat order.

Oort first calculated the dimension of Ekedahl-Oort strata in the moduli space of princi-

pally polarized abelian varieties in [61] theorem 1.2. The formulation in terms of lengths can

be found in [16] corollary 8.4 or [51], which builds on work by Wedhorn in [72]. The second

point in theorem 12.0.1 generalizes Wedhorn’s description of the closures of Ekedahl-Oort

strata in [71].

12.1. Description on Fp-valued points

Let us explain how we can use the results on the forgetful maps for Z̃I in chapter 8 to

understand the fibers of the forgetful morphisms for AI .

Let k be an algebraic closure of Fp. Let be O the Witt vectors of k and L the field of

fractions of O . Fix a 2g-dimensional vector space V over L with a symplectic form 〈,〉.
These data give the group G = GSp(V) and the set Z̃I defined in 7.1.1.

Given a k-valued point x = (AΛ) of AI , we choose a trivialization L⊗O M(AΛ[p∞])
∼→ V

of the isocrystal of x such that the pull-back of 〈,〉 is a multiple of the symplectic form given

by the polarization. Then the construction in section 7.2.1 gives a point z = (C ,D ,b) in Z̃I .

Here C = (M(AΛ[p∞])) is the chain of Dieudonné lattices of (AΛ) in V, D is the image of C

under the Frobenius F and b in G(L) is such that F = bσ .
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We construct a map

α
−1
J,I (x)(k)→ αJ,I(z)∩ Z̃J(Adm(µ)). (12.1.1)

as follows. Suppose that αJ,I maps x′ = (A′
Λ′) in AJ to x. As the isocrystal of x′ is isomorphic

to x, it is automatically trivialized. So we get a point z′ of Z̃J with αJ,I(z′) = z. The above

map is a bijection, because an element of αJ,I(z)∩ Z̃J(Adm(µ)) gives a chain of p-divisible

groups refining the chain (AΛ[p∞]), which together with x = (Aλ ) gives a point in α
−1
J,I (x)(k).

The bijection (12.1.1) commutes with the forgetful maps on both sides: for J′ ⊂ J ⊂ I

there is a commutative diagram

α
−1
J′,I(x)(k)

∼ //

αJ′,J
��

αJ′,I(z)∩ Z̃J(Adm(µ))

αJ′,J

��

α
−1
J,I (x)(k)

∼ // αJ,I(z)∩ Z̃J(Adm(µ)).

It also commutes with the refinement maps rw,J , and it respects the stratifications in the sense

that it induces bijections

(α−1
J,I (x)∩AI(w))(k)

∼→ αJ,I(z)∩ Z̃I(w) and

(α−1
J,I (x)∩AI{w′})(k)

∼→ αJ,I(z)∩ Z̃I{w′}

(see lemma 11.3.3 and corollary 11.5.2). In this way the bijection (12.1.1) allows us to

transfer to AI everything we proved for Z̃I in chapter 8. In particular, we see that (at least on

k-valued points) the fibers of αJ,I are constant over Ekedahl-Oort strata (see section 9.2).

12.2. Morphisms from stable strata

To prove theorem 4.2.3 on morphisms from stable strata, we first prove the following

analogue of lemma 8.2.2.

Proposition 12.2.1. The forgetful morphisms αI∩wσ(I),I induces an isomorphism

AI∩wσ(I)(wW̃σ(I))
∼→AI(w)

with inverse the refinement morphism rw,I (see section 11.4).

Proof. Write J = I ∩ wσ(I). First note that rI,w(AI(w)) is contained in AJ(wW̃σ(I)) and
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that αJ,I(AJ(wW̃σ(I))) is contained in AI(w). Indeed, as the Kottwitz-Rapoport strata are

reduced, we only need to check this on k-valued points. Then it follows from lemma 8.2.2

via the construction in section 12.1.

Similarly the composition rw,I ◦αJ,I is the identity by lemma 8.2.2. As rw,I is a section of

αJ,I by construction, the proposition follows.

We proceed in the same way as in section 8.2.2.

Corollary 12.2.2. If w is in IW̃ and w′ is the (I,σ(I))-reduced representative W̃IwW̃σ(I), then

the forgetful morphism AI∩w′σ(I) → AI induces an isomorphism AI∩w′ I{w} → AI{w}. Its

inverse is rw′,I .

Proof. By the definition of the Ekedahl-Oort strata in 11.5.1 the refinement morphism rw′,I

maps AI{w} to AI∩wσ(I){w}. By proposition 12.2.1 it is an isomorphism with inverse given

by the forgetful morphism.

Suppose we have sequence (In,wn) in T (I) (see definition 8.2.3) with w∞ = w. By corol-

lary 12.2.2 the refinement morphisms give isomorphisms

AI{w}
∼→AI1{w}

∼→AI2{w}
∼→ ··· ∼→AI∞{w∞}= AI∞{w}.

with inverses give by the forgetful morphisms. Because I∞ is w-stable, we have AI∞{w} =
AI∞(w). So the forgetful morphism gives an isomorphism AI∞(w)

∼→ AI{w}. But I∞ is the

largest subset of I satisfying I∞ = wσ(I∞). In other words it is the w-stable type of I. Thus we

have proved theorem 4.2.3.

12.3. Morphisms to stable strata

Remember that I is w-stable if I = wσ(I), and that a stratum AI(w) is stable if I is w-

stable. In this section we study morphisms to stable strata and prove theorem 4.2.2.

12.3.1. A group scheme over stable strata. Suppose that I is w-stable. Let x be a k-

valued point of AI(w). The map AI(w)(k)→ G(L)\Z̃I(Adm(µ)) in (11.0.1) sends x to a

point z in G(L)\Z̃I(w) (see lemma 11.3.3). The construction in section 8.3.1 attaches to z a

reductive group G0,x = G0,z over Fp. We will now glue together these groups for different x

to a group scheme G over AI(w) with an isogeny Fr : G→ G.

Let (YΛ)Λ∈LI be the universal chain of p-divisible groups over AI(w) and let gr(YΛ) be

the kernel of ρΛ,n(Λ) : YΛ→ Yn(Λ) (as in section 10.1.1). Let Filσ(Λ′)(gr(YΛ)) be the filtration

of gr(YΛ) defined in section 11.4.
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Lemma 12.3.1. The finite group scheme gr(YΛ) is killed by F or V .

Proof. Because I is w-stable, the refinement rw,I(YΛ) is equal to the original chain (YΛ). To

make rw,I(YΛ) we add (amongst others) YΛ/Filσ(Λ)(gr(YΛ)) to the chain between YΛ and Yn(Λ).

So, Filσ(Λ)(gr(YΛ)) is either gr(YΛ) or 0. But by definition Filσ(Λ)(gr(YΛ)) is the kernel of F

on gr(YΛ) (see equation (10.1.5)). Hence, F is either 0 or an isomorphism. In the last case V

is 0, as FV = p = 0 on gr(YΛ).

The lemma implies that we can define the Dieudonné module M(gr(YΛ)) as in appendix

A.0.4. Let G be the closed subgroup of ∏Λ∈LI/pZ GL(M(grΛ(y))) of elements that respect

the polarization. This is a reductive group scheme over AI(w).

To define the isogeny Fr we need another property of FilΛ′ on stable strata.

Lemma 12.3.2. For every Λ in LI there is a unique π(Λ) in Lσ(I) with Filπ(Λ)(gr(YΛ)) = 0

and Filn(π(Λ))(gr(YΛ)) = gr(YΛ). The map π is a bijection, and there is an isomorphism

εΛ : gr(YΛ)
∼→ gr(Yπ(Λ))

(p).

Proof. Because I is w-stable, we have rw,I(YΛ) = (YΛ). So each of the FilΛ′(gr(YΛ)) is either

0 or the whole group gr(YΛ). As the filtration is descending, there is a unique π(Λ) with the

above property.

Let us study the fiber (YΛ(x)) of (YΛ) over a point x in AI(w)(k) using its chain of

Dieudonné modules (CΛ). We see (CΛ) as a chain of O-lattices in the isocrystal L⊗O CΛ. Be-

cause x is in AI(w), the chain (CΛ) is in relative position w to the chain of Frobenius images

(FCΛ). Because I is w-stable, (CΛ) and (FCΛ) are in good position (see 5.2.4). It follows

from section 6.1.5 that π is a bijection and that the natural maps

grCΛ

∼←
CΛ∩F(Cπ(Λ))

CΛ∩n(F(Cπ(Λ)))+n(CΛ)∩F(Cπ(Λ))

∼→ grF(Cπ(Λ))
(12.3.3)

are isomorphisms. As grCΛ
is the Dieudonné module of gr(YΛ(x)), and grFCπ(Λ)

is that of

gr(Yπ(Λ)(x)), we get an isomorphism:

εΛ(x) : gr(YΛ)(x)
∼→ gr(Yπ(Λ))

(p)(x).

We want to show that this isomorphism comes from a global isomorphism over AI(w).

Pick any Λ′ that contains both Λ and Λ′. If we let H = ker(ρΛ′,Λ)+ker(F ◦ρΛ′,π(Λ)), then

H is locally free by the argument in lemma 11.4.1. So we can define Z = YΛ′/H. We have
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morphisms

gr(YΛ)→ YΛ→ Z← Y (p)
π(Λ)
← gr(Y (p)

π(Λ)
).

The Dieudonné module of the fiber of Z over x is CΛ∩F(Cπ(Λ)). If we restrict the morphisms

to the fibers over x and apply the Dieudonné functor, we get morphisms

grCΛ
←CΛ←CΛ∩F(Cπ(Λ))→ F(Cπ(Λ))→ grF(Cπ(Λ))

.

Because AI(w) is reduced, the isomorphisms in (12.3.3) imply that the morphisms from

gr(YΛ) and gr(Y (p)
π(Λ)

) to Z are both injective and have the same image. So they give the

isomorphism εΛ.

Via Dieudonné theory εΛ gives an isomorphism M(εΛ) : M(gr(Yπ(Λ)))
(p) ∼→ M(gr(YΛ))

and hence an isogeny

FrΛ : GL(M(gr(Yπ(Λ))))→ GL(M(gr(YΛ)))

g 7→M(εΛ)◦g(p) ◦M(εΛ)
−1,

where g(p) is the image of g under the relative Frobenius. We let Fr : G→ G be the product

of the isogenies FrΛ. Because π is a bijection, Fr is an isogeny.

If x is a k-valued point of AI(w), then the fiber of G over x is isomorphic to the base

change Gz of G0,z to k (with z as above), and the restriction of Fr is equal to the Frobenius of

G0,z. In particular the Dynkin diagram of the fiber with its Frobenius action is described by

corollary 9.3.2.

12.3.2. Fibers and Deligne-Lusztig varieties. Let XJ be the scheme over AI(w) that

parametrizes parabolic subgroups of type J ⊂ I in G. We construct a morphism

η : α
−1
J,I (AI(w))→ XJ (12.3.4)

over AI(w) as follows. Let (Y ′
Λ′)Λ′∈LJ be the universal chain of p-divisible groups over

α
−1
J,I (AI(w)). As LJ refines LI , there is for every Λ′ in LJ not in LI a unique Λ ∈LI with

Λ⊃ Λ′ ⊃ n(Λ). We get subgroup schemes

HΛ′ = ker(α−1
J,I YΛ→ Y ′

Λ′)⊂ α
−1
J,I (ker(YΛ→ Yn(Λ))) = α

−1
J,I (gr(YΛ)).
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Applying the Dieudonné functor we get a surjective morphism of Dieudonné modules

M(α−1
J,I (gr(YΛ))) = α

∗
J,I(M(gr(YΛ)))→M(HΛ′). (12.3.5)

If we take the kernels of these morphisms for all Λ′ in LI′ , we get a flag of submodules in

∏α∗J,I(M(grΛ(y))). By construction G acts on ∏M(grΛ(y)) and the stabilizer of this flag

in α
−1
I,J (G) is a family of parabolic subgroups of type J over α

−1
I,J (AI(w)). We let η be the

morphism given by this family.

Corollary 12.3.6. The morphism η in (12.3.4) is an immersion.

Proof. The image of η determines the morphisms in (12.3.5). By lemma 12.3.1 the group

gr(YΛ) is annihilated by F or by V . The Dieudonné functor M(−) is an equivalence on the

category of group schemes with this property (see appendix A.0.4). So (12.3.5) determines

the subgroups HΛ′ ⊂ α
−1
J,I (grΛ(y)). These subgroups determine the universal chain of p-

divisible groups over α
−1
J,I (AI(w)). So the inclusion of α

−1
J,I (AI(w)) in AJ factors through η ,

which must therefore be an immersion.

The morphism is not always an isomorphism, because not all submodules of M(gr(YΛ))

are Dieudonné submodules.

Suppose that x is a k-valued point of AI(w) and let z be the image of x under the map

AI(k)→ G(L)\Z̃I(Adm(µ)) in (11.0.1). Because the fiber of G over x is isomorphic to Gz,

the fiber of XJ over x is isomorphic to the variety X z,J of parabolic subgroups of type J in Gz.

We have a commutative diagram

α
−1
J,I (x)(k)

∼ //

η
%%JJJJJJJJJ

αJ,I(z)∩ Z̃J(Adm(µ))

ηz
wwnnnnnnnnnnnn

X z,J(k)

(12.3.7)

where the top arrow is the bijection from (12.1.1), and ηz is constructed in section 8.1.

We can determine the images of Kottwitz-Rapoport and Ekedahl-Oort strata under η

in terms of Deligne-Lusztig varieties. Define the Deligne-Lusztig varieties XJ(w′) as the

intersection of the graph of Fr with the G-orbit OI,σ(I)(w′) in XJ×XFr(J) attached to w′ and

define fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties XJ{w′} by the same procedure as in section 2.1.2. Then

theorem 4.2.2 follows from the following proposition.
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Theorem 12.3.8. Suppose that AI(w) is stable. For any J ⊂ I the morphism η in (12.3.4)

gives isomorphisms

AJ(uw)∼= XJ(u) and AJ{vw} ∼= XJ{v}.

of schemes over AI(w) for any u in JW̃
wσ(J)
I and v in JW̃I .

Proof. Let us first look at AJ(uw). As it is contained in α
−1
J,I (AI(w)) = AJ(W̃IwW̃σ(I)), the

restriction of η gives an immersion AJ(uw)→ XJ . We just need to show that the image of

this immersion is XJ(u). Because both AJ(uw) and XJ(u) are reduced and of finite type over

Fp, we can check this on k-valued points.

Pick any x in AI(w) and look at diagram (12.3.7). The top map gives a bijection from

(α−1
J,I (x)∩AI(uw))(k) to αJ,I(z)∩ Z̃I(uw) (see section 12.1) and ηz gives a bijection from

αJ,I(z)∩ Z̃I(uw) to Xx,J(u) (see proposition 8.3.3). So in the fiber over x the morphism η

maps AJ(uw)(k) onto XJ(u)(k). As this holds for any x in AI(w) the image of AJ(uw) under

η is indeed XJ(u).

Similarly it follows from corollary 8.3.5 that η gives an immersion from AJ{vw} to XJ

with image XJ{v}.

Corollary 12.3.9. For all I ⊂ J and w in Adm(µ)∩ JW̃ the forgetful morphism αI,J induces

a finite étale morphism AI{w}→AJ{w}.

Proof. Because α /0,J = αI,J ◦α /0,J , we only need to show that α /0,J induces a finite étale mor-

phism A /0{w} →AJ{w} for all J. If J∞ is the w-stable type of J, then the restriction α /0,J to

A /0{w} factors as

A /0{w}= A /0(w)→AJ∞
(w) = AJ∞

{w}→AJ{w}.

The second morphism is an isomorphism by theorem 4.2.3. Because J∞ is w-stable, A /0(w) is

isomorphic to X /0(1) over AJ∞
(w) by theorem 12.3.8.

Let G be the group scheme over AJ∞
(w) defined above and let GFr be the set of fixed

points of Fr in G. This is a finite étale group scheme over AJ(w). So, if we pick a k-valued

point x in AJ(w), there is a finite étale morphism S→AJ(w) such that the pull-back of GFr

is isomorphic to S×GFr
x . Because the pull-back of X /0(1) is isomorphic to Xx, /0(1)× S, it

follows that X /0(1) is finite étale over AJ∞
(w).
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12.4. Shuffling

In this section we prove theorem 4.2.1. The construction of the shuffling morphisms is

essentially the same as for Z̃I (see section 8.4).

Fix a w in {s}W̃ {σ(s)} and assume that sw 6= wσ(s). Then the double coset W̃IwW̃σ(I) con-

sists of 4 elements: w, wσ(s), sw and swσ(s). These are not necessarily all in the admissible

set. However, we do have the following.

Lemma 12.4.1. If sw is in the admissible set, then so is wσ(s). If swσ(s) is in the admissible

set, then w, sw and wσ(s) are all in the admissible set.

Proof. Suppose that sw is in the admissible set, so sw ≤ tu(µ) = v for some u in W . All σ -

conjugates of v have the same length (see [63] lemma 3.6), in particular l(svσ(s)) = l(v). So

there are two possibilities (see figure 8.4.1):

1. If l(sv) < l(v), then v has a reduced expression of the form v = st1 . . . trω with ti
in ∆̃ and ω in Ω. Since w ≤ sw ≤ v, we can write w = ti1 . . . tir ω . Then wσ(s) =

ti1 . . . tir
ω σ(s)ω ≤ t1 . . . trω σ(s)ω = svσ(s).

2. If l(sv) > l(v), then l(vσ(s)) < l(v) and v has a reduced expression of the form v =

t1 . . . trω σ(s)ω . Again we can write w = ti1 . . . tir ω . Now wσ(s) = ti1 . . . tir
ω σ(s)ω ≤ v.

In both cases wσ(s) is in the admissible set.

Now suppose that swσ(s) is in the admissible set. Because w, sw and wσ(s) are all

smaller than swσ(s) in the Bruhat order, they are also in the admissible set.

Consider the composition

A /0(W̃{s}wW̃{σ(s)})
α /0,{s}

// A{s}(w)
rw,{s}
∼
// A /0(wW̃{σ(s)}). (12.4.2)

Lemma 12.4.3. If sw is in the admissible set, the composition (12.4.2) induces a morphism

ssw,s : A /0(sw)→A /0(wσ(s))

that gives a bijection on k-valued points.

Proof. This follows from lemma 8.4.2 using the construction in section 12.1.

Remark 12.4.4. Looking at examples one immediately sees that ssw,s is not an isomorphism,

but that it is purely inseparable. In fact, if w = s1 . . .sr is a reduced expression, then the
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composition

A /0(w)
sw,s1→ A /0(s2 . . .srσ(s1))

s−,s2→ A /0(s3 . . .srσ(s1)σ(sr))
s−,s3→ . . .

s−,sr→ A /0(σ(s1) . . .σ(sr)) = A /0(σ(w))

is the Frobenius.

Now assume that swσ(s) is in the admissible set. Because now all four elements of

W̃IwW̃σ(I) are admissible, the fibers of A /0(W̃IwW̃σ(I))→ A{s}(w) are all isomorphic to P1.

We already know the fibers of three strata: of A /0(w) and A /0(wσ(s)) by theorem 4.2.3, and of

A /0(sw) by lemma 12.4.3. So what remains must come from the fourth stratum A /0(swσ(s)).

With the same reasoning as in corollary 8.4.4 we get the following.

Corollary 12.4.5. The composition (12.4.2) induces a surjective morphism

sswσ(s),s : A /0(swσ(s))→A /0(w)∪A /0(wσ(s)),

whose fiber over a k-valued point x is isomorphic to A1
k if x is in A /0(w) and to A1

k\{0} if x is

in A /0(wσ(s)).

Theorem 4.2.1 now follows from lemma 12.4.3 and corollary 12.4.5 in the same way as

corollary 8.4.6 follows from lemma 8.4.2 and corollary 8.4.4.

12.5. Putting it all together

As we explained in section 4.2, the three special cases above suffice to determine the

image and fibers of forgetful morphisms. The key is lemma 4.2.4, which we will now prove.

For convenience we repeat its statement. Remember that the w-stable type of I is the largest

J ⊆ I with J = wσ(J).

Lemma 12.5.1. For every w in W̃ there is a sequence

w = w0
s0 w1

s1 w2
s2 . . .

sr−1 wr with si ∈ I and wi ∈ W̃

such that l(w0) = l(w1) = · · ·= l(wr−1) and wr satisfies one of the following:

1. there is a y in IW̃ and a u in W̃J , with J the y-stable type of I, such that wr = uy, or

2. l(wr)< l(w).
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Proof. Define auxiliary sequences xn, In,yn,un and vn, as follows. Set x0 = w and I0 = I. By

corollary 5.1.19 we can write xn uniquely as

xn = unynvn with yn ∈ InW̃ σ(In), un ∈ W̃ In∩wσ(In)
In and vn ∈ W̃σ(In)

Then we recursively define

xn+1 = u−1
n xnσ(un) = ynvnσ(un), In+1 = In∩ ynσ(In).

One easily checks that the sequence (In,yn)n≥0 is in the set T (I) defined in 8.2.3. So by

lemma 8.2.6 it stabilizes to (I∞,y∞), where y∞ is in IW̃ and I∞ is the y∞-stable type of I. Pick

N large enough so that yn = y∞ for n ≥ N. Because I∞ = wσ(I∞), the element un = 1 for

n ≥ N. So xn+1 = xn and the sequences (xn) and (vn) also stabilize, say to x∞ and v∞. Note

that x∞ = y∞v∞.

By picking reduced expressions un = sinsin+1 . . .sin+1−1 we get a sequence of simple re-

flections s0, . . . ,sM in I (with i0 = 0 and in = M for n large enough). Define the sequence

w0,w1, . . . ,wN in W̃ by wi+1 = siwiσ(si). Note that win = xn and wM = y∞v∞. We assume

that wi+1 6= wi. Otherwise we shorten the sequences by taking out si and wi+1.

Let m be the largest number in {0, . . . ,M} such that l(w) = l(w0) = l(w1) = · · ·= l(wm).

For j ≤ m with in ≤ j < in+1, we have

w j = s j . . .sin+1−1ynvnσ(sin) . . .σ(s j−1)

The lengths of the elements on the right add up to l(un)+ l(yn)+ l(vn) = l(xn). But xn = win

and in ≤ j ≤ m, so l(xn) = l(w) = l(w j). It follows that w j has a reduced expression starting

with s j and l(s jw j) < l(w j). Looking at figure 8.4.1, we see that l(s jw j+1) > l(w j+1). We

conclude that that w0
s0 w1

s1 . . .
sm−1 wm.

Now there are two possibilities: either m < M or m = M. In the first case, we must have

l(wm+1)< l(wm) as l(smwm)< l(wm) by the above calculation. So we set r = m+1 and we

are in case 1. In the second case, we have wm = y∞v∞. Then we put r = m, y = y∞, J = I∞

and u = y∞u∞y−1
∞ in W̃yσ(I∞) = W̃I∞ , and we are in case 2.

Note that the proof works for the extended affine Weyl group of any reductive group, not

just for GSp2g.

12.5.1. Images of strata. Using lemma 12.5.1 we now give an algorithm to determine

the images of Ekedahl-Oort and Kottwitz-Rapoport strata under the forgetful morphisms.
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Such an image is a union of Ekedahl-Oort strata by sections 9.2 and 12.1.

Each Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum is a union of Ekedahl-Oort strata: AI(w) =AI{wW̃σ(I)}.
Also, AI{w} is the image of A /0(w) by corollary 12.3.9. So, if we can determine the image

of A /0(w) under α /0,I for all admissible w and all types I, then we can determine the image of

any Kottwitz-Rapoport or Ekedahl-Oort stratum.

To find out which Ekedahl-Oort strata are in the image of A /0(w), we use lemma 4.2.4.

If wi and si are as in that lemma, then by combining theorems 4.2.3, 4.2.2 and 4.2.1 (as

explained in section 4.2) we have

α /0,I(A /0(w)) =

AI(y) in case 1 of lemma 12.5.1,

α /0,I(A /0(wr))∪α /0,I(A /0(wrσ(sr))) in case 2.
(12.5.2)

Note that in case 2 wr and wrσ(sr) both have strictly smaller length than w. So we get a finite

algorithm to determine the image of A /0(w). We can even keep track of what the fibers look

like over any Ekedahl-Oort stratum in the image.

However, the results of this algorithm are subtle, as its working depends not only on the

Bruhat order and σ -conjugation, but also on the construction of the sequence wi in lemma

4.2.4. I have no simple description of the set of strata that occur in the image of A /0(w). But

I can give an upper bound on this set for the following relation.

Definition 12.5.3. Write w′ �I w if there is a u in W̃I such that uw′σ(u) ≤ w in the Bruhat

order.

Note that this relation also determines which strata occur in the closure of an Ekedahl-

Oort stratum (see theorem 12.0.1). If w′ �I w and w≤ w′′, then w�I w′′.

Lemma 12.5.4. If AI(w′) is contained in α /0,I(A /0(w)), then w′ �I w.

Proof. Use induction on the length of w. If w has length 0, then it is in IW̃ . So by lemma

12.3.9 its image consists only of AI{w} and the lemma holds.

Now suppose that l(w)> 0 and we know that the lemma holds for all elements of smaller

length. We determine α /0,I(A /0(w)) using lemma 12.5.1 and equation (12.5.2) above. Suppose

that α /0,I(A /0(w)) contains AI{w′}.
We first show that if w′ �I wi, then also w′ �I wi−1. Pick a reduced expression wi−1 =

st1 . . . trω with ti in ∆̃ and ω in Ω. Then wi has a reduced expression of the form wi =

t1 . . . trω σ(s)ω . Let u in W̃I be such that uw′σ(u)−1 ≤ wi. Then uw′σ(u)−1 is equal to a

subexpression of the reduced expression of wi. There are two possibilities:
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1. If uw′σ(u)−1 = ti1 . . . timω for i1 < · · ·< im, then uw′σ(u)−1 ≤ wi−1.

2. If uw′σ(u)−1 = ti1 . . . tim
ω σ(s)ω for i1 < · · ·< im, then suw′σ(u)−1σ(s)≤ wi−1.

In both cases w′ �I wi−1.

So it suffices to show that w′ �I wr−1 or w′ �I wr. In the first case of (12.5.2) α /0,I(A /0(w))

is equal to AI{y} and w′ = y. As y ≤ wr in the Bruhat order, we certainly have y �I wr. In

the second case of (12.5.2), when the image of A /0(w) is the union of α /0,I(AI(wr)) and

α /0,I(AI(wrσ(sr))), we know by induction that w′ �I wr or w′ �I wrσ(sr). Because wr and

wrσ(sr) are both smaller than wr−1 in the Bruhat order, we have w′ �I wr−1.

12.5.2. The image of the closure. As explained above, I cannot directly characterize

the Ekedahl-Oort strata occurring in the image of a given stratum. But I can characterize the

strata occurring in the image of its closure using the upper bound in lemma 12.5.4.

Lemma 12.5.5. For any w in IW̃ the morphism αI,J maps the closure of AI{w} to the union

of all AJ{w′} for which w′ �J w.

Proof. We first reduce to the case that I = /0. The image of the closure of A /0(w) under α /0,I is

closed and contains AI{w} as an open subset, as α /0,I gives a finite étale map A /0(w)→AI{w}
(corollary 12.3.9). So this image is equal to the closure of AI{w}. But then the image of the

closure of AI{w} under αI,J is equal to the image of the closure of A /0(w) under α /0,J , and it

suffices to show that this last image consists of all AJ{w′} with w′ �J w.

By theorem 11.0.2 the closure of A /0(w) is the union of all A /0(v) for which v ≤ w. If

AJ{w′} is in the image of A /0(v), then w′ �I v by lemma 12.5.4 and so w′ �I w.

Conversely, suppose that w′�I w, i.e. that uw′σ(u)−1≤w for some u∈ W̃J . We will show

that AJ{w′} is in the image of A /0(uw′σ(u)−1), which is in the closure of A /0(w). By the

construction in section 12.1 it suffices to show that Z̃J{w′} is in the image of Z̃ /0(uw′σ(u)−1).

As this image is a union of strata Z̃J{−} we just need to find one point in Z̃ /0(uw′σ(u)−1)

whose image is in Z̃J{w′}.
Let L /0 be the standard full lattice chain. We embed W̃ in G(L) by permuting the extended

basis (ei)i∈Z (see section 6.2.1). Look at the point z = (L /0,uw′σ(u)−1L /0,uw′σ(u)−1),

which is in Z̃ /0(uw′σ(u)−1). Because u is in W̃I , we have u−1LI = LI . Similarly, σ(u)−1

fixes the chain Lσ(I). So

u−1 ∗α /0,I(z) = u−1 ∗ (LI ,uwσ(u)−1Lσ(I),uwσ(u)−1)

= (LI ,wLI ,w) = α /0,I(L /0,wL /0,w).
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Since (L /0,wL /0,w) is in Z̃ /0(w), the point u−1 ∗α /0,I(z) is in Z̃I{w} (see lemma 8.3.4). But

Z̃I{w} is invariant under G(L). So α /0,I(z) is also in Z̃I{w}.

12.6. Properties of the Ekedahl-Oort stratification

With everything we now know about morphisms, it is easy to establish the basic properties

of the Ekedahl-Oort stratification and prove theorem 12.0.1.

If I∞ is the w-stable type of I, then the forgetful morphism induces an isomorphism

AI{w}
∼←AI∞(w) by theorem 4.2.3. So by theorem 11.0.2 AI{w} is smooth of dimension

dim(AI{w}) = dim(AI∞(w)) = l(w)+ l(W̃I∞)− l(W̃I∞∩wσ(I∞)) = l(w),

where we use that I∞ = wσ(I∞). This proves point 1 in theorem 12.0.1.

As we saw in the proof of lemma 12.5.5 the closure of AI{w} is the image under α /0,I

of the closure of A /0(w). By lemma 12.5.5 this image is the union of all AI{w′} for which

w′ �I w. This proves point 2.
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APPENDIX A

Dieudonné theory

Dieudonné theory describes the category of formal groups in terms of semi-linear algebra

over the Witt vectors. In particular, it allows us to describe local-local group schemes. There

are several versions of Dieudonné theory. We use the one constructed by Fontaine in [17].

A.0.1. Witt vectors. The ring of Witt vectors W is a ring scheme over Spec(Z). For any

ring R the set W (R) consists of all infinite sequences (a0,a1,a2, . . .) with ai in R. The ring

structure is determined by the condition that the maps

Φn(R) : W (R)→ R, (a0,a1,a2, . . .) 7→ apn

0 + pap(n−1)

1 + p2ap(n−2)

2 + · · ·+ pnan

are ring homomorphisms for all n and R. See [14] chapitre 5 §1 or [65] chapter II §6 for

the construction of W . If k is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, then W (k) is the unique

ring with W (k)/pW (k) = k that is complete and Hausdorff for the topology defined by the

filtration pnW (k), and such that p is not a zero divisor (see [65] chapter 2 §6 Theorem 8). In

particular, W (Fp) = Zp.

The Verschiebung V : W →W , sends (a0,a1, . . .) to (0,a0,a1, . . .). It is additive for the

addition of W (i.e. V (a+b) =V (a)+V (b)). In characteristic p the Frobenius σ : WFp→WFp

sends (a0,a1, . . .) to (ap
0 ,a

p
1 , . . .). It is a homomorphism of ring schemes.

We write Wn = W/pnW for the ring of Witt vectors of length n. This is again a ring

scheme over Spec(Z), but now Wn(R) consists of finite sequences (a0,a1, . . . ,an−1). The ring

structure is still determined by the condition that the Φn are ring homomorphisms. As above

we can define an additive morphism V : Wn→Wn+1, the Verschiebung, and in characteristic

p a ring homomorphism σ : Wn,Fp →Wn,Fp , the Frobenius.

A.0.2. Formal groups. Let k be a field. A formal k-functor is a functor from the cat-

egory of finite k-algebras to the category of sets. Such functors form a category in which

the morphisms are the natural transformations. Every finite scheme X over k gives a formal

k-functor by

R 7→ X(R) = Mor(Spec(R),X)
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for any finite k-algebra R. By Yoneda’s lemma this construction gives an embedding of the

category of finite k-schemes in the category of formal k-functors. A formal scheme over k is

a formal k-functor that is the inductive limit of finite k-schemes.

A formal group over k is a group object in the category of formal k-functors that is also

a formal scheme. Now assume that k has characteristic p > 0. A formal p-group is a com-

mutative formal group that is p-torsion, i.e. it is the inductive limit over n of the kernel of

multiplication by pn. A p-divisible group (or Barsotti-Tate group) is a formal p-group for

which multiplication by p is surjective and has finite kernel.

We warn the reader that the name formal group is sometimes only used for the completion

of an algebraic group at the identity element. Here we use it for a larger class of groups,

including all finite group schemes over k, even disconnected ones.

A.0.3. The Dieudonné module. The group of Witt covectors CW is a group functor on

the category of rings. For any ring R the set CW (R) consists of sequences (. . . ,a−2,a−1,a0)

such that there is an r such that the ideal generated by a−n for n ≥ r is nilpotent. Using the

group operations of the Witt vectors one can define a group structure on CW , see [17] chapitre

II. Restricting the functor CW to the category of finite k-algebras gives a formal k-group ˆCW k.

The Dieudonné module of a formal p-group G over k is

M(G) = Hom(G, ˆCW k).

This is a module over the Witt-vectors. The Frobenius and Verschiebung of G induce homo-

morphism

F : M(G)(p)→M(G) and V : M(G)→M(G)(p)

In this way, M(G) becomes a module over the Dieudonné ring Dk, the ring generated by

the Witt-vectors W (k) and two elements F and V subject to the relations FV = V F = p,

and Fa = σ(a)F and aV = V σ(a) for all a in W (k). (Here σ is the Frobenius of W (k).)

So M(−) is a contravariant functor from the category of formal p-groups to the category of

Dk-modules. We call it the Dieudonné functor.

The Dieudonné module of a formal p-group is W (k)[F ]-profinite, that is, it is the direct

limit of finite length modules and that V acts continuously. The main theorem of Dieudonné

theory is as follows (see [17] introduction, thm. 1).

Theorem A.0.1. The functor M(−) induces an anti-equivalence from the category of formal

p-groups over k to the category of W (k)[F ]-profinite Dk-modules.
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The equivalence M(−) has the following properties:

• It is exact, that is it preserves exact sequences ( [17] ch. III, thm 2).

• It commutes with finite base change: if k→ k′ is a finite field extension, then M(Gk′) =

W (k′)⊗W (k) M(G) for any G over k ( [17] ch. III, prop 2.2). So M(G(p)) = M(G)(p).

• It commutes with Cartier duality ( [17] ch. III, §5). Let L be the field of fractions of

W (k). If M is a Dk-module, then its dual M∨ = HomW (k)(M,L/W (k)) has naturally the

structure of a Dk-module. There is a natural isomorphism M(GD)∼= M(G)∨.

• If G is finite of degree pr, then M(G) has length r over W (k) ( [17] ch. III, thm. 1(iii)).

• A group G is p-divisible of height n if and only if M(G) is a free of rank n over W (k)

( [17] ch. III, prop. 6.1(iii)).

• If M is the Dieudonné module of G, then M/FM is naturally isomorphic to the cotan-

gent space of G ( [17] ch. III, prop. 4.3). So G has dimension dimk(M/FM).

Example A.0.2. With the above properties we can calculate the Dieudonné module of some

easy groups.

1. The Dieudonné module of Z/pnZ is M = Dk/(F−1, pn). Indeed, the Frobenius is the

identity on Z/pnZ, while multiplication by pn is 0. The relation F = 1 together with

FV = p implies that V = p. So as W (k)-module M is isomorphic to W (k)/pnW (k) and

its has length pn.

2. The Dieudonné module of µpn is M = Dk/(F − p, pn). Indeed, as the Frobenius of

µpn is the p-th power map, we have F = p. The relation F = p together with FV = p

implies that V = 1. The Dieudonné module of µpn is dual to that of Z/pnZ, as these

groups are Cartier dual to each other.

3. The Dieudonné module of αp is M = Dk/(F,V ). As W (k)-module it is isomorphic to

k =W (k)/pW (k).

4. Suppose that E is a supersingular elliptic curve. The Dieudonné module of E[pn] is

Dk/(F−V, pn), because on E the Frobenius is equal to the Verschiebung.

A.0.4. Group schemes killed by F or V . Theorem A.0.1 only works over perfect fields.

It is quite difficult to extend Dieudonné theory to more general base schemes, except for group

schemes killed by F or V . For those we use the following observation:

• When a formal group scheme G over k is killed by F (i.e. its Frobenius morphism is

0), its Dieudonné module is the cotangent space Lie(G)∨ at the identity (see [17] ch.

III §4 corollaire 1).
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• When it is killed by V its Dieudonné modules is Hom(G,Ĝa) (see [17] ch. III §3
proposition 3.2).

So the Dieudonné functor extends as follows.

Definition A.0.3. Suppose that G is a finite commutative locally free group scheme over a

base scheme S in characteristic p. If G is killed by F , then its Dieudonné module is M(G) =

Lie(G)∨. If G is killed by V , then its Dieudonné module is M(G) = H om(G,Ga,S).

In both cases, the Dieudonné module is a locally free OS-module. When G is killed by

F , we get a Verschiebung V : M(G)→M(G)(p) on M(G). When G is killed by V , we get a

Frobenius F : M(G)(p) → M(G). If G is killed by V , then GD is killed by F and there is a

natural isomorphism of OS-modules

M(G) = H om(G,Ga,S)∼= Lie(GD) = M(GD)∨,

see [54] section 14. Under this isomorphism, the Frobenius in M(G) is dual to the Ver-

schiebung on M(GD). It follows that if G is killed by both F and V we have Lie(G)∨ =

H om(G,Ga,S), so that M(G) is well defined. It also follows that definition A.0.3 works well

with Cartier duality.

Proposition A.0.4. The Dieudonné functor M(−) induces an equivalence from the category

of finite flat group schemes over S killed by F or V to the category of triples (M,F,V ) where

M is a locally free OS-module, F : M(p) → M and V : M → M(p) are homomorphisms and

either F or V is 0.

Proof. See [41] section 2.

A.0.5. Comparison to de Rham cohomology. Oda showed in [57] that for an abelian

variety A the Dieudonné module of its p-kernel is naturally isomorphic to its first de Rham

cohomology group:

H1
dR(A)∼= M(A[p])(p).

This isomorphism maps the Hodge filtration H0(A,ΩA) to the kernel of the Frobenius. (Oda

did not twist: he used M(A[p]) instead of M(A[p])(p). But for us it is most natural to include

it, see and [2] théorème 4.2.14). This comparison theorem was one of the inspirations for

the development of Crystalline cohomology by Grothendieck and others (see [26], [3], [2]

and [4]), which allows us to also interpret M(A[p∞]) as a first cohomology group.
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Samenvatting

In deze samenvatting wil ik ook niet-wiskundigen een indruk van mijn onderzoek geven.

Algebraı̈sche variëteiten

Mijn onderzoek gaat over vergelijkingen. De meeste lezers zullen op school wel eens een

kwadratische vergelijking , zoals x2−8x+15 = 0 hebben gezien met de opdracht om die op

te lossen (dus alle getallen te vinden die als je ze invult voor x nul geven). In dit geval zijn de

oplossingen x = 3 en x = 5.

Je kunt ook kijken naar vergelijkingen in meer onbekenden, zoals y−x2 = 0. Dan bestaat

een oplossingen niet uit één getal, maar uit een paar getallen x en y. Voor y− x2 = 0 zijn

bijvoorbeeld de paren 1 en 1, 2 en 4, of 3 en 9 oplossingen. Maar wiskundigen zijn niet

tevreden met enkele oplossingen; ze willen ze allemaal weten. In dit geval kan dat: het zijn

alle paren a en a2 met a een willekeurig getal. Maar voor de meeste vergelijkingen kun je

geen simpele formule voor alle oplossingen vinden.

Toch gaan wiskundigen aan de slag met de verzameling van alle oplossingen alsof ze die

wel kennen. Ze willen graag de structuur van die verzameling begrijpen om toch iets over

de oplossingen te kunnen zeggen. De belangrijkste techniek om de structuur te begrijpen

is het invoeren van coördinaten. Door een x- en een y-as te tekenen in het vlak, kun je

aan elk paar getallen een punt in het vlak toekennen. De verzameling oplossingen wordt zo

een verzameling punten in het vlak. Deze punten vormen een meetkundig figuur. Voor de

vergelijking y− x2 = 0 vormen de punten bijvoorbeeld een parabool.

Je kunt nu meetkundige technieken gebruiken om structuren te vinden op de verzameling

oplossingen. Kijk bijvoorbeeld naar de vergelijking y2 = x3−3x+3. De bijbehorende figuur

is een kromme, zie figuur A.1. Stel je hebt twee punten P en Q op die kromme. Als je een

rechte lijn door deze twee punten trekt, snijdt deze de kromme in een derde punt, zeg R.

Spiegel R nu in de x-as. Dan krijg je weer een punt S op de kromme1. Zo krijgen we als extra

structuur een bewerking die aan elke twee punten P en Q op de kromme een nieuwe punt S

1Deze methode werkt niet als P en Q elkaar gespiegelde in de x-as zijn. Om dat probleem op te lossen kiezen we
een vaste punt O ergens ‘buiten het vlak’. De bewerking kent dan aan P en Q het punt O toe.
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Figure A.1: De kromme gegeven door de vergelijking y2 = x3−3x+3.

toekent. Deze bewerking helpt je helpt je om steeds meer oplossingen te vinden, immers uit

twee oplossingen maakt hij een derde.

Als je meetkundige technieken gebruikt om vergelijkingen te bestuderen, dan ben je bezig

met algebraı̈sche meetkunde, het vakgebied waaronder dit proefschrift valt. De figuur is

vaak handzamer dan de vergelijking zelf. Verschillende vergelijkingen hetzelfde figuur kun-

nen geven (alleen misschien verschoven, gedraaid of uitgerekt). Dan wil je die vergelij-

kingen eigenlijk als hetzelfde zien, want hun oplossingsverzamelingen zijn ook feitelijk het-

zelfde. Daarom hebben wiskundigen technieken ontwikkeld om het figuur los te weken van

de vergelijkingen. Wat je overhoudt wordt een algebraı̈sche variëteit genoemd.

Moduliruimten

Algebraı̈sche meetkundigen bestuderen dus algebraı̈sche variëteiten. Maar hoe gaat dat in

zijn werk? Eén manier is om het idee in de vorige sectie nog een stapje verder door te voeren.

Daar bestudeerden we de oplossingen van een vergelijking door te zoeken naar structuur op

de verzameling van alle oplossingen. Net zo kunnen we variëteiten bestuderen door te zoeken

naar structuur op de verzameling van alle variëteiten.

In dit geval is die structuur veel moeilijker te vinden, omdat er zo veel verschillende

variëteiten zijn. Daarom is het handig om eerst een grove indeling maken. Voor krommen

(figuren die eruit zien als een lijn) wordt die indeling gegeven door het geslacht, een getal

in 0,1,2,3,4, . . . dat aangeeft hoe ‘ingewikkeld’ de kromme is. De kromme die hoort bij

de vergelijking y− x2 = 0 heeft bijvoorbeeld geslacht 0. Dit betekent dat er een simpele

formule voor de oplossingen is (de oplossingen zijn immers (a,a2) voor a willekeurig). De

kromme die hoort bij de vergelijking y2 = x3− 3x+ 3 heeft geslacht 1. Dit betekent dat er
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een bewerking als hierboven op de kromme is.

Als je een grove inverdeling in typen hebt, kun je kijken naar de verzameling variëteiten

van een vast type, bijvoorbeeld de verzameling krommen van een gegeven geslacht. De

verzameling krommen van geslacht 0 bevat alleen de rechte lijn. De verzameling krommen

van geslacht 1 is veel groter. Voor elk willekeurig getal a geeft de vergelijking y2 = x(x−
1)(x−a) zo’n kromme, en er zijn hoogstens 6 verschillende getallen a die dezelfde kromme

geven. Dus er zijn oneindig veel krommen van geslacht 1. Het blijkt dat de verzameling van

krommen van geslacht 1 zelf weer een kromme is (van geslacht 0).

De verzameling van variëteiten van een gegeven type blijkt meestal weer een algebraı̈sche

varieteit. Zo’n variëteit noemen we een moduliruimte. De studie van moduliruimten is een

belangrijk onderdeel van de algebraı̈sche meetkunde.

Positief karakteristiek

Naast de gewone getallen gebruiken wiskundigen ook allerlei bijzondere getallensyste-

men. Neem een willekeurig getal, zeg 12. Dan kun je een getallensysteem construeren

waarin dat getal gelijk is aan 0. Begin met de gehele getallen: . . . ,−2,−1,0,1,2,3, . . . . Als

we willen dat 12 gelijk is aan 0, dan moet 13 gelijk zijn aan 1 (want 13 = 12+1), 14 gelijk

aan 2, enzovoorts. In het nieuwe getallensysteem zitten dus maar 12 verschillende getallen,

die als het ware op een cirkel staan zoals de cijfers van een klok:

Als je 1 bij een getal optelt, dan krijg je het volgende getal met de klok mee. In dit systeem

kun je gewoon optellen, bijvoorbeeld 8+7 = 15 en 15 is gelijk aan 3. Je kunt ook aftrekken,

bijvoorbeeld 3−5 =−2 en −2 is gelijk aan 10 (want −2+12 = 10), en vermenigvuldigen,

bijvoorbeeld 3×5 = 15 en 15 is gelijk aan 3. Met vermenigvuldigen kun je wel onverwacht

0 krijgen, bijvoorbeeld 3× 4 = 12 = 0. Hierdoor kun je niet delen door bijvoorbeeld 3 of 4

(maar wel door 5 of 7).

Het getal 12 was echter willekeurig gekozen. Je kunt zo’n systeem maken voor elk

willekeurig geheel getal groter dan 1. Voor sommige getallen kun je wel delen door elk

getal dat niet 0 is, namelijk voor priemgetallen. Dit zijn getallen die alleen deelbaar zijn door

zichzelf of 1, bijvoorbeeld 3, 5, 7 en 11.
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In zo’n getallensysteem voor een priemgetal kun je net zo goed algebraı̈sche meetkunde

doen als met gewone getallen. Je kijkt dan naar vergelijkingen met coëfficiënten2 in het

nieuwe getallensysteem. Als je dit doet, treden er allerlei interessante nieuwe verschijnselen

op. Omdat er eindig veel getallen in het systeem zitten, heeft elke vergelijking eindig veel

oplossingen. Je kunt dus tellen hoeveel het er zijn. Een belangrijk resultaat van de twintigste

eeuwse algebraı̈sche meetkunde is dat het aantal oplossingen afhangt van de meetkunde van

de bijbehorende variëteit.

Dit proefschrift

Je kunt deze vreemde getallensystemen ook gebruiken om moduliruimten te bestuderen.

In dit proefschrift doe ik dit voor moduliruimten van abelse variëteiten. Dit zijn variëteiten

zoals de kromme y2 = x3−3x+3 hierboven. Ze worden gekenmerkt door twee belangrijke

eigenschappen. De eerste is dat ze net als die kromme een bewerking hebben die aan twee

punten een derde punt toekent. De tweede eigenschap is dat ze ‘compleet’ zijn, er ontbreken

geen punten.

Het idee is om de nieuwe verschijnselen die optreden in deze vreemde getallensystemen

te gebruiken om de moduliruimten op te delen in verschillende stukken. Zo’n opdeling wordt

een stratificatie genoemd. Dit is niet nieuw. Verschillende onderzoekers hebben al aller-

lei verschillende stratificaties geconstrueerd, zoals de Ekdahl-Oort stratificatie, de Rapoport-

Zink stratificatie en de Newton-polygoon stratificatie3. In dit proefschrift onderzoek ik de

relaties tussen deze drie verschillende stratificaties.

In het eerste deel kijk ik naar alle Ekedahl-Oort strata die zijn bevat in het kleinste

Newton-polygoon stratum, de supersinguliere locus. Ik laat zien dat zulke strata eruit zien als

variëteiten die in een heel andere hoek van de wiskunde zijn gedefinieerd, namelijk Deligne-

Lusztig variëteiten. Dit is interessant, omdat we dan resultaten uit die andere hoek kunnen

toepassen op de moduliruimte van abelse variëteiten.

Het tweede deel heb ik samen met Ulrich Görtz geschreven, nadat ik hem in Bonn had

bezocht. Hierin beschrijven we de relatie tussen de Ekedahl-Oort stratificatie en de Kottwitz-

Rapoport stratificatie. We kunnen laten zien dat sommige Kottwitz-Rapoport strata eigenlijk

hetzelfde zijn als Ekedahl-Oort strata.

Voor andere Kottwitz-Rapoport strata is het verband met Ekedahl-Oort strata minder

duidelijk. Maar in deel drie kunnen we toch precies beschrijven hoe alles in elkaar zit. In dat

2Coëfficiënten zijn de getallen die voor de letters x en y zijn. Bijvoorbeeld in de vergelijking y2 = x3− 3x+ 3
hebben y2 en x3 beide coëfficiënt 1 en x heeft coëfficient −3

3Behalve de laatste zijn de stratificaties allemaal vernoemd naar hun ontdekkers
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deel zien we ook dat de Deligne-Lusztig variëteiten uit deel I niet alleen voorkomen als je

kijkt naar strata in de supersingulier locus. Ze blijken zeer algemeen op te treden als je naar

Ekedahl-Oort of Kottwitz-Rapoport strata kijkt.
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Summary

This thesis is about the relation between three different stratifications on moduli spaces of

abelian varieties: the Ekedahl-Oort stratification, the Newton polygon stratification, and the

Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification.

The first part concerns Ekedahl-Oort strata that are completely contained in the supersin-

gular locus. Building on work of Harashita I show that each such stratum is isomorphic to a

disjoint union of Deligne-Lusztig varieties. In particular I determine the number of connected

components of each stratum.

The second part, which I wrote together with Ulrich Görtz, relates the results in the first

part to work of Görtz and Yu on Kottwitz-Rapoport strata contained in the supersingular lo-

cus. We show that each Ekedahl-Oort stratum is isomorphic to a parahoric Kottwitz-Rapoport

stratum, and that for supersingular strata this isomorphism is compatible with the descriptions

of both strata in terms of Deligne-Lusztig varieties. We also extend several results of Görtz

and Yu on supersingular Kottwitz-Rapoport strata from moduli spaces with Iwahori level

structure to moduli spaces with general parahoric level structures.

The third part analyzes how Kottwitz-Rapoport strata and Ekedahl-Oort strata behave un-

der forgetful morphisms, morphisms between moduli spaces of abelian varieties with para-

horic level structures that forget some of the abelian varieties in the chain. I give an algorithm

to determine the image of every stratum, and the fibre over every point in the image. The al-

gorithm breaks up the fibre into a number of simple building blocks: the affine line, the affine

line minus the origin, and Deligne-Lusztig varieties.
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Glossary of Notations

Adm(µ) Admissible set, 92

AI Moduli space for abelian varieties with parahoric

level structure, 122

AI{w} Ekedahl-Oort stratum, 128

AI(w) Kottwitz-Rapoport stratum, 125

αI,J Forgetful map XI → XJ , 74

αI,J Forgetful map Z̃I → Z̃J , 95

αI,J Forgetful morphism AI →AJ , 122

A[N] N-kernel, 9

∆̃ Simple reflections in W̃ , 73

EO Ekedahl-Oort type, 113

FT Final type, 116

inv Relative position, 75

k Algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, 9

L Field of fractions of O , 71

M(−) Dieudonné module, 144

Mloc
I Local model for AI , 123

O In chapter 5 and 6: a complete discrete valuation

ring with residue field k. From chapter 7: the Witt

vectors of k, 71
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Ω Elements of length 0 in W̃ , 73

Perm(d) Permissible set, 91

Ref Refinement, 71

rw,I Refinement map for Z̃I , 96

rw,I Refinement morphism for AI , 127

ss,w Shuffling maps, 104

ss,w Shuffling morphisms, 136

T (I) Index set for the fine decomposition, 97

W Weyl group, 73

W̃ Extended affine Weyl group, 73

W̃I Subgroup of W̃ generated by I ⊂ ∆̃, 74
IW̃ J Set of (I,J)-reduced elements, 76

w s
 w′ order for shuffling, 104

XI Affine partial flag variety, 74

X I Variety of parabolic subgroups of type I, 27

X I(w) Deligne-Lusztig varieties, 28

X I{w} Fine Deligne-Lusztig varieties, 30

Z̃I Model for AI , 90

ZI Quotient of Z̃I , 107

ZI(w) Decomposition of ZI by relative position, 108

ZI{w} Fine decomposition of ZI , 109

Z̃I(w) Decomposition of Z̃I by relative position, 90

Z̃I{w} Fine decomposition of Z̃I , 98
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Index

admissible set, 92

affine partial flag variety, 74

affine Weyl group, 73

Barsotti-Tate group, 144

Bruhat order, 74

canonical flag, 13, 38

chain of p-divisible groups, 89

quasi-polarized, 93

Deligne-Lusztig variety, 28, 50

fine, 19, 30, 50

Dieudonné functor, 144

Dieudonné module, 33, 144

Dieudonné ring, 144

Dieudonné theory, 10

dual, 87

Ekedahl-Oort stratification, 12, 14, 20,

45, 48, 64, 121, 128

Ekedahl-Oort type, 113

for quasi-polarized chains, 119

of a BT1 , 118

extended affine Weyl group, 73

final type, 13, 48

forgetful map, 74, 95

forgetful morphism, 20, 61, 122

formal k-functor, 143

formal p-group, 144

formal group, 144

formal scheme, 144

Frobenius, 10, 143

hull, 79

in good position, 82

isocrystal, 15, 91

isogeny

for abelian varieties, 15

of p-divisible groups, 15

Iwahori subgroup, 72

N-kernel, 9

Kottwitz-Rapoport stratification, 18,

45, 47, 121, 125

Kraft diagram, 11

lattice chain, 84

length, 73

level 1 Dieudonné module, 10

local model, 123

moduli space of abelian varieties

principally polarized, 8

with Iwahori level structure, 17

with parahoric level structure, 17,

122

Newton polygon stratification, 15, 45
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next lattice, 84

ordinary abelian variety, 14

ordinary elliptic curve, 12

parahoric subgroup, 72

p-divisible group, 10, 144

permissible, 91, 93

polarized BT1 , 119

p-rank, 9

quasi-polarization, 92

(I,J)-reduced, 76

reduced expression, 74

refinement, 62, 71

for parabolic subgroups, 29

for parahoric subgroups, 80

refinement map, 63, 96

for ZI , 108

refinement morphism, 64, 127

refines, 75

relative position, 27, 75

for lattice chains, 18

self-dual, 87

shuffling maps, 104

shuffling morphisms, 21, 65, 136–137

simple reflections, 73

stabilizes, 98

stable, 20, 63, 66, 98, 128

w-stable, 31, 66, 98

w-stable type, 66

standard lattice chain, 84

stratification, 8

supersingular, 15, 49

elliptic curve, 12

supersingular locus, 15, 45

superspecial, 13, 14, 51, 55

c-superspecial, 51, 55

truncated Barsotti-Tate groups of level

1, 117

type, 74

unipotent radical

of a parahoric subgroup, 80

Verschiebung, 10, 143

Weyl group, 73

Witt covectors, 144

Witt vectors, 143

of length n, 143
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